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Noncovalent interactions involving -systems play a vital role throughout 
chemical and biological processes.  These -interactions can be found in organic 
photovoltaics and electronics as well as govern many protein and DNA interactions.  A 
fundamental and physically meaningful model of these interactions is necessary for the 
efficient exploitation of these materials and rational drug design.  First, the role of 
aromaticity in -stacking, cation/, and anion/ interactions is investigated.  Aromaticity 
weakly hinders -stacking and greatly hinders anion/ interactions, while greatly 
enhancing cation/ interactions.  Nonaromatics, therefore, present themselves as a new 
target in design for -stacking and anion/ interactions. 
The well-established local direct interaction model for -stacking that substituent 
effects are due solely to local electrostatic changes has also been expanded herein.  First, 
we show that the local direct model for substituent effects in -stacking also applies to 
polar XH/ interactions.  The nonpolar XH/ interactions vary little with substituent, 
depending only on changes in dispersion.  The energetic changes of both sets of XH/ 
interactions follow well-known substituent constants.  Next, the local direct interaction 
model is expanded to the use of electric fields to reconcile unusual similarity in the 
substituent effects between benzene, triazine, and borazine.  Substituent effects for 
different rings are similar as long as the electric fields of those rings are similar in the 
location of the substituent.  In fact, the substituent effect scales proportionally to the 
 iii 
 
relative strength of those fields.  Lastly, in an analysis on anion/ complexes with a 
variety of azines and benzene, it is shown that changes induced through the substitution 
of a carbon-hydrogen bond with nitrogen are almost exclusively from the nuclear charge 
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Interactions involving -systems (See Fig. 1.1), known as -interactions, can be 
found throughout chemistry and biology including molecular recognition, crystal 
packing, tertiary structures and active sites of proteins, and even DNA.1-26  In biological 
systems, rational drug design is highly dependent on a thorough understanding of the 
target system for the selection of viable candidate ligands.27  Furthermore, -interactions 
have been shown to play a significant role in the damage and repair processes in DNA.28  
These interactions also play a large role in more industrial applications.  Many of the 
routes toward improvement of organic electronic devices are focused on tuning the 
intramolecular properties such as the HOMO-LUMO gap.29,30  The tuning of -
interactions can improve charge transport between chains as well as flatten 
oligothiophenes and similar systems to narrow the HOMO-LUMO gap.31  A better 
understanding of -interactions should be useful for a variety of important applications. 
The term -interactions has not been fully accepted by the scientific community.  
In 2006, Grimme critiqued these terms by comparing stacked arenes and their fully 
saturated analogues.2  He noted that for small systems, there was no significant 
difference in the interactions and the term -stacking should be reserved as a geometric 
description.  Martinez and Iverson recently challenged -stacking and - interactions as 
terms due to the repulsive nature of the two -systems.1  They note that the local direct 
interaction model (see below) supplants any thoughts of the -systems having a 
 2 
significant role.  They argue to not use these terms despite their provision of a useful 
geometric description as they are too often confused as an energetic description.  Within 
this work, -interactions and related terms are used solely as a geometric description. 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Prototypical -interactions 
 
A similarly confusing term, aromatic interactions, has also appeared throughout 
the literature.  This label limited studies and designs around this peculiar motif to those 
of aromatic molecules.  Chapter II focuses on whether the term aromatic interactions 
should indeed be used at all, showing that not only should the label aromatic interactions 
be broadened to at least -stacking interactions, but aromaticity actually hinders some of 
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these interactions.  Since publication of this chapter, there have been several 
experimental examples of nonaromatic -interactions.32-35 
-stacking interactions are the most studied of the various -interactions.  In fact, 
the early work on stacking is foundational for many of the other -interaction models.  
Hunter and Sanders first proposed a profusely used model for describing -stacking 
interactions.36  Their model posited that the geometries found in -stacking interactions 
are driven by electrostatic forces.  Though these are not the strongest forces involved in 
these interactions, Hunter and Sanders showed that qualitative predictions could be made 
using a distributed quadrupole based on the -system; the most favorable configuration 
occurs when electron deficient and electron rich atomic quadrupole moments of the 
opposing rings are in proximity as this reduces the -repulsion.  One assumption that 
differs drastically from the local direct model for substituent effects is that the effect of 
substituents is included in these quadrupole moments with the assumption that the -
system of the ring is being changed. 
A modified version of the Hunter-Sanders model proposed by Hunter et al is 
oversimplified.37  Rather than comparing the atomic -densities through distributed 
quadrupole moments, this new version uses the molecular quadrupole moment Qzz.  In 
addition to losing information about orientation, the connection between -density and 
quadrupole moment established by the original model is continued.  Thus, electron-
donating substituents cause an increase in -density and electron-withdrawing 
substituents decrease the -density, where more favorable interactions occur when one 
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ring is -electron rich and the other deficient.  This newer model is qualitatively valid 
for benzene interacting with hexafluorobenzene, but easily fails for 1,3,5-
trifluorobenzene, a regime where the original Hunter-Sanders model predicts the correct 
geometry.38,39  This failure is due to Qzz lacking any information involving the 
orientation and about the z axis.  Inclusion of more molecular multipole terms may 
appear to correct this deficiency; however, this ignores an important aspect of the 
multipole expansion. 
Formally, the multipole expansion is always convergent only at distances greater 
than the charge distribution it is describing.  This definition is incompatible with a 
quantum mechanical description of a molecule where the wavefunction, and therefore 
the location of the charge being described, continues infinitely.  Fortunately, it has been 
shown that the multipole expansion is always convergent as long as two spheres, each 
enclosing all the nuclei of two monomers, do not overlap.40,41  Unfortunately for the 
modified Hunter model utilizing Qzz values, -stacking interactions occur at distances 
where these spheres overlap; for the case of benzene stacked with hexafluorobenzene, 
the equilibrium distance of 3.5Å is within the 5.2Å of separation required.42  This is the 
realm where distributed multipole analysis is required for a valid description. 
The simplified Hunter model was shown to be not predictive by Lewis and 
coworkers.43  They showed that not only are quadrupole moments not correlated with the 
interaction energies of a variety of substituted arenes, but that Hammett constants had 
surprising predictive ability.  In a similar study, Kim et al showed that a correlation 
exists between the electrostatic energies and the total energies of -stacked substituted 
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benzene dimers.44  The other terms involved, exchange-repulsion, induction, and 
dispersion, cancelled each other out in each dimer.  Sherrill and coworkers have shown 
that interpenetration, where the charge clouds of the two molecules have significant 
overlap at close range, leads to an always favorable interaction regardless of the nature 
of the substituent.45  Interpenetration is always favorable until the extremely close 
distances where the nuclei start to collide.42 
Wheeler and Houk have expanded on this attack on the simplified Hunter model 
and the original Hunter-Sanders model.46  They have shown that almost all of the 
substituent effects can be explained as through-space electrostatic interactions between 
the substituents and the unsubstituted ring often referred to as the local direct model.  
This explanation refrains from any invocation of changes to the -density, whether the 
whole molecule as in the simplified Hunter model or localized as in the original Hunter-
Sanders model.  In fact, the changes in interaction energies can be reproduced with the 
substituents bound to hydrogen instead of benzene.  Subsequent work has expanded this 
model to include substituents on both arenes, finding that substituent effects are 
dependent only on the proximal apex of the interacting ring.47 
Chapters III and IV expand the local direct interaction model.  First, a 
comprehensive analysis of XH/ interactions for small model systems in performed.  
Using Symmetry-Adapted Perturbation Theory (SAPT, see section 1.1) to analyze the 
physical cause for these systems, it was determined that electrostatic interactions drive 
the more polar FH/, OH/, and NH/ interactions, while dispersion controls, albeit 
subtly, the CH/ and BH/ interactions.  These polar XH/ interactions follow a similar 
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trend as that found in -stacking.  Additionally, correlations with known substituent 
constants were produced for potential use in future work.  The other chapter focuses 
back on -stacking itself to determine if substituent effects are transferable among 
benzene, triazine, and borazine.  Not only were these found to be transferable when the 
proximal apex of the unsubstituted ring was the same, but also when the unsubstituted 
rings produced similar electric fields at the location of the substituent.  This discovery 
has led to a refinement and broadening of the local direct model for substituent effects in 
-stacking. 
Chapter V challenges the existing models when applied to anion/ interactions 
and further support the local direct interaction model.  In this chapter, benzene’s and 
several azines’ electrostatic potentials (ESP) and Qzz values are separated into -system 
and -system components.  In addition, the nuclear component is analyzed separately 
from the electronic components.  This work is a direct challenge to the assumptions of 
both the Hunter-Sanders and simplified Hunter model.  For an anion/ interaction 
involving a chloride, the simplified Hunter model should be suitable if the basic 
assumptions of the overall -density in these dramatically altered arenes hold.  However, 
as is shown, the vast majority of the system changes occurs from the nucleic changes 
when going from a carbon-hydrogen bond to just a nitrogen.  This is reconciled with the 
local direct interaction mode through a local dipole model of this change. 
These chapters on aromaticity, substituent effects, and anion/ interactions 
provide much needed and insightful challenges to some of the remaining areas of 
confusion surrounding the noncovalent interactions of -systems.  Though some more 
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nuanced areas are currently being explored to fill the few gaps that remain, the Hunter-
Sanders model appears to be invalid for these interactions and should be replaced with 
the more physically and chemically sound local direct interaction model.  These 
noncovalent interactions are entirely the result of local molecular changes. 
 
1.1 DFT-D AND SAPT 
A variety of methods can be used for analyzing noncovalent interactions 
including SAPT, Density Functional Theory with an empirical dispersion correction 
(DFT-D), and more conventional Hartree-Fock (HF) based methods.  As SAPT and 
DFT-D are the newer and lesser used methods, a discussion is warranted.  The SAPT 
method is one of a few routes to determine the origin of the interaction energies through 
decomposition into known physically meaningful terms.  The four components found are 
referred to as exchange-repulsion, electrostatic, induction, and dispersion.  Most 
discussions on noncovalent interactions will refer to these terms at least qualitatively, but 
with SAPT analyses, one can quantify these terms.  DFT-D, meanwhile, is not as easily 
decomposable.  Though the final D of DFT-D is an empirical “dispersion” correction 
that can be added to any variant of DFT, it is not necessarily only or all of the dispersion.  
In fact, the correction is scaled depending on the needs of the functional and can 
therefore vary depending on the functional used.  The particular variant of DFT-D used 
herein is B97-D; as such, a brief discussion of the formulation of B97-D. 
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem uses density as a replacement for the 
wavefunction found in HF based methods.48  To do this, the energy of the system can be 
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separated into three main components: the non-interaction kinetic energy, the 
electrostatic energy, and the exchange-correlation energy:  
                 
The electrostatic energy has a well-known form:  




 ( ) (  )
|    |
       
where   is the density of the system.  The non-interacting kinetic energy can be solved 
through the Kohn-Sham formulation of DFT by reintroducing orbitals.  To do this, the 




      )  ( )      ( )  
where  ( )  ∑ |  ( )|
  
   .  The operators corresponding to the Hohenberg-Kohn 
energy formula is then rearranged such that                .  The energy of the 
system and the wavefunction, and density, can be solved self-consistently as long as the 
exchange-correlation has an appropriate form.  The variants of DFT that exist are all 
different attempts at finding an approximation to the exchange-correlation operator that 
yields an accurate energy. 
The first approximation made for the exchange-correlation term is that of the 
local spin density approximation (the spin component accounts for any differences due 
to electron spin).48  This approximation assumes that the electron density of the system 
changes little, leading to an incorrect behavior in the asymptotic limit of infinity.  This 
can pose problems both in bond dissociation energies and non-covalent interactions, 
both of which can be thought of as the interaction of densities far from their centers.49  
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To correct this deficiency, a generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is added to this 
term, which, by design, reproduces the infinite limit behavior.  This gradient term now 
incorporates rapid changes in the electron density and makes DFT an attractive solution 
for many molecular simulations.  Two other additional corrections can be made referred 
to as meta-GGA and hybrid.  These corrections increase computational costs, but do not 
appear to be necessary for reasonably accurate energies in these non-covalent 
interactions. 
Becke’s B97 style functional is one of many functionals utilizing gradients.50  
Becke designed B97 to be tuned to any data set, splitting the exchange-correlation 
energy as follows:  
            ∑     
    
   
   ∑ ∫ (  ( ))   (  
 )  
    
 




    
 ))    
     ∫ (  ( ))    (  
 )   
where  (  )  ∑    
 (  )    .  With this in mind, Grimme took the burgeoning concept 
of DFT-D and reparameterized B97 with an explicit dispersion correction he called B97-
D and a k value of 2.51  The dispersion component itself is approximated by the first 
order multipole expansion of a dispersion interaction: 
         ∑ ∑
  
  
   
  (   )
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where  (   ) is a damping function to prevent double counting intramolecular dynamic 
correlation and   
   is a coefficient for the atom pair i and j.  A noteworthy aspect of this 
form is that molecular anisotropy is inherently included through the atom centered 
equation.52  By including the dispersion correction during the functional fitting process, 
B97-D performs remarkably well through avoidance of double counting of close range 
dynamic correlation and inclusion of the long range.51  The errors associated with -
systems were found to be within the errors of the reference energies when paired with a 
TZV style basis set.51  It is for this reason that B97-D/TZV(2d,2p) is used for much of 
this work, though a more recent B97-D3 may prove more accurate through the inclusion 
of atomic hybridization states and a second order multipole expansion.52 
This empirical dispersion correction is a preferred choice over other DFT 
dispersion methods for several reasons.  The first being that it can be added to any 
functional with little effort, normally by scaling the above equation and adding it as a 
correction.52  As mentioned, in the case of B97-D, it was parameterized with the 
functional as opposed to being a scaled correction.  Secondly, it can be easily 
implemented in optimizations as its simple form has an analytical gradient.  The last 
advantage is due to the atom centered nature of this correction; individual atomic 
interactions related to dispersion can be teased from this calculation, though this is not 
performed herein. 
A more illuminative theory for intermolecular interactions is SAPT, which can 
predict interaction energies to within a few percent for 100 atoms.53  The current state 
and direction of SAPT is very exciting with recent developments including three-
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monomer SAPT and DFT-SAPT.  SAPT itself is twice based on Rayleigh-Schrödinger 
perturbation theory.  The first basis constitutes the most unique aspect and is an 
adaptation of polarization theory.  The Hamiltonian found in SAPT and polarization 
theory is composed of the Hamiltonians for the individual monomers and a perturbation, 
V, of the coulombic interactions between the electrons and nuclei of each monomer with 
the other yielding the following Schrödinger equation: 
(        )            
where  
   ( )  ∑  
     
( )
 
   
  
The electrostatic energy is resultant when    .  The induction of monomer A by 
electrostatic environment of monomer B, and vice versa, as well as the first, and usually 
largest, dispersion term is found when    .  The second dispersion term and a term 
corresponding to the coupling of induction and dispersion occur when    , however 
the expansion is normally truncated at    .54  The unperturbed Hamiltonian, where V 
is zero, has a solution in the form of the product of the monomer wavefunctions.  
Unfortunately, this does not fulfill the Pauli Exclusion Principle for a perturbed many-
electron system and needs to be antisymmeterized, but this antisymmeterization would 
then no longer be an eigenstate for the unperturbed system.53  SAPT solves this by first 
calculating the unperturbed system and then antisymmerterizing the wavefunction prior 
to using polarization theory.  The antisymmeterization also yields exchange terms, of 
which only the first order is considered exchange, while higher orders are corrections to 
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induction and dispersion.54  As such, SAPT yields overall exchange, electrostatic, 
induction, and dispersion energies to enable a more thorough analysis.  The second 
Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory found in SAPT in the addition of Møller-
Plesset Perturbation Theory (MP) to give the following Hamiltonian: 
                 
where    is the Fock operator for molecule A,   is the MP perturbation operator, and   
is, again, the intermolecular coulombic perturbation operator.  This inclusion of MP 
perturbation theory provides a more accurate monomer wavefunction and energy for use 
in the SAPT equations. 
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CHAPTER II 




The phrase “aromatic interactions” is widely used to describe -stacking, 
cation/, and anion/ interactions, among others.37,55 These interactions are central to 
many areas of modern chemistry and molecular biology,22,56-59 and are vital tools in the 
supramolecular armamentarium.56 The concept of aromaticity appears almost universally 
in definitions of these interactions, implying that they are somehow dependent on 
aromatic -delocalization in the interacting monomers. But does aromaticity actually 
enhance these interactions, or can stronger noncovalent interactions be achieved, for 
example, by using planar, non-aromatic polyenes?  
We show below, through robust ab initio studies of model systems, that the 
cyclic -electron delocalization associated with aromaticity often hinders -stacking and 
anion/ interactions, although it strengthens cation/ interactions. The implication is that 
more favourable stacking interactions can be achieved in supramolecular complexes by 
exploiting interactions with non-aromatic polyenes rather than aromatic systems. 
In 2008, Grimme60 showed that stacking interactions in the  parallel-displaced 
benzene and naphthalene dimers are comparable in magnitude to the corresponding 
saturated cyclic systems. However, for larger acenes (i.e.: anthracene and tetracene), 
Grimme reported enhanced stacking interactions in the aromatic dimers that are not 
                                                 
* Reprinted with permission from “???????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
 by J. W. G. Bloom and S. E. Wheeler, 2011. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 50, 7847-7849, Copyright © 
2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. 
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mirrored in the saturated systems. This was attributed to long-range correlation effects.60 




Figure 2.1: Molecular systems used to quantify the effect of aromatic -delocalization on stacking 
and other aromatic interactions: 2-methylnaphthalene (1), 2-methylene-2,3-dihydronaphthalene (2), 
and dissected benzene. In the dissected benzene, the nuclear positions are such that all interatomatic 
distances exactly match those in benzene. 
 
Here, we quantify the effect of aromatic -electron delocalization on the strength 
of -stacking, cation/, and anion/ interactions. We first consider the sandwich dimers 
of benzene with the unsubstituted rings of 2-methylnaphthalene (1) and 2-methylene-
2,3-dihydronaphthalene (2) (see Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2a). Isomer 2 provides a means of 
quenching the aromaticity present in 1 while conserving the number of -electrons.61 
Isomers 1 and 2 can thus be used to quantify the electronic effects of aromatic -
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delocalization on stacking interactions.a SCS-MP2/TZVPP interaction energies at 
equilibrium separations are provided in Fig. 2.2, and are plotted as a function of inter-
monomer distance (R) in the appendix Fig. A.1. Across the full range of distances, the 
stacking interaction of benzene with the non-aromatic isomer 2 is more favourable than 
with 1. In other words, the non-aromatic isomer engages in stronger stacking interactions 
with benzene than does the aromatic isomer. This difference is not attributable to 
differential direct interactions46 between benzene and the methyl/CH or methylene/CH2 
groups in 1 and 2 (see Appendix A), but instead results from the localization of the -
system in isomer 2.  
 
 
Figure 2.2: Sandwich dimers and interaction energies (kcal mol–1) for benzene with a) 2-
methylnaphthalene (1) and  2-methylene-2,3-dihydronaphthalene (2) at the SCS-MP2/TZVPP level 
of theory and b) benzene and dissected benzene at the CCSD(T)/AVTZ level of theory. 
 
                                                 
a To avoid complications from changes in nuclear arrangements, the conserved atoms in 2 are 
fixed at the equilibrium geometry of 1, and only the positions of the added hydrogens optimized. 
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The homodesmotic62-64 dissection of benzene depicted in Figure 2.1 provides an 
alternative means of quantifying the effect of aromatic -delocalization on stacking 
interactions (see Fig. 2.2b and Table 2.1).65 Comparing CCSD(T) interaction energies in 
the benzene sandwich dimer with the interaction between benzene and dissected benzene 
yields the same conclusion as above; -localization stabilizes sandwich stacking 
interactions by 0.31 kcal mol–1 at the corresponding equilibrium inter-monomer 
separations (3.92 and 3.84 Å for benzene and dissected benzene, respectively).  
 
Table 2.1: Estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ interaction energies (kcal mol–1) of benzene, Cl–, and Na+ 
with benzene and dissected benzene.[a] 
 C6H6 (S) C6H6 (P) Cl
– Na+ 
Benzene –1.64 –2.60 +0.86 –23.5 
Dissected Benzene –1.94 –3.60[b] –1.10 –18.2 
[a] (S) = sandwich dimer; (P) = parallel-displaced dimer. [b] Interaction energy is –3.09 kcal mol–1 if the 
dissected benzene is rotated 60°. 
 
These effects are even larger for the parallel displaced dimer.b In this 
configuration, replacing benzene with dissected benzene increases the interaction by 1.0 
kcal mol–1, or nearly 40% of the total interaction energy! Moreover, the magnitude of 
this energy difference is dependent on the regiochemistry of the localized -system (see 
Table 2.1). This suggests a potential means of controlling the orientation of parallel 
displaced stacking interactions in the case of localized -systems.  
Cation/ and anion/ interactions are also affected by -localization. Indeed, the 
differences between the interaction of Na+ or Cl– with benzene and the dissected benzene 
                                                 
b Vertical separation of 1.69 Å and horizontal displacement of 3.52 Å 
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are substantially larger than in the stacking interactions, as seen in appendix Figs. A.3 
and A.4 and in Table 2.1. Intriguingly, localization of the benzene -system enhances 
the interaction with Cl– to such an extent that this model system is actually bound in the 
gas phase, unlike benzene-Cl–.66 In the case of the cation/ comlexes, -localization 
diminishes the interaction by more than 5 kcal mol–1. 
The enhanced stacking interaction in the sandwich dimer of benzene with 
dissected benzene extends over the full range of inter-monomer distances (see Fig. 2.3a). 
These differences are reproduced at the Hartree-Fock (HF) level (grey curves), 
indicating that electron correlation effects (e.g. dispersion interactions) have little net 
impact. This is corroborated by SAPT2 analyses,c,50,54 the results of which are plotted in 
Fig. 2.3b as a function of R. The enhanced interaction of benzene with dissected benzene 
arises from a reduction in exchange repulsion, which is tempered by electrostatic effects. 
These electrostatic effects favour the interaction with dissected benzene for distances 
larger than 3.4 Å but favour benzene at closer distances. The contribution of dispersion 
to the difference is negligible except at small inter-monomer distances.  
The long-range behaviour of the electrostatic component can be explained based 
on molecular quadrupole moments. Upon -delocalization, electron density shifts 
towards the ring centroid (see appendix Fig. A.2), increasing the benzene quadrupole 
moment relative to the dissected case. This increased molecular quadrupole leads to 
more unfavourable quadrupole-quadrupole interactions in the benzene dimer compared 
to the dimer of benzene with dissected benzene. At close inter-monomer distances, there 
                                                 
c Components of the SAPT2 energy are defined as in Ref. 75. 
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are larger attractive electrostatic interactions for C6H6 interacting with benzene 
compared to dissected benzene, presumably due to enhanced charge interpenetration42 in 
the delocalized system. 
In complex molecular systems there will be other contributing factors, and non-
aromatic compounds will not always engage in stronger stacking interactions than 
aromatic analogues. In particular, other electronic changes can overwhelm changes due 
to -localization in the ring of interest. For example, SCS-MP2 predicts that the stacking 
interaction of benzene with the central ring of triphenylene is more favourable than with 
2,3-dihydrotriphenylene, 2,3,6,7-tetrahydrotriphenylene, or 2,3,6,7,10,11-
hexahydrotriphenyl-ene, despite the mild aromaticity of the central ring in triphenylene 
that is not present in the other systems.67 
 
 
Figure 2.3: a) Estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ (black lines) and HF/AVTZ (grey lines) interaction 
energies (Eint, kcal mol
–1
) for benzene with benzene (solid lines) and dissected benzene (dashed lines), 
and the difference between the two (dotted lines). b) SAPT2 components [ESAPT2, black solid line; 
Eexch, grey dashed line; Eelec, black dotted line; Eind, grey solid line; Edisp, black dashed line] of the 
difference between benzene interacting with benzene and dissected benzene. 
 
Similarly, in larger analogues of isomers 1 and 2, the effect of disrupting 
aromaticity diminishes with increasing size. The result is that the stacking interaction of 
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benzene with methyl and methylene-substituted tetracene, for example, only differs by 
0.03 kcal mol–1 (see SI). This attenuation of the effect of -localization could be a 
manifestation of the enhanced - interactions involving larger acenes reported by 
Grimme.60 Despite these and other exceptions, many molecules with naturally localized 
-systems do exhibit enhanced stacking interactions, and should be of utility in practical 
applications. This includes 2,3-dimethylene-2,3-dihydronaphthalene, for which the 
interaction of benzene with the non-substituted ring is 0.34 kcal mol–1 more favourable 
than with naphthalene. 
As noted previously by Grimme,60 - interactions are not unique, and 
noncovalent interactions involving non-aromatic rings are often quite favourable.  For 
example, the above computed interaction energies for model ethene-benzene and 
butadiene-benzene complexes are substantial (–0.85 and –1.50 kcal mol–1 for ethene and 
butadiene, respectively). In the latter case, the interaction energy is on par with that of 
the benzene sandwich dimer. Similarly, for sandwich complexes of cyclohexane with 
benzene, the interaction energy (–2.91 kcal mol–1) is nearly 80% greater than that 
exhibited by the benzene sandwich dimer. This is because although the dispersion 
interactions in the cyclohexane-benzene complex are slightly diminished compared to 
those in the benzene sandwich dimer, the electrostatic interactions are far more 
favourable (see appendix Table A.3). 
In conclusion, our main findings can be summarized as follows: 
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1) Monomer aromaticity is not a defining feature of “aromatic interactions”, and 
-stacking and anion/ interactions should be more generally defined without 
reference to aromaticity. 
2) For small cyclic polyenes, non-aromatic systems engage in stronger -
stacking and anion/ interactions than analogous aromatic systems.  The 
enhanced stacking interactions for non-aromatic polyenes stem from a 
reduction in exchange repulsion, not dispersion effects. 
3) Non-covalent interactions of arenes with many non-aromatic cyclic systems 
are more attractive than similar arene-arene interactions, and sometimes 
exhibit a dependence on orientation. Consequently, these other types of 
interactions should be of utility in supramolecular applications. 
Ramifications of these findings abound.  For example, in supramolecular 
chemistry, it should be advantageous to incorporate interactions involving planar, non-
aromatic polyenes to exploit the orientation dependence and enhanced stacking 
interactions provided by localized -systems. 
 
2.1 METHODS 
Interaction energies were computed via the supramolecular approach using either 
SCS-MP2/TZVPP68,69 or an estimate of CCSD(T)/AVTZ, where AVXZ denotes the 
standard aug-cc-pVXZ basis of Dunning.70,71 Monomer structures were fixed at B97-
D/TZV(2d,2p)50,51 optimized geometries in the former case, and MP2/AVTZ optimized 
geometries in the latter. CCSD(T)/AVTZ energies were estimated by appending a 
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correction for basis set incompleteness (MP2/AVTZ – MP2/AVDZ) to CCSD(T)/AVDZ 
energies. All supramolecular interaction energies were corrected for BSSE72  and were 
computed using Molpro, while  B97-D geometries were optimized with Gaussian09.73,74 
Density fitting was used in all SCS-MP2 and B97-D computations. Only the 1s orbital 
was frozen on Na+, for which the cc-pCVXZ basis sets were used. All core orbitals were 
frozen in the other correlated computations. SAPT254 computations utilized the AVDZ' 
basis set75 and were executed using SAPT2008.76 For the 1-D potential energy curves in 
Fig. 2.3, energies were evaluated every 0.4 Å across the full range and then every 0.1 Å 
surrounding the energy minimum. 
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CHAPTER III 
PHYSICAL NATURE OF SUBSTITUENT EFFECTS IN XH/ INTERACTIONS* 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
XH/π interactions (i.e.: CH/π, OH/π, NH/π, etc. See Fig. 3.1), in which an XH 
bond points toward the face of an aromatic ring, have proven vital in numerous chemical 
and biochemical contexts including the tertiary structures of proteins,1-6 crystal 
packing,7-11 and molecular recognition.12-26  There have been many reviews covering 
these interactions,22,77-80  with the bulk of previous work focusing on CH/π and OH/π 
interactions.  As with other non-covalent interactions involving aromatic rings,80,81 there 
is widespread interest in developing ways of tuning XH/π interactions through 
substituent effects.  By understanding how simple substituents change the strength of 
these interactions, we can further unravel the physical nature of these interactions while 
also providing a potentially powerful tool for supramolecular chemistry. 
There have been numerous computational studies of XH/π interactions, including 
many studies of the impact of substituents.  We recently reviewed80 computational 
studies of substituent effects in non-covalent interactions involving aromatic rings, 
including CH/π, OH/π, and NH/π interactions; we provide merely a summary here. 
Kodama et al.82 introduced the concept of CH/π interactions to explain the favorable 
interactions between alkyl groups and phenyl rings.  Subsequently, CH/π interactions, 
                                                 
* Reprinted with permission from “Physical Nature of Substituent effects in XH/ Interactions” by J. W. 
G. Bloom, R. K. Raju, and S. E. Wheeler, 2012. J. Chem. Theory Comput., 8, 3167-3174, Copyright © 
2012 American Chemical Society. 
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which are driven by dispersion interactions,77,83 have been the focus of multitudinous 
experimental and theoretical studies, in part due to the important role that these 
interactions play in the recognition of carbohydrates by proteins.84  Tsuzuki and 
coworkers85,86 studied CH/ complexes of benzene with methane, ethane, ethylene, and 
acetylene at the CCSD(T) level, showing that the nature of the alkyl group affects the 
interaction energy.  In particular, they showed that the interaction becomes considerably 
stronger as the hybridization of the carbon in the CH bond changes from sp3 to sp2 to sp.  
For example, the CH/ interaction of acetylene with benzene is an order of magnitude 
stronger than that of ethane with benzene.86  This can be understood in terms of the 
increasing polarity of the CH bond with increasing s-character of the carbon. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Model XH/π interactions between BH3, CH4, NH3, OH2, and FH and monosubstituted 
benzenes.  In all cases, a single XH bond is directed towards the centroid of the phenyl ring and the 
interaction distance (r) is defined as the distance between the heavy atom of the XH group and the 
ring centroid. 
 
There have been a variety of studies of aryl substituent effects on CH/π 
interactions.20,87,88  Tsuzuki and coworkers87 presented extrapolated CCSD(T) interaction 
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energies for the interaction of methane with toluene, -xylene, mesitylene, and 
naphthalene.  Their data showed a correlation between the interaction energies and the 
polarizabilities of the arenes, highlighting the importance of dispersion effects for these 
interactions.  Raju et al.20 analyzed the effect of aryl perfluorination on the benzene 
methane interaction.  They showed that the effect is negligible; methane has only a 
slightly more favorable interaction with benzene than it has with hexafluorobenzene.   
Earlier this year, Mishra et al.88 analyzed the interaction of acetylene with the 
face of substituted benzenes using CCSD(T), several DFT functionals, and symmetry 
adapted perturbation theory (SAPT).  This was the first systematic study of substituent 
effects in CH/ interactions spanning a broad range of substituents.  Overall, they found 
that the main driver of substituent effects in these interactions was electrostatic effects, 
and that electron donors enhance the interaction while electron acceptors hinder the 
interaction.  They also noted a strong correlation between the dispersion and exchange-
repulsion components of these interactions, although no explanation for this finding was 
provided. 
Several studies have examined the impact of halogen substituents on the CH-
bearing group.  For example, Fujii et al.89 showed that although electrostatic interactions 
increased with the number of chlorine atoms, dispersion interactions remain the primary 
component of the overall interaction energies.  Tsuzuki et al. expanded upon this with 
the inclusion of fluorine.87,90  They found that both fluorine and chlorine substituted 
methanes interact with benzene more strongly due to enhanced electrostatic and 
dispersion interactions.  Ugozzoli et al.91 performed a more thorough DFT study of the 
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effect of substituents on methane, considering substitution with F, Cl, Br, I, CN, and 
NO2.  They found that computed interaction energies increased with increasing electron 
withdrawing capability of the substituent.  
Several groups have also examined substituent effects in aromatic CH/π 
interactions, as exemplified by the T-shaped and edge-to-face configurations of the 
benzene dimer.81,92-95  These include high-accuracy studies of Sherrill and co-
workers92,93 and Kim et al.,44,94 as well as work by Riley and Merz95 and Wheeler and 
Houk.81  For substituents on the edge or axial ring, electron donors hinder the interaction 
while electron acceptors promote the interaction. 
In addition to CH/π interactions, prototypical OH/π interactions (e.g., H2O
…C6H6 
complexes) have been reported in both experimental and theoretical works.96-104 More 
complex systems featuring both CH/π and OH/π interactions have also been studied.  For 
example, Raju et al.20,21,105,106 examined interactions between several types of 
carbohydrates and substituted benzenes, while Kumari et al.107 studied simple 
carbohydrates paired with tryptophan. 
NH/π interactions are less well studied.  It has been shown that dispersion 
interactions constitute a large part of the overall interaction energy for these interactions 
while electrostatic effects impact the orientation of NH/π interactions.86  The strength of 
the NH/π interaction falls between that of CH/π and OH/π interactions.108  Kim and 
coworkers109 studied dimers of several substituted benzenes with ammonia, finding a 
competition between an NH/π configuration and a complex in which the ammonia 
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interacted with the edge of the arene. The latter complexes were preferred in benzenes 
with electron-withdrawing substituents.  
There have been previous computational studies examining a broad range of 
XH/ interactions with both substituted and unsubsubstituted benzenes. For example, 
Mishra and Sathyamurthy 110 examined dimers of CH4, NH3, OH2, and FH with benzene, 
hexafluorobenzene, and 1,3,5-trifluorobenzene, finding that for fluorinated rings the 
complexes adopt structures in which the interaction is with the edge of the ring rather 
than the center.  Similarly, Kim and coworkers111 showed that for complexes of HF and 
HCl with benzene, the XH bond is directed towards the edge of the benzene rather than 
its center.  They extended this work a few years later112 to complexes of BH3, CH4, NH3, 
OH2, and FH with benzene and ethylene, showing that differences in computed binding 
energies among these systems were due to electrostatic effects and induction.  Overall, 
they found that CH4, NH3, OH2, and FH complexes exhibit an XH/π interaction towards 
the bonds and atoms of the benzene, while for the BH3
…C6H6 complex the plane of BH3 
is roughly parallel to that of the benzene.  In fact, BH3 and AlH3 both exhibit this parallel 
structure as the global minimum energy configuration.113,114  Kim and coworkers94 
subsequently examined complexes of HF, HCl, OH2, H2, with a range of substituted 
benzenes, finding that for the strongly polar species (e.g.: H2O, HCl, HF) the impact of 
substituents on the interaction energy could be substantial due to dipole-drive 
electrostatic effects. These effects, along with those in substituted T-shaped benzene 
dimers, were captured by a Hammett-like substituent constant. Ultimately, Kim et al.94 
highlighted the need for future studies to elucidate the physical origin of these 
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interactions to aid the rational design of supramolecular systems and novel molecular 
devices. 
Although a myriad of studies have examined XH/π interactions involving 
substituted arenes,20,21,87,88,105,106,110-112 there has been only one systematic study88 of the 
impact of aryl substituents on these interactions covering a broad range of substituents.  
Moreover, there has been no comprehensive study of substituent effects across the full 
range of XH/π interactions. Below we present such a systematic study quantifying the 
effect of aryl substituents on model XH/π interactions (X = BH2, CH3, NH2, OH, and F).  
The physical origins of these substituent effects have been unveiled through SAPT 
computations and correlations with substituent constants.  
 
3.2 THEORETICAL METHODS 
Constrained optimizations were executed at the B97-D/TZV(2d,2p)50,51 level of 
theory using Gaussian0974 by fixing the XH bond over the centroid of the substituted 
phenyl ring, constraining this bond to remain orthogonal to the ring plane, and fixing the 
coordinates of all the ring atoms.  All other coordinates were permitted to optimize.  It 
should be noted that these geometries are in general not energy minima on the full 
potential energy surface.  Instead, these model dimers are intended to permit an 
investigation of the impact of substituents on the strength of XH/ interactions in the 
absence of complicating factors from geometric changes. Throughout this work, the 
interaction distance (r) is defined as the optimized distance from the heavy atom of the 
XH group to the centroid of the arene. 
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CCSD(T)/AVTZ interaction energies, evaluated at the B97-D optimized 
geometries, were estimated by appending a basis set correction computed at the MP2 
level to CCSD(T)/AVDZ energies, where AVXZ denotes the aug-cc-pVXZ basis set.70-
72  That is, CCSD(T)/AVTZ interaction energies were estimated via 
ΔE(CCSD(T)/AVTZ) ≈ ΔE(CCSD(T)/AVDZ) + ΔE(MP2/AVTZ) – ΔE(MP2/AVDZ). 
To provide insight into the physical nature of substituent effects in these 
interactions, SAPT0/AVDZ energies54 were computed at these same geometries using 
SAPT200876 paired with Molpro.73  Both the B97-D and the SAPT0 interaction energies 
are in good agreement with the CCSD(T) data (see appendix Tables B.1 and B.2).  The 
CCSD(T) and MP2 energies were computed using Molpro.73  To further analyze 
substituent effects in XH/ interactions, multidimensional linear regression analyses 
were carried out comparing individual components of the interaction energies with 
substituent constants115 as well as the optimized interaction distance, r. 
 
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The prototypical XH/ interactions depicted in Fig. 3.1 were studied primarily at 
the estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ and SAPT0/AVDZ levels of theory.  We first consider 
the effect of substituents on the total interaction energies for these model systems before 
examining the individual energy components and correlations with substituent constants. 
Overall, the SAPT0 interaction energies closely follow the CCSD(T)/AVTZ data, 
supporting the use of SAPT0 to study individual components of these interactions.  
Similarly, the good performance of B97-D relative to CCSD(T)/AVTZ lends credence to 
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the use of B97-D optimized geometries. Comparisons of B97-D and SAPT0 data with 
the CCSD(T) results are shown in appendix Tables B.1 and B.2. 
 
3.3.1 Substituent Effects on Total Interaction Energies 
Computed interaction energies for the five model XH/ interactions (see Fig. 3.1) 
are plotted in Fig. 3.2 versus Hammett constants (m) for 22 monosubstituted benzenes.  
The corresponding data are listed in Table 3.1.  For unsubstituted benzenes (Y = H), the 
interaction energies increase monotonically progressing from BH to CH, NH, OH, and 
FH.  The mean interaction energies across all 22 substituents follow this same trend.  
This enhanced interaction with increasing polarization of the XH bond is accompanied 
by an increased sensitivity to substituent effects, as indicated by the increased slope of 
the best-fit lines in Fig. 3.2.  This is an agreement with the previous findings of Kim et 
al.94 in their study of H2O, HF, etc. complexes with substituted benzenes. This leads to 
stark differences in substituent effects between the nonpolar (BH and CH) and polar 
(NH, OH, and FH) groups.  For example, the standard deviations across the set of 22 
substituents for the interactions involving NH3, OH2, and FH range from 0.2 to 0.8 kcal 
mol-1. For BH3 and CH4, computed interaction energies are essentially constant across 




Figure 3.2: Estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ interaction energies (kcal mol-1) for prototypical XH/π 
interactions (See Fig. 3.1) for 22 substituted benzenes versus Hammett constants (m).  Dashed lines 
are the results of linear least-squares fits to the corresponding XH/ data. 
 
Table 3.1: Estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ interaction energies for prototypical XH/π interactions (See 
Fig. 3.1) for 22 substituted benzenes. 
 m BH3 CH4 NH3 OH2 FH 
H 0.00 –0.97 –1.38 –2.08 –2.86 –4.12 
CCH 0.21 –1.10 –1.41 –2.11 –2.80 –3.48 
CF3 0.43 –1.10 –1.38 –1.85 –2.31 –2.70 
CH2OH 0.00 –1.10 –1.50 –2.29 –3.38 –4.42 
CH3 –0.07 –1.09 –1.50 –2.23 –3.02 –4.49 
CHO 0.35 –1.12 –1.36 –1.92 –2.48 –2.97 
CN 0.56 –1.10 –1.33 –1.78 –2.11 –2.33 
COCH3 0.38 –1.03 –1.44 –2.03 –2.81 –3.37 
COOCH3 0.37 –1.13 –1.42 –2.08 –2.65 –3.36 
COOH 0.37 –1.06 –1.38 –1.98 –2.47 –3.08 
F 0.34 –1.01 –1.31 –1.89 –2.50 –3.26 
N(CH3)2 –0.15 –1.16 –1.60 –2.54 –3.59 –5.00 
NH2 –0.16 –1.15 –1.49 –2.37 –3.39 –4.48 
NHCH3 –0.30 –1.16 –1.55 –2.34 –3.35 –4.77 
NHOH –0.04 –1.06 –1.49 –2.28 –3.14 –4.24 
NO2 0.71 –1.11 –1.33 –1.77 –1.89 –2.13 
NO 0.62 –1.10 –1.32 –1.84 –2.15 –2.55 
OCF3 0.38 –1.10 –1.40 –1.97 –2.45 –3.01 
OH 0.12 –1.00 –1.43 –2.11 –3.04 –4.06 
OCH3 0.12 –1.15 –1.50 –2.22 –3.24 –4.34 
SCH3 0.15 –1.23 –1.53 –2.27 –2.72 –4.07 
SH 0.25 –1.18 –1.48 –2.21 –2.99 –3.74 
Min.  –0.97 –1.31 –1.77 –1.89 –2.13 
Max.  –1.23 –1.60 –2.54 –3.59 –5.00 
Mean  –1.10 –1.43 –2.10 –2.79 –3.63 
Std. Dev.  0.06 0.08 0.21 0.47 0.84 
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A consequence of the increase in slope with the polarity of the XH group is that 
for electron-withdrawing substituents (e.g. NO2, CN, etc.) there is only a small 
difference in interaction energies across the different XH/ interactions.  For example, 
for NO2 substituted benzene (m = 0.71) the interaction with BH3 and FH differ by only 
1.0 kcal mol-1, although this does represent a doubling of the BH3 interaction energy.  
This can be contrasted with NHCH3 (m = –0.30) substituted benzene, for which the 
interaction is enhanced by more than a factor of four going from BH/ to FH/.  This 
suggests that greater differentiation between different XH/ interactions can be achieved 
with aryl rings bearing electron-donating groups. 
Overall, electron-donating groups enhance XH/ interactions while electron-
withdrawing groups hinder these interactions, as noted for acetylene-benzene dimers by 
Mishra et al.88  This behavior, along with the SAPT0 results discussed below, indicates 
the importance of electrostatic interactions for each of the XH/ interaction types.  
However, a closer examination of the individual components of the interaction energies 
reveals more subtle behavior (vide infra).  In general, the observed substituent effects in 
all of these XH/ interactions are consistent with popular models of substituent effects in 
-stacking interactions:  the -resonance-based model of Hunter and Sanders,36,37,116,117 
the polar/ model of Cozzi and Siegel,118,119 as well as the local, direct interaction model 





3.3.2 Components of Interaction Energies 
Insight into the physical nature of these substituent effects is provided by SAPT0 
results, which enable the decomposition of the total interaction energies into 
contributions from electrostatic (Elec), exchange-repulsion (Exch), induction (Ind), and 
dispersion (Disp) effects.  Part of our analysis of these SAPT0 data is based on a scheme 
recently used by Watt et al.121 in their work on benzene sandwich dimer.  For example, 
to analyze the impact of electrostatic effects on a given XH/ interaction, we add the 
exchange, induction, and dispersion energies together and examine the correlation of this 
“triply additive energy” with the total energy for each of the substituted dimers.  A lack 
of correlation in this case indicates a balancing of the dispersion and induction energies 
with the exchange energy.  This, in combination with a strong correlation between the 
electrostatic component and total energy, can indicate that electrostatic effects are the 
main cause of substituent effects.  Such analyses have been performed for each of the 
four components of the total interaction energy for all five XH/ interactions. 
First, however, we examine individual components of the interaction energy as 
well as the correlation of these individual components with the total interaction energies.  
Mean values and standard deviations across the set of 22 substituents are provided in 
Table 3.2 for the individual components of the interaction energy for each of the XH/ 
interactions.  Mean interaction distances are also provided.  On average, the electrostatic 
and induction components increase with increased polarity of the XH group, as 
expected.  These enhanced electrostatic and induction effects most likely drive the 
concurrent decrease in interaction distances (see Table 3.2).  The mean dispersion 
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component, on the other hand, increases going from BH to CH to NH, but then peaks 
and decreases going from NH to OH to FH.  This can be explained in terms of 
competing effects of decreasing interaction distance and the decreasing polarizability of 
the XH group going from CH4 to HF.  The exchange-repulsion component increases 
with the decreasing interaction distance, as expected. 
 
Table 3.2: Mean values and standard deviations for the interaction distance (in Å) and the 
electrostatic (Elec), exchange-repulsion (Exch), induction (Ind), and dispersion (Disp) components of 
the SAPT0 energies (kcal mol
–1
) as well as correlation coefficients between these individual 
components and the total SAPT0 interaction energies for XH/π interactions. 
X r Elec Exch Ind Disp 
Mean ± standard deviation 
BH2 3.90±0.02 –0.81±0.06 2.50±0.13 –0.28±0.05 –2.77±0.10 
CH3 3.69±0.02 –1.05±0.07 2.72±0.13 –0.30±0.05 –3.18±0.12 
NH2 3.45±0.02 –1.97±0.24 3.54±0.19 –0.59±0.07 –3.53±0.12 
OH 3.30±0.01 –2.66±0.52 3.75±0.15 –1.02±0.08 –3.29±0.09 
F 3.16±0.01 –3.13±0.93 3.65±0.20 –1.84±0.11 –2.74±0.09 
Correlation Coefficients with total interaction energies 
BH2  0.63 –0.38 0.37 0.63 
CH3  0.88 –0.79 0.91 0.84 
NH2  0.97 –0.87 0.94 0.85 
OH  0.99 –0.92 0.97 0.77 
F  1.00 –0.95 0.98 0.87 
 
 
Consideration of linear correlations between the individual energy components 
and the total interaction energy provides surprisingly little insight.  This is because other 
than for the BH/ interactions, for which there are essentially no substituent effects, all 
four energy components are strongly correlated with the total interaction energy.  
Examining the standard deviations of these energy components across the set of 22 
substituents does indicate that some components contribute more than others to the 
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overall substituent effect.  Moreover, the component exhibiting the greatest change 
across the set of substituents varies among the XH groups.  In general, increases in the 
electrostatic component of these interactions are accompanied by increases in its 
variation across the set of substituents.  For example, for the FH/ interactions the 
standard deviation in the electrostatic component of the interactions is 0.9 kcal mol-1, 
while the other three components have standard deviations less than 0.2 kcal mol-1.   
 
Table 3.3: Mean values and standard deviations for various sums of electrostatic (Elec), exchange-
repulsion (Exch), induction (Ind), and dispersion (Disp) components of the SAPT0 energies (kcal 
mol
–1
) as well as correlations between these triply-additive energies and the total SAPT0 interaction 
energy for XH/π interactions. 
X Exch+Ind+Disp Elec+Ind+Disp Elec+Exch+Disp Elec+Exch+Ind 
Mean ± standard deviation 
BH2 –0.55±0.06 –3.86±0.17 –1.08±0.07 1.41±0.08 
CH3 –0.77±0.05 –4.54±0.22 –1.52±0.06 1.36±0.06 
NH2 –0.58±0.06 –6.09±0.42 –1.97±0.18 0.98±0.16 
OH –0.56±0.06 –6.97±0.67 –2.20±0.45 0.07±0.46 
F –0.93±0.06 –7.70±1.12 –2.22±0.81 –1.32±0.85 
Correlation Coefficients with total interaction energies 
BH2 0.35 0.53 0.61 0.01 
CH3 0.60 0.87 0.88 0.02 
NH2 0.02 0.95 0.98 0.83 
OH 0.00 0.99 1.00 0.98 
F 0.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 
 
 
One difficulty with analyzing individual energy components is that they are 
coupled, in part, through the interaction distance.  This is particularly true of the 
dispersion and exchange-repulsion terms.  Evidence for the relative importance of the 
electrostatic energies in driving substituent effects for some XH/ interactions can be 
garnered by considering the triply additive energies discussed above and listed in Table 
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3.3.  For the triply additive energies that exclude electrostatic effects, there is very little 
variation across the set of substituents, as indicated by the uniformly small standard 
deviations for Exch+Ind+Disp in Table 3.3.  The other sums, which include electrostatic 
contributions, vary more considerably across the set of substituents, and this variation 
increases with increasing polarity of the XH group.  The correlations of these triply 
additive energies with the total SAPT0 interaction energies tell a similar story:  for NH, 
OH, and FH/ interactions there is no correlation between Exch+Ind+Disp and the total 
interaction energy, indicating that the electrostatic component is vital to describe the 
substituent effects.  On the other hand, for the BH and CH/ interactions the triply 
additive energy with a low correlation is Elec+Exch+Ind. This suggests that for these 
two XH/ interactions the dispersion contribution is the most important. 
 
3.3.3 Correlations with Substituent Constants 
To provide additional physical insight into these interactions, we also examined 
correlations of the individual SAPT0 components with Hammett constants (σm) and 
molar refractivities (MR).  Hammett constants are frequently used in the literature, and 
are intended to capture effects due to a substituent’s electrostatic properties.  Molar 
refractivities, on the other hand, are commonly used as a measure of polarizabilities.122  
We also consider correlations involving the interaction distance (r), which can be 
considered a property of the substituted benzene when making comparisons across 
different substituents for a given XH monomer.  This distance is used, in part, because 
these non-covalent interaction energies are all dependent upon electron cloud overlap at 
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close range (e.g.: penetration effects).  There is the obvious issue of using the interaction 
distance in linear correlations, because the components of these interaction energies 
should not depend linearly on r.  However, this linear approximation should be 
acceptable given the narrow range of distances considered.  Linear regression analyses 
were conducted for each of the SAPT0 energy components with the individual 
substituent constants as well as all pairwise combinations of these constants and the 
three constants together. 
Before considering the correlations of interaction energies with substituent 
constants, we must first discern whether m, MR, and r are independent of one another 
across the set of substituents (see appendix Table B.3).  For these 22 substituents, the 
MR and σm values are uncorrelated, indicating a diverse sample of substituents.  
However, there is a strong correlation between σm and r, with the strength of the 
correlation increasing with increasing polarity of the XH bond.  MR and r are only 
weakly correlated, and the strength of this correlation decreases with increasing XH 
bond polarity.  These trends arise because the correlation of r with the other two 
parameters follows the extent to which those parameters describe the overall interaction 
(vide infra).  Consequently, care must be exercised before conclusions are drawn 
regarding the correlation with any individual substituent constant. 
As shown in Table 3.4, the electrostatic components of all of the XH/ 
interactions except BH/ are fairly well described by the Hammett constants alone.  
However, the strength of the correlations becomes weaker with decreased polarity of the 
XH group.  Once the Hammett constants and the interaction distances are used in 
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concert, the correlations become very good, again with the exception of boron.  The fact 
that inclusion of r is necessary for strong correlations is possibly due to the importance 
of charge penetration. 
 
Table 3.4: Correlation coefficients for the electrostatic, exchange-repulsions, induction, and 
dispersion components of XH/ interactions with Hammett constants (σm), molar refractivity (MR), 
interaction distance (r), and combinations of these constants. The columns in bold indicate the 
constants or simplest combination of constants providing the best correlation across all five XH/ 
interactions. 
X σm r MR (σm,r) (MR,r) (σm,MR) (σm,MR,r) 
Electrostatic 
BH2 0.04 0.18 0.20 0.48 0.25 0.28 0.51 
CH3 0.68 0.77 0.15 0.94 0.79 0.75 0.94 
NH2 0.86 0.81 0.07 0.96 0.82 0.88 0.96 
OH 0.84 0.86 0.03 0.92 0.89 0.84 0.93 
F 0.92 0.91 0.03 0.96 0.92 0.92 0.97 
Exchange-Repulsion 
BH2 0.27 0.98 0.29 0.98 0.98 0.48 0.98 
CH3 0.38 0.97 0.31 0.98 0.97 0.60 0.98 
NH2 0.66 0.96 0.12 0.98 0.97 0.72 0.98 
OH 0.80 0.95 0.07 0.96 0.95 0.82 0.96 
F 0.82 0.99 0.04 0.99 0.99 0.83 0.99 
Induction 
BH2 0.89 0.53 0.10 0.95 0.53 0.93 0.95 
CH3 0.88 0.55 0.10 0.96 0.57 0.92 0.96 
NH2 0.88 0.81 0.09 0.97 0.81 0.91 0.97 
OH 0.90 0.87 0.09 0.96 0.87 0.93 0.96 
F 0.87 0.96 0.10 0.97 0.96 0.91 0.98 
Dispersion 
BH2 0.24 0.84 0.61 0.84 0.98 0.76 0.98 
CH3 0.25 0.86 0.62 0.86 0.96 0.78 0.97 
NH2 0.39 0.81 0.51 0.82 0.96 0.78 0.96 
OH 0.44 0.78 0.48 0.81 0.95 0.81 0.95 
F 0.65 0.86 0.32 0.87 0.98 0.86 0.98 
 
 
The exchange-repulsion components of these interactions are strongly correlated 
with the interaction distance alone.  This is where considering a range of XH/ 
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interactions proves highly useful, because r and m are correlated to a different extent for 
the different XH groups.  For example, consideration of only OH and FH/ interactions, 
for which m and r are strongly correlated, would lead to the false conclusion that the 
Hammett constants provide a sound predictor of the exchange-repulsion component of 
XH/ interactions.  This is because when electrostatic interactions are significant, the 
Hammett parameters indirectly capture the exchange-repulsion trends because 
electrostatic effects impact the overall energies and interaction distances. 
The induction energy is captured mostly in the Hammett constants of the 
substituents.  There is essentially no correlation between the induction energies and the 
MR values, indicating that the substituent effects on the induction component arise 
primarily from changes in the electrostatic properties of the substituents, not changes in 
their polarizabilities.  That is, the changes in the induction energy arise from the 
different substituents polarizing the XH group.  This could indicate a variety of 
possibilities, including that the changes in the electrostatic properties of the substituents 
are effectively larger than the changes in their polarizabilties.  Alternatively, this could 
arise because the electric multipoles of the XH group are small enough that changes in 
the polarizabilities of the substituents result in negligible changes in the total induction 
energy.  That the correlations of MR values with the induction energy are uniform across 
the different XH groups supports the former possibility.  The correlation of the induction 
energies is significantly improved by inclusion of the interaction distance, as was 
observed for the electrostatic component of these interactions. 
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Finally, the dispersion component of these interactions is best described by a 
combination of r and MR values.  Again, the correlation between the m and r for the 
polar cases provides an artifactual correlation between the dispersion energies and 
Hammett constants for the more polar XH groups because of the correlation between m 
and r for these interactions. 
 
3.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have presented a comprehensive, systematic study of substituent effects in 
model XH/ interactions (X = BH3, CH4, NH3, OH2, and FH) based primarily on 
estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ interaction energies.  Insight into the physical nature of these 
substituent effects was gleaned from SAPT0 computations as well as correlations with 
the Hammett constants (m), molar refractivities (MR), and the optimized interaction 
distances, r. 
Substituents can have a dramatic impact on XH/π interactions, but the magnitude 
of these effects as well as their physical origin depends strongly on the nature of the X 
group.  In particular, increased polarity of the XH bond is accompanied by a substantial 
increase in the magnitude of substituent effects. Based on the above data we can draw 
the following main conclusions: 
1) The electrostatic and induction components of XH/π interactions (except 
BH/π) are strongly correlated with σm and r.  For BH/π interactions these 
components do not change upon substitution, so no correlation is observed. 
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2) Exchange-repulsion is correlated most strongly with the interaction distance, 
and no individual substituent constant can capture the effect of substituents 
on exchange-repulsion effects without explicitly accounting for the changes 
in interaction distance. 
3) The dispersion component of the interactions is correlated with both MR and 
r.  The correlation of the dispersion component with MR values alone is 
relatively weak.   
4) The strength of XH/ interactions increases with increasing electron-donating 
character of the substituents, as do the differences among the different XH/ 
interactions.  
5) The primary driver of substituent effects for the polar XH groups (NH3, OH2, 
FH) is the electrostatic energy, while dispersion effects dictate substituent 
effects for the non-polar monomers (BH3, CH4). 
Overall, substituent effects in XH/π interactions are in general accord with 
previous work,88,94  and follow expected trends based on simple physical models. 
Examining the full range of XH/ interactions has provided a comprehensive and unified 
view of the physical origin of substituent effects in these interactions.  Although these 
results are based on idealized model dimers in which the X–H bond is perpendicular to 
the aryl ring and directed towards the ring centroid (see Fig. 3.1), they should provide a 
qualitative guide to XH/π interactions in more realistic supramolecular complexes.  
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CHAPTER IV 
BROAD TRANSFERABILITY OF SUBSTITUENT EFFECTS IN -STACKING 





Non-covalent interactions involving aromatic rings pervade modern chemical 
research.22,56,57 Among these, π-stacking interactions play pivotal roles in a myriad of 
phenomena ranging from protein-DNA interactions and supramolecular self-assembly to 
organocatalysis.22,56,57,123-126 Substituents are often used to tune the strength of these 
interactions80 and further unraveling their physical origin will enable more refined 
exploitation of substituent effects in chemical applications. For example, there has been 
increasing interest in harnessing the effects of heteroatoms and substituents to control 
the molecular packing of small molecule semiconductors for the development of high-
performance organic electronic materials.127,128 Similarly, we recently demonstrated129 
that through-space substituent effects in π-stacking interactions can be used to control 
the local orientation of model stacked discotic systems in order to maximize charge-
transfer rates. 
Computational studies of π-stacking interactions typically consider three 
prototypical configurations of the benzene dimer, depicted in Fig. 4.1.130 Among these, 
the sandwich dimer is the most extensively studied, despite this configuration being a 
                                                 
* Reprinted with permission from “Broad Transferability of Substituent Effects in -Stacking Interactions 
Provides New Insights into Their Origin” by R. K. Raju, J. W. G. Bloom, and S. E. Wheeler, 2013. J. 
Chem. Theory Comput., 9, 3479-3490, Copyright © 2012 American Chemical Society. 
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saddle point on the potential energy surface.131 The parallel-displaced and T-shaped 
dimers are roughly isoenergetic and are both energy minima. We recently 
demonstrated47 that substituent effects in the benzene sandwich dimer are correlated with 
those in the parallel-displaced dimer, supporting the use of the more symmetric 
sandwich dimer as a model for unraveling substituent effects in π-stacking interactions.80  
 
 
Figure 4.1: Prototypical benzene dimer configurations (top) as well as sandwich heteroeclipsed and 
homoeclipsed triazine dimers (bottom). 
 
Substituent effects in π-stacking interactions have been discussed at length in 
recent years, and their origin is thought to be well understood.45,47,80,120,121 Traditional 
conceptual models of substituent effects in π-stacking interactions, including those of 
Hunter and co-workers36,37,116,117,132 and Cozzi and Siegel,118,119,133-136 were cast 
primarily in terms of substituent-induced changes in the aryl π-system. In recent years, 
however, accurate gas-phase computational studies44-47,81,92,93,121,130,137-142 have 
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pinpointed apparent flaws in these popular views.36,37,116-119,132-136 While these 
conventional models posit that electron-accepting substituents enhance π-stacking 
interactions and donors hinder π-stacking, model gas-phase computations revealed that 
all substituents stabilize the benzene dimer relative to the unsubstituted case, regardless 
of their electron-withdrawing or -donating character.9b,12a,12e,12i However, in the case of 
monosubstituted sandwich dimers,46 interaction energies for the substituted dimers 
remain correlated with Hammett  constants, with the unsubstituted dimer being an 
outlier. In other words, substituent effects in gas-phase benzene sandwich dimers follow 
the general trend predicted by conventional models of π-stacking,36,37,116-119,132-136 but 
with the caveat that the substituted dimers exhibit enhanced stabilization in the gas 
phase, relative to the hydrogen case, due to dispersion effects. 
In 2008, Wheeler and Houk demonstrated46 that substituent effects in the 
sandwich configuration of the benzene dimer are due primarily to direct, through space 
interactions between the substituents and the unsubstituted ring. Substituent-induced 
changes in the -system of the substituted ring were shown not to contribute 
significantly.  Such direct interactions had previously been invoked in an ad hoc manner 
by Rashkin and Waters143 and Sherrill et al.93,138 to explain unexpected substituent 
effects in parallel-displaced and T-shaped interactions. 
More recently, we presented a new model47 of substituent effects in π-stacking 
interactions in which substituent effects are dominated by local, direct interactions (i.e. 
field effects) between the substituents and the proximal vertex of the other ring. The 
essence of this model is that substituent effects are unchanged as long as no atomic 
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substitutions are made within the local environment of the substituent (see Fig. 4.2). The 
presumed basis of this model was that substituent effects arise primarily from the 
electrostatic interaction between the local dipole associated with the substituent and the 
local C-H dipole in the proximal vertex of the unsubstituted ring.  However, concrete 
evidence for this presumed origin was lacking. 
 
 
Figure 4.2: In the local, direct interaction model47 of substituent effects in π-stacking interactions, 
substituent effects are predicted to be unchanged as long as the atoms present in the un-shaded 
region remain unchanged. 
 
One ramification of this model47 is that substituent effects in π-stacking 
interactions are expected to be highly transferable. In other words, substituent effects 
will be independent of the nature of the aryl ring to which the substituent is attached; 
instead, they will depend on the identity of the atoms in the proximal vertex of the 
unsubstituted ring. Such transferability of substituent effects was demonstrated for 
homo- and heterodimers of benzene and pyridine.47 What remains unanswered, however, 
is to what extent changes can be made to both the substituted and unsubstituted ring 
without significantly altering substituent effects. In other words, under what 
circumstances will two stacked dimers exhibit the same substituent effects?  
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By probing the transferability of substituent effects in π-stacking interactions, we 
can gain new insight into the origin of these effects. Moreover, the transferability of 
substituent effects in aryl-aryl interactions is vital for the development of atomistic and 
coarse-grained molecular-mechanical force fields for applications to organic electronic 
materials. Such transferability would justify the development of general, transferable 
force-fields for substituents that are independent of the arene to which the substituents 
are attached. 
interactions by examining sandwich dimers involving benzene (Bz), borazine 
(Bn), and 1,3,5-triazine (Tz) (see Fig. 4.3). These systems exhibit drastically different 
electronic character, and provide a means of probing the transferability of substituent 
effects across diverse stacked systems. Moreover, all three of these systems are planar 
and aromatic, and there has been growing interest in the use of B- and N-heterocycles in 
organic electronic materials,144-151 in materials for gas-storage and separation,152-159 and 
even as enzyme inhibitors.160-163   All of these applications will benefit from refined 
control over π-stacking interactions involving N- and B-heterocycles. 
In the present work, we probe the transferability of substituent effects in π-
stacking Anand and co-workers164 reported that many substituted borazines exhibit π-
stacking interactions in the solid state, although in some cases other interactions 
dominate. There have been a limited number of computational studies165,166 of π-stacking 
interactions involving borazine and no computational studies of substituent effects in 
these dimers. In 2003, Kawahara et al.165 presented MP2 and CCSD(T) results for 
sandwich, parallel-displaced, and T-shaped borazine dimers, finding that the 
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heteroeclipsed borazine sandwich dimer (see Fig. 4.1 for analogous triazine dimer) was 
the most strongly interacting. More recently, Bettinger et al.166 studied homo- and 
heterodimers of benzene and borazine.  
 
 
Figure 4.3: Structures and molecular electrostatic potentials (ESPs) of benzene, borazine, and 
triazine. 
 
There have been a number of computational studies167-173 of stacked triazine 
dimers over the last decade, but, as with the borazine dimers, there have been no 
systematic studies of substituent effects. In 2005, Ugozzoli and Massera167 examined 
stacked dimers of benzene and triazine, predicting a strong interaction between benzene 
and triazine in a parallel-displaced configuration. Three years later, Tschumper et al.168 
studied the effects of heterogeneity on π-stacking interactions, including those in 
parallel-displaced benzene and triazine homo- and heterodimers. They found that, for the 
parallel-displaced dimers, the interaction energy in the mixed triazine-benzene dimer (–
3.8 kcal mol–1) was more favorable than that of homodimers of either benzene (–2.8 kcal 
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mol–1) or triazine (–3.0 kcal mol–1). A correlation was reported between the electrostatic 
component of these interactions, as predicted by second-order symmetry-adapted 
perturbation theory (SAPT2), and the total interaction energies.168 Also in 2008, Wang 
and Hobza studied169 π-stacking interactions of several N-heterocycles with benzene. In 
contrast to Tschumper et al.,168 they attributed the stronger interaction of triazine with 
benzene, relative to the benzene homodimer, to dispersion effects based on the higher 
polarizability of triazine. More recently, Mishra et al. studied170 both stacking and edge-
to-face interactions for a range of N-heterocyclic dimers, finding that the strength of 
these interactions were comparable. Kim and co-workers171,172 employed both 
spectroscopic and computational techniques to study non-covalent interactions of 
phenylacetylene with triazine, pyrazine, and pyridine, reporting that parallel-displaced π-
stacking configurations are preferentially formed over other arrangements. Finally, in 
2012, Sütay et al. studied173 various pyrazine and triazine homodimers using a range of 
computational methods, reporting that either parallel-displaced or hydrogen-bonded 
dimers are the most favorable, depending on the level of theory employed.  
Below, we systematically study substituent effects in stacked homo- and 
heterodimers of benzene, borazine, and triazine. The primary aim is to probe the extent 
to which substituent effects in π-stacking interactions are transferable among these 
diverse stacked systems. The results indicate that substituent effects do not depend on 
the ring to which the substituent is attached, but are instead determined by the identity of 
the unsubstituted ring. Moreover, unexpected correlations among substituent effects in 
disparate stacked dimers provide new insight into the origin of substituent effects in π-
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stacking interactions. These correlations are explained based on computed electric fields 
for the unsubstituted arenes, which supports the view that substituent effects in π-
stacking interactions are dominated by the electrostatic interaction of the local dipole 
associated with the substituent and the other ring. 
 
4.2 THEORETICAL METHODS 
Interaction energies for a wide range of eclipsed sandwich dimers were evaluated 
at the CCSD(T), SAPT0, and B97-D levels of theory.50,51,53,54,70,174-178 For the 
unsubstituted dimers, counterpoise-corrected72 CCSD(T)/AVTZ interaction energies 
were estimated by appending a basis set correction evaluated at the MP2 level onto 
CCSD(T)/AVDZ energies: 
CCSD(T)/AVTZ ≈ CCSD(T)/AVDZ + [MP2/AVTZ – MP2/AVDZ], 
where AVXZ denotes the aug-cc-pVXZ basis set of Dunning and co-workers.70,71 
To locate the equilibrium inter-ring separation (Re) for each dimer, a series of single 
point energies were evaluated at this level of theory at 0.1 Å increments near the 
minima. A simple quadratic function was fit to the 3-4 lowest-lying points to interpolate 
the Re value and interaction energy. These computations utilized fixed monomer 
geometries optimized at the MP2/AVTZ level of theory. To gain additional insight into 
the interaction of these non-substituted dimers, SAPT0 interaction energies53,54,176,177 
were evaluated at the CCSD(T) predicted equilibrium separations using the jun-cc-
pVDZ basis set.179 The jun-cc-pVDZ basis set comprises the standard Dunning aug-cc-
pVDZ basis set, but without diffuse functions on hydrogen and without diffuse f 
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functions on non-hydrogen atoms (i.e. the aug-cc-pVDZ′ used by Sherrill and co-
workers75,130).  SAPT predicts accurate intermolecular interaction energies, while also 
providing a rigorous decomposition of these interaction energies into physically 
meaningful components (Eint = Eelec + Eexch + Eind + Edisp). 
To examine the impact of substituents on these stacked dimers, we considered a 
diverse set of 22 substituents: BF2, CCH, CF3, CH2OH, CH3, CHO, CN, COCH3, 
COOCH3, COOH, F, NH2, NHCH3, NO2, NO, OCF3, OH, OCH3, SCH3, SH, SiF3 and 
SiH3. This set of substituents provides a representative sample, and ranges from strong 
electon-donors (e.g. NHCH3) to strong electron-acceptors (e.g. NO2). For each 
substituted arene, monomers were optimized at the B97-D/TZV(2p,2d) level of 
theory.50,51,70,178 For many substituents there are multiple low-lying rotamers. For 
substituted borazines and triazines, the substituent rotamer that is equivalent to the 
lowest lying for substituted benzene was used.  
Geometries of all possible eclipsed monosubstituted sandwich dimers of 
benzene, borazine, and triazine (460 dimers total) were optimized with fixed monomer 
geometries at the B97-D/TZV(2d,2p) level of theory.50,51,70,178 For the asymmetric 
substituents, the arene faces will be unique, so there are two ways of forming the stacked 
sandwich dimers. We determined the most favorable arrangement for the benzene dimer 
and replicated this alignment for the other dimers. This facilitated direct comparisons of 
substituent effects across the different substituted dimers. Given the relatively poor 
performance of B97-D for many of the unsubstituted dimers (vide infra), SAPT0/jun-cc-
pVDZ interaction energies were computed for all substituted dimers at the B97-D 
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optimized equilibrium separations. SAPT0 energies were also evaluated at inter-ring 
separations of 3.5 and 4.0 Å for all dimers. 
Borazine and triazine have only three-fold symmetry, and borazines can be 
substituted at either the boron or nitrogen positions. To distinguish among the different 
sites of substitution, and to denote which atoms are eclipsed in the stacked dimers, we 
have adopted the following naming scheme. Bn(N)-X and Bn(B)-X denote borazines 
substituted at the N and B sites, respectively. For dimers in which borazine is 
unsubstituted, Bn(N) and Bn(B) indicate that the substituted atom of the other ring is 
aligned with the N and B of borazine, respectively. Similarly, for dimers in which 
triazine is the unsubstituted ring, Tz(N) and Tz(C) indicate that the N and C-H of 
triazine are eclipsed with the substituted atom of the other ring, respectively (see later 
figures for examples). Throughout this work, A, B, C, etc. are used to denote any of Bz, 
Bn(N), Bn(B), Tz(C), or Tz(N).  
Molecular electrostatic potential (ESP) maps (Fig. 4.3) were created using UCSF 
Chimera180 by mapping the electrostatic potential, computed at the B97/TZV(2d,2p) 
level of theory, onto an electron-density isosurface ( = 0.001 e/bohr3). B97/TZV(2d,2p) 
electrostatic potentials and electric fields were also computed in the plane bisecting 
benzene, borazine, and triazine. All DFT computations were carried out using 
Gaussian09,74 while Molpro73 was employed to evaluate MP2 and CCSD(T) energies. 
SAPT0 energies were computed using Psi4.181 Throughout this work, slopes between 
two sets of interaction energies were analyzed in terms of total least squares (orthogonal 
regression), rather than the more common ordinary linear least squares.  Such analyses 
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are more appropriate in this case, as the aim is to describe the linear correlation between 
two equivalent sets of data. 
 
4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.3.1 Unsubstituted Dimers of Benzene, Borazine, and Triazine 
First, we consider unsubstituted sandwich dimers of benzene, borazine, and 
triazine. This will provide a baseline against which substituent effects can be compared, 
and will enable us to gauge the accuracy of B97-D and SAPT0 for these stacked dimers. 
Table 4.1 shows estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ interaction energies for all unique sandwich 
dimers involving these three arenes. Heterodimers of triazine and borazine with benzene 
interact more strongly than the benzene homodimer, as previously noted;166,168 the 
strongest interactions are predicted for heteroeclipsed borazine and triazine homodimers. 
That is, Bn(B)…Bn(N) interacts more strongly than Bn(B)…Bn(B) or the dimers of 
borazine with either triazine or benzene. The most favorable sandwich dimer is 
Tz(C)…Tz(N).  The Tz(C)…Tz(N) sandwich dimer is more favorable than the parallel 
displaced configuration (as reported by Tschumper et al.168), as previously noted by 
Fowler and Buckingham39 based on distributed multipole analyses and as predicted by 
venerable rules for aromatic interactions from Hunter and Sanders.36 The data in Table 
4.1 also underscore our previous finding that monomer aromaticity is not a prerequisite 
for strong stacking interactions.182 For example, borazine is typically considered to be 
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significantly less aromatic than benzene,166,183 yet borazine stacks at least as strongly as 
benzene. 
The origin of the observed trends in interaction energies are clarified by the 
SAPT0 components listed in Table 4.1. The electrostatic component of the interaction 
energies correlate strongly (correlation coefficient r = 0.95) with the total CCSD(T) 
interaction energies. The other SAPT0 components are also correlated with the total 
interaction energy, but this presumably is due to the coupling of effects through the 
interaction distance (as observed recently for XH/ interactions).184 Comparing 
Bn(B)…Bn(B) with Bn(B)…Bn(N), for example, the electrostatic component is strongly 
favorable for the more stable heteroeclipsed dimer, yet mildly unfavorable for the 
homoeclipsed dimer. This follows the findings of Tschumper and co-workers168 
regarding the impact of heterogeneity on π-stacking interactions. 
 
Table 4.1: Estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ and B97-D/TZV(2d,2p) interaction energies (Eint) and 
equilibrium inter-ring separations (Re, in Å), SAPT0 energy components and total SAPT0 
interaction energies (Eint) for dimers of benzene (Bz), borazine (Bn), and triazine (Tz).
a
 
  CCSD(T)  B97-D  SAPT0//CCSD(T)  SAPT0//B97-D 
  Re Eint  Re Eint  Eelec Eexch Eind Edisp Eint  Eint 
Bz Bz 3.92 –1.6  3.90 –1.8  0.4 3.3 –0.2 –4.8 –1.4  –1.4 
 Bn 3.79 –2.2  3.69 –3.1  –0.6 3.6 –0.3 –4.6 –1.9  –1.9 
 Tz 3.67 –3.1  3.69 –3.2  –2.0 4.6 –0.3 –5.4 –3.2  –3.2 
               
Bn(B) Bn(B) 3.89 –1.8  3.65 –3.3  0.1 2.0 –0.1 –3.2 –1.2  –0.6 
 Bn(N) 3.52 –3.3  3.28 –5.9  –3.0 5.7 –0.4 –5.4 –3.1  –3.1 
 Tz(C) 3.68 –2.7  3.59 –3.7  –0.8 3.1 –0.2 –4.2 –2.1  –1.9 
               
Tz(C) Bn(N) 3.56 –3.1  3.48 –4.0  –2.2 4.4 –0.3 –5.0 –3.1  –3.2 
 Tz(C) 3.74 –1.5  3.97 –1.8  0.9 2.1 –0.1 –3.8 –1.0  –1.0 
 Tz(N) 3.46 –3.8  3.50 –3.9  –3.3 5.3 –0.4 –5.8 –4.2  –4.2 




First, we consider unsubstituted sandwich dimers of benzene, borazine, and 
triazine. This will provide a baseline against which substituent effects can be compared, 
and will enable us to gauge the accuracy of B97-D and SAPT0 for these stacked dimers. 
Table 4.1 shows estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ interaction energies for all unique sandwich 
dimers involving these three arenes. Heterodimers of triazine and borazine with benzene 
interact more strongly than the benzene homodimer, as previously noted;166,168 the 
strongest interactions are predicted for heteroeclipsed borazine and triazine homodimers. 
That is, Bn(B)…Bn(N) interacts more strongly than Bn(B)…Bn(B) or the dimers of 
borazine with either triazine or benzene. The most favorable sandwich dimer is 
Tz(C)…Tz(N).  The Tz(C)…Tz(N) sandwich dimer is more favorable than the parallel 
displaced configuration (as reported by Tschumper et al.168), as previously noted by 
Fowler and Buckingham39 based on distributed multipole analyses and as predicted by 
venerable rules for aromatic interactions from Hunter and Sanders.36 The data in Table 
4.1 also underscore our previous finding that monomer aromaticity is not a prerequisite 
for strong stacking interactions.182 For example, borazine is typically considered to be 
significantly less aromatic than benzene,166,183 yet borazine stacks at least as strongly as 
benzene. 
The origin of the observed trends in interaction energies are clarified by the 
SAPT0 components listed in Table 4.1. The electrostatic component of the interaction 
energies correlate strongly (correlation coefficient r = 0.95) with the total CCSD(T) 
interaction energies. The other SAPT0 components are also correlated with the total 
interaction energy, but this presumably is due to the coupling of effects through the 
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interaction distance (as observed recently for XH/ interactions).184 Comparing 
Bn(B)…Bn(B) with Bn(B)…Bn(N), for example, the electrostatic component is strongly 
favorable for the more stable heteroeclipsed dimer, yet mildly unfavorable for the 
homoeclipsed dimer. This follows the findings of Tschumper and co-workers168 
regarding the impact of heterogeneity on π-stacking interactions. 
Overall, the total SAPT0 interaction energies are strongly correlated with the 
reference CCSD(T) data (r = 0.97), although SAPT0 generally underestimates the 
CCSD(T) interaction energies. On the other hand, the agreement between the 
B97-D/TZV(2d,2p) interaction energies and the CCSD(T) data is rather poor. In 
particular, B97-D overestimates the interaction energies, relative to CCSD(T), by 
anywhere from 2% to 85%. However, SAPT0 energies evaluated at the B97-D 
optimized structures are in agreement with the CCSD(T) data, with the exception of 
Bn(B)…Bn(B). Consequently, SAPT0 interaction energies for the substituted dimers are 
considered below for the substituted dimers.  
 
4.3.2 Substituent Effects in Sandwich Dimers of Benzene, Borazine, and Triazine 
Next, we consider the impact of substituents on the 20 possible sandwich dimers 
of benzene, borazine, and triazine. As noted above, substituent effects in most of these 
dimers have not previously been examined. The range of interaction energies for each 
dimer is plotted in Fig. 4.4, along with interaction energies for X = H, CN, and NH2 (see 
SI for data). For many of the dimers, substituents enhance the strength of the interaction 
regardless of their electron-withdrawing or donating character (i.e. X = H leads to the 
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weakest interaction), in accord with previous observations for the benzene sandwich 
dimer.45,46,137,140 However, in general, substituents lead to both enhanced and diminished 
π-stacking interactions, relative to the unsubstituted case. That is, for many of these 
dimers the unsubstituted case (X = H) is not the weakest interacting. Moreover, in many 
of these dimers the substituent effects follow drastically different trends than in the 
benzene dimer.  For example, in the benzene sandwich dimer, CN leads to strongly 
enhanced interactions relative to X = H, while NH2 substituents provide only modest 
stabilization. This reflects differences in the electrostatic contributions to the 
interactions, which are highly favorable for X = CN, but not for X = NH2. This can be 
contrasted with the A-X…Tz(N) dimers. In these cases, the impact of CN substituents is 
very weak, while X = NH2 leads to substantial stabilization compared to X = H.  This 
again reflects the underlying electrostatic component of these interactions: X = NH2 
leads to significant favorable electrostatic interactions, while CN substitution results in 
electrostatic interactions that are slightly less favorable than for X = H. 
Overall, substituent and heteroatom effects provide powerful means of tuning the 
strength of π-stacking interactions, and the predicted interaction energies range from –
0.6 kcal mol–1 for the Bn(N)-H…Bn(N) dimer to –5.70 kcal mol–1 for the Tz-NO2
…Bz 
dimer. Perhaps more importantly, as shown below, the impact of substituents and 
heteroatoms for a given unsubstituted ring are largely independent of one another, 




Figure 4.4: Span of interaction energies over all substituents (filled rectangles) of SAPT0 interaction 
energies for substituted sandwich dimers of benzene, borazine, and triazine. 
 
4.3.3 Transferability of Substituent Effects 
Next, we compare substituent effect trends across hetero- and homodimers of 
benzene, borazine, and triazine. In Fig. 4.5a, we see that substituent effects in Bz-
X…Tz(C) dimers are completely uncorrelated with those in Bz-X…Tz(N) dimers (r = 
0.04). That is, rotating triazine by 60° completely alters the substituent effects in 
substituted benzene-triazine dimers. This behavior is observed in general; regardless of 
the identity of the substituted ring, changing the unsubstituted ring from Tz(C) to Tz(N) 
drastically alters the impact of substituents. This seems to be in conflict with 
expectations based on resonance-based views of substituent effects in π-stacking 
interactions. For example, in popular models,36,37,116,117,132 substituent effects should 
depend only on the overall electron-rich or electron-poor character of the interacting 
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rings, which is clearly independent of their relative orientation. Similarly, in the polar/ 
model of Cozzi and Siegel,118,119,133-136 substituent effects should be unaltered as long as 
the quadrupole moment of the unsubstituted ring remains constant. Instead, we see that 
aligning either the C-H or nitrogen vertex of triazine with the substituent on the other 
ring leads to drastically different substituent effects. Due to the symmetry of triazine, 
molecular quadrupole moments alone do not distinguish between the two types of 
vertices, and any substituent effect model cast in terms of quadrupole moments will be 
unable to predict the lack of correlation in Fig. 4.5a. 
 
Table 4.2: Slopes and correlation coefficients (r) for total least squares analyses of SAPT0 





  R = 3.5 Å  R = Re  R = 4.0 Å 
A B-X Slope r  Slope r  Slope r 
Bz Bn(B)-X 0.94 0.96  1.01 0.98  0.96 0.98 
 Bn(N)-X 1.05 0.98  1.10 0.98  1.01 0.98 
 Tz(C)-X 1.03 0.96  1.18 0.98  1.04 0.96 
          
Bn(B) Bz-X 1.40 0.93  1.34 0.95  1.14 0.98 
 Bn(N)-X 1.08 0.95  1.54 0.89  1.03 0.97 
 Tz(C)-X 1.29 0.94  1.34 0.95  1.21 0.97 
          
Bn(N) Bz-X 0.85 0.87  0.95 0.86  0.85 0.96 
 Bn(B)-X 0.84 0.91  1.39 0.92  0.92 0.94 
 Tz(C)-X 0.88 0.91  1.30 0.94  0.99 0.91 
          
Tz(C) Bz-X 0.91 0.92  1.05 0.97  0.92 0.94 
 Bn(B)-X 0.99 0.94  1.08 0.97  1.00 0.94 






Figure 4.5: Relative SAPT0 interaction energies (kcal mol–1) for sandwich dimers of (a) Bz-X…Tz(C) 
versus Bz-X
…







Fig. 4.5a can be contrasted with Fig. 4.5b, in which relative interaction energies 
for Bn(B)-X…Bz dimers are plotted against those for Bz-X…Bz. Despite the different 
electronic character of the substituted Bn(B) and Bz rings, we see a strong linear 
correlation (r = 0.98) between substituent effects in these two dimers, with a best-fit line 
with slope near unity. Correlation coefficients and the slopes of total least squares lines 
for all possible pairs of dimers of the type B-X…A vs A-X…A are listed in Table 4.2. For 
any pair of dimers for which the unsubstituted ring is the same, substituents effects are 
correlated (0.86 < r < 0.98). That is, substituent effects in π-stacking interactions are 
dictated by the identity of the unsubstituted ring, with the substituted ring having no 
direct impact.d 
The deviations from unity of the best-fit line slopes in Table 4.2 arise in many 
cases from differences in the equilibrium inter-ring separations among the different 
sandwich dimers. For example, substituent effects in the Tz-X…Bz dimers are on 
average greater than those in the Bz-X…Bz dimers because of the smaller average inter-
ring separation for benzene-triazine heterodimers compared to benzene homodimers. In 
this and many other cases, evaluating interaction energies at fixed inter-ring separations 
of either 3.5 Å or 4.0 Å ameliorates this problem to a large extent, leading to generally 
stronger correlations and slopes closer to unity (see Table 4.2).  
Curiously, for some of the dimer pairs, evaluating the interaction energy at fixed 
inter-ring separations leads to best-fit lines with slopes slightly farther from one. For 
                                                 
d The unsubstituted ring can alter the substituent effects in an indirect way, for example, by 
altering the inter-ring separation of the dimer. 
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example, the slopes of the best-fit line is close to unity when comparing Bz-X…Bn(N) 
versus Bn(N)-X…Bn(N) at their corresponding Re values, yet deviate from one when 
evaluating interaction energies at inter-ring separations of either 3.5 or 4.0 Å. This 
potentially arises from differences in the ring geometries and the lengths of the bonds 
connecting the substituents with the rings, both of which affect the position of the 
substituent relative to the unsubstituted ring, despite the fixed inter-ring separation. 
Regardless, the overall trend is clear: as long as the unsubstituted dimer remains 
unchanged, substituent effect trends are transferable, even if the strength of the 
substituent effects shows some slight variability. 
To quantify the extent of transferability of individual contributions to the 
interaction energies, we have also considered correlations among individual components 
of the SAPT0 interaction energies (see appendix Table C.2). Comparing dimers of the 
type A-X…A with B-X…A, the data show that the electrostatic and dispersion 
components are each correlated. The correlations for the exchange components are 
slightly weaker. The induction components, which are admittedly small, show very weak 
(or even negative) correlations for many of the pairs of dimers. Regardless, the primary 
components of these interaction energies (electrostatic, dispersion, and exchange-
repulsion effects) are all individually transferable among dimers in which the 
unsubstituted ring is held constant. This transferability of the individual components of 
these interaction energies is much stronger at fixed inter-ring separations, and justifies 
the development of classical potentials for substituents that are independent of the nature 




Figure 4.6: (a) Relative SAPT0 interaction energies (R = Re) and (b) electrostatic components of the 






We also considered possible correlations between all pairs of dimers. 
Unexpectedly, in addition to the cases listed in Table 4.2, there are many pairs of dimers 
for which substituent effects are similar. In general, substituent effects are correlated 
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between any two dimers in which the unsubstituted ring is Bz, Bn(N), or Bn(B), 
regardless of the identity of the substituted ring (see Table 4.3). For example, relative 
interaction energies for Tz-X…Bn(N) dimers are plotted against Bn(B)-X…Bz in Fig. 
4.6a. Substituent effects in these dimers are correlated (r = 0.92), despite none of the 
rings being in common between the two dimers. Despite the correlations displayed in 
Table 4.3, the slopes of the best-fit lines deviate from one. This is particularly 
pronounced when comparing A-X…Bz dimers with either C-X…Bn(N) or C-X…Bn(B) 
dimers, for which substituent effects in the former case are consistently about twice as 
strong as those in the latter two dimers. These trends are also present for fixed inter-ring 
distances of 3.5 and 4.0 Å, and are not simply the result of cancelation of effects 
occurring at equilibrium distances (see appendix Table C.3 for data at R = 3.5 and 4.0 
Å). Instead, these correlations arise from some intrinsic similarity of benzene and 
borazine (vide infra). For all other dimers, linear correlations are weak or nonexistent, 
apart from a few aberrant cases (see appendix Table C.4 for full correlation matrix). 
Apparently, substituent effects in π-stacking interactions are not only transferable in 
cases in which the unsubstituted ring remains constant, but also in select cases in which 




Figure 4.7: (a) Non-electrostatic and (b) electrostatic components of the interaction energies for 










Table 4.3: Slopes and correlation coefficients (r) for total least squares analyses of SAPT0 
















B A-X Slope r  Slope r  Slope r  Slope r 
Bz Bz-X 0.45 0.74  0.75 0.92  0.55 0.93  0.72 0.94 
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a SAPT0 interaction energies evaluated at B97-D/TZV(2d,2p) optimized dimer geometries. 
 
We again consider correlations of the individual components of the interaction 
energies, this time to determine which components of these interactions control whether 
substituent effects are correlated between two dimers.  This was done at an inter-ring 
separation of 4.0 Å, to remove complications from varying inter-ring separations. The 
non-electrostatic component of the SAPT0 interaction energies (i.e. Enon-elec = Eexch + Eind 
+ Edisp) is very strongly correlated between all pairs of dimers (see Fig. 4.7a, for 
example, and appendix Table C.7).  That is, the impact of substituents on the non-
electrostatic part of the interaction energy is the same regardless of the identity of the 
substituted or unsubstituted ring.  As a result, whether two dimers will exhibit the same 
substituent effects hinges entirely on electrostatic effects.  For pairs of dimers for which 
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the electrostatic components are correlated, the total interaction energies are also 
correlated. In particular, the electrostatic components of the SAPT0 interaction energies 
are strongly correlated for all dimers in which the unsubstituted rings are Bz, Bn(N), or 
Bn(B). Moreover, the slopes of the best-fit lines are close to one half when comparing 
the electrostatic components of the interaction energies in A-X…Bn(N) and A-X…Bn(B) 
dimers with B-X…Bz dimers, indicating that the electrostatic effects in the former two 
dimers are about half the strength of those in B-X…Bz dimers (e.g. see Fig. 4.6b). This 
explains the non-unit slopes in Table 4.3.   
Similarly, for pairs of dimers that exhibit uncorrelated electrostatic interactions, 
the total interactions are also uncorrelated.  For example, Fig. 4.7b shows the 
electrostatic components of the interaction energies of Bz-X…Tz(C) versus Bz-X…Tz(N) 
dimers. The lack of correlation between the total interaction energies (Fig. 4.5a) stems 
primarily from the scatter in the electrostatic components of the interaction energies. In 
this and other cases, the electrostatic interactions are, to some extent, anti-correlated 
between the two dimers.  In these cases, the total interaction energies are uncorrelated, 
because of the correlated non-electrostatic components and anti-correlated electrostatic 
components. 
That the correlation of substituent effects between two dimers depend solely on 
the electrostatic components of the interaction energies provides a physical justification 
for the local, direct interaction model of substituent effects in π-stacking interactions.47 
In particular, it corroborates the supposition that substituent effects derive from the 
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electrostatic interaction of the local multipole (dominated by the local dipole) associated 
with the substituent with the other ring. To understand why these electrostatic 
interactions are similar in seemingly disparate dimers, we need to examine the electric 
fields of the unsubstituted arenes.  
 
 
4.3.4 Substituent Effects and Electric Fields 
The electrostatic interaction of a dipole with a molecule depends on the dot 
product of the dipole with the molecular electric field. In Fig. 4.8, electric fields in the 
plane perpendicular to the molecular planes and bisecting the rings are plotted for 
benzene, borazine, and triazine. Also plotted are the electrostatic potentials in this plane, 
for reference. In the region of the substituents, the electric field above both ends of 
borazine is similar in direction, but about half the magnitude, to that of benzene. The 
similarity of electric field direction above borazine and benzene can be seen in Fig. 4.9a, 
in which we plot the dot product of the normalized electric field surrounding borazine 
with the electric field of benzene at each point. The strength of the borazine electric 
field, relative to that of benzene, is plotted in Fig. 4.9b. Hence, the local dipole of the 
substituents will result in similar electrostatic interactions with either vertex of borazine 
as it will with benzene, yet with about half the strength. This is in accord with the 
electrostatic data  (see Fig. 4.6b, for example), which showed that the electrostratic 
component of the substituent effects in A-X…Bn(N) dimers is about half that of B-X…Bz 
dimers. In other words, the correlation of substituent effects in A-X…Bn(N) and A-
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X…Bn(B) dimers with those in B-X…Bz dimers arises because the electric fields above 
the vertices of Bz, Bn(N), and Bn(B) are similar in direction.  The non-unit slopes arise 
from the differences in the strengths of the electric fields. 
This can be contrasted with the electric fields above either vertex of triazine. In 
this case, the electric field is nearly orthogonal to that above benzene. Again, this can be 
seen in Fig. 4.9a, which shows that in the region of the substituents the component of the 
triazine electric field along the benzene electric field is near zero. Thus, triazine and 
benzene will interact with different components of the local dipole associated with the 
substituent, giving rise to qualitatively different substituent trends.  This explains the 
seemingly odd effects of NH2 and CN substituents discussed in Sec. B. In particular, for 
A-X…Tz(N) dimers, X = NH2 leads to highly favorable electrostatic interactions while 
for X = CN the electrostatic interactions are less favorable than in the unsubstituted 
dimers, in stark contrast to dimes in which benzene is the unsubstituted ring. The local 
dipole of CN is aligned with the electric field above benzene, while it is perpendicular to 
the field above triazine.  Similarly, the local dipole of NH2 is more closely aligned with 
the electric field of triazine than that of benzene.  
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Figure 4.8: Electrostatic potential (solid colors, kcal mol–1) and electric field (arrows, kcal mol–1 D–1) 
in the plane perpendicular to and bisecting the molecular plane of (a) benzene, (b) borazine, and (c) 
triazine. For reference, the gray shaded region is an electron density isosurface ( = 0.001 e/bohr3) 
and the black silhouette is of a sandwich stacked benzene at R = 3.65 Å. 
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Figure 4.9: (a) Dot product of normalized electric field vectors of benzene with those of borazine 
(top) and triazine (bottom). In these plots, blue indicates the electric field is aligned with that of 
benzene, while red signifies anti-alignment.  Green indicates that the electric field is orthogonal to 
that of benzene. (b) Strength of the electric field for borazine (top) and triazine (bottom) relative to 
the electric field of benzene. In both (a) and (b), the gray shaded region is an electron density 
isosurface ( = 0.001 e/bohr3) and the black silhouette is of a sandwich stacked benzene at R = 3.65 
Å. 
 
Of course, the electric field is simply the negative gradient of the electrostatic 
potential, so the electric fields plotted in Fig. 4.8 are obtainable visually, although 
indirectly, from electrostatic potential plots themselves. The key, however, is not to 
consider the sign of the ESP, but to focus on the gradient of the ESP in the region of the 
substituent. In this context, the customary practice of plotting ESPs on electron density 
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isosurfaces (e.g. Fig. 4.3) will generally not be helpful, as the electric field at points on 
these surfaces are not always representative of the electric field in the region of a 
substituent on a stacked ring. Two-dimensional plots of the ESP more readily provide 
information about the ESP, and, indirectly, the electric field, in the proximity of the 
substituent. 
In summary, the previously published local, direct interaction model (Fig. 4.2)47 
is a special case for the transferability of substituent effects in π-stacking interactions. In 
addition to cases in which the atoms in the local environment of the substituent are 
unchanged, substituent effects will remain unaltered as long as changes to the 
unsubstituted ring do not significantly alter the electric field surrounding the 
unsubstituted ring. Unfortunately, such cases cannot be determined simply by examining 
the identity of the atoms in the local environment of the substituent (as indicated in Fig. 
4.2), but instead require examinations of computed electric fields (or ESPs). Once these 
fields have been computed for a set of unsubstituted arenes, they can be used to 
qualitatively determine substituent effects for the corresponding dimers. Regardless, the 
transferability of substituent effects among diverse stacked dimers can be explained 
based on the interaction of the local dipole moment associated with the substituent and 
the electric field of the unsubstituted arene. This provides significant new insight into the 
origin of substituent effects in π-stacking interactions, and emphasizes that electric fields 
can prove valuable in analyses of many non-covalent interactions in which local dipole 
moments are prevalent. Finally, we note that the electric fields displayed in Fig. 4.8 are 
in a single plane bisecting the aryl rings.  However, many substituents will have local 
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dipoles located out of this plane, and the overall substituent effect will also depend on 
the electric field in these regions. 
 
4.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have presented gas-phase interaction energies for substituted homo- and 
heterodimers of benzene, borazine, and triazine computed primarily at the SAPT0/jun-
cc-pVDZ level of theory. Four main conclusions can be drawn from the data: 
1) In general, the interaction energies of stacked sandwich dimers can be both 
enhanced or diminished by substituents, and for many dimers the substituent 
effects exhibit trends markedly different from those in the benzene sandwich 
dimer.  Whether a given substituent leads to strongly enhanced stacking 
interactions does not depend on its electron donating or accepting character, 
but instead depends on the orientation of its local dipole moment relative to 
the electric field of the unsubstituted ring. 
2) Substituent effects in π-stacking interactions are broadly transferable, and 
remain unchanged as long as the electric field of the unsubstituted ring in the 
vicinity of the substituent is unchanged. A special case of this occurs when 
the identity of the unsubstituted ring remains unchanged (i.e. the local, direct 
interaction model depicted in Fig. 4.2).47  
3) The transferability of substituent effects in π-stacking interactions extends to 
the main components of these interactions (electrostatic, dispersion, and 
exchange-repulsion effects), which portends the development of molecular 
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mechanics force fields that will accurately capture substituent effects in π-
stacking interactions. 
4) Whether substituent effects are correlated between two dimers hinges entirely 
on the electrostatic components of the interactions.  This supports the concept 
that substituent effects in π-stacking arise from the electrostatic interaction of 
the local dipole associated with the substituent and the electric field of the 
unsubstituted ring.   
The broad transferability of substituent effects in π-stacking interactions provides 
new insight into their origin, with important implications for qualitative models of these 
effects. First, the correlation of substituent effects in sandwich dimers in which the 
unsubstituted ring is unchanged bolsters the local, direct interaction model of substituent 
effects in π-stacking interactions.47 Moreover, the existence of additional correlations 
between substituent effects in diverse stacked dimers revealed that the local, direct 
interaction model is a special case of a broader understanding of substituent effects in π-
stacking interactions based on the electric fields of the unsubstituted rings.  
However, we note here that the above results are for highly constrained model 
dimers in which the stacked rings are perfectly aligned, and perfectly parallel.  Such 
arrangements are rare in molecular systems, although they do occur.142  As such, the 
observed trends might not be fully applicable to more common, parallel-displaced 
configurations.  In particular, the unexpected correlations between substituent effects in 
diverse stacked dimers are in part due to coincidental similarities of the electric fields 
above benzene and borazine. Regardless, that substituent effect trends in these model 
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dimers can be explained in terms of electric fields provides a potentially powerful tool 
for analyzing substituent effects in π-stacking interactions.  For example, work by 
Arnstein and Sherrill138 revealed that substituent effects in parallel displaced benzene 
dimers vary significantly as a function of displacement distance.  Although possible 
qualitative explanations of observed trends were provided in that work, the present 
results suggest that consideration of electric fields could provide a more precise 
explanation.  Future analyses of more diverse systems in terms of computed electric 
fields should move us one step closer to a comprehensive understanding of substituent 
effects in π-stacking interactions. 
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CHAPTER V 
ORIGIN OF ANION/ INTERACTIONS INVOLVING N-HETEROCYCLES 
 
Anion/ interactions,185-187 which have been defined as attractive non-covalent 
interactions between anions and faces of -acidic rings,22,58,188-193 are among a bevy of 
recent additions to the supramolecular toolkit.100,194-196 Anion/ interactions often 
involve azabenzenes (azines) such as s-triazine and s-tetrazine, and can provide a 
powerful tool for anion binding, recognition, transport, etc.197-201 
Despite growing interest in anion/ interactions, there is no general model of 
their origin.  Most authors188,192 ascribe the interactions to a combination of electrostatic 
and induction effects (anion-induced polarization of the arene),202,203 although there have 
been conflicting reports regarding the importance of dispersion interactions.22,188,192,204 
The electrostatic component of these interactions is often characterized by the Qzz 
component of the molecular quadrupole moment of the arene.  In particular, favourable 
anion/ interactions arise in cases where Qzz is positive, although examples exist of 
favourable anion/ interactions involving arenes for which Qzz is near zero or even 
slightly negative.188,192,205-208  The electrostatic component of anion/ interactions can be 
described more rigorously in terms of electrostatic potentials (ESPs), which provide a 
measure of the net electrostatic interaction that a positive test charge would experience at 
a given point in space in the presence of a molecule. ESPs implicitly include the effects 
of all orders of electric multipoles, and provide a sound descriptor of the electrostatic 
components of anion/ interactions when evaluated at the position of the anion. In 
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general, strong anion/ interactions arise for arenes in which the ESP above the ring is 
positive.  But, what is the origin of these positive ESP and Qzz values? 
Wheeler and Houk139 showed that changes in the ESPs above substituted arenes 
are dominated by through-space effects of the substituents, not changes in the aryl -
electron-density. Similarly, they described66 anion/ interactions involving substituted 
benzenes using a simple model in which the unfavourable interaction of the anion with 
the phenyl ring remains unchanged, and binding arises from the favourable electrostatic 
interactions between the anion and the local dipoles associated with the substituents.  
This view is analogous to our local, direct interaction model of substituent effects in -
stacking interactions.47,80,120,209 But, what about anion/ interactions involving N-
heterocycles?  Are these interactions attractive because of the depletion of -electron 
density, as is often assumed, or from other effects? 
Complicating these questions is the fact that ESPs and molecular quadrupole 
moments reflect the distribution of positive and negative charge throughout the 
molecule. For example, Qzz measures the relative distribution of charge located away 
from the xy-plane to charge located away from the z-axis.  Consequently, a positive Qzz 
for an arene can indicate the depletion of negative charge above and below the ring (i.e., 
reduction of the -electron-density) or the net build-up of negative charge around the 
periphery of the ring.  This distinction is rarely made in discussions of anion/ 
interactions,58,185-193 in which changes in Qzz are attributed to the former effect. 
Here, we explain the favourable interactions of anions with N-heterocycles based 
on a simple physical model.  First, we show that anion/ interactions involving azines 
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are more favourable than those involving benzene solely because of electrostatic effects. 
Moreover, these enhanced electrostatic interactions result from changes in the -systems 
of these arenes, where “-system” refers to the neutral system comprising the -
electrons and associated components of the nuclear charges. The data show that anions 
are repelled by the -systems regardless of the number of nitrogens in the ring.e  Indeed, 
the electrostatic interaction of the anion with the -electron-density is even more 
unfavourable for the azines than it is for benzene. That is, anion/ interactions involving 
N-heterocycles are attractive despite changes in the -system, not because of it. 
The azines pyridine, pyrazine, s-triazine, and s-tetrazine provide a convenient 
platform for understanding the origin of anion/ interactions.  Together with benzene, 
these systems provide a linear progression from unfavourable anion/ interactions (for 
benzene), to strongly attractive interactions for s-tetrazine. In Table 5.1, we provide 
accurate interaction energies of Cl– with these five aromatic rings at the corresponding 
equilibrium distances, computed at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory.  
Interaction energies are plotted in Fig. 5.1a as a function of the distance of the anion 
above the ring centroid. The data show that, beginning with pyridine, each additional 
nitrogen atom enhances the anion/ interaction by 2.8 ± 0.2 kcal mol–1. 
 
                                                 
e The term "-system" is rarely defined explicitly when used in the literature, which often leads to 
confusion when discussing the nature of anion/ interactions.  For example, "-system" can refer to the 
entire arene or the -electrons of the arene, etc., leaving phrases such as "electron-deificient -system" ill-
defined.  Here, "-system" is used strictly to refer to the -electrons and associated nuclear charges. 
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Table 5.1: CCSD(T) and SAPT2 interaction energies [ECCSD(T) and ESAPT2, respectively] and SAPT2 
energy components for Cl
–
 interacting with benzene and four azines at the corresponding 
equilibrium distances (in Angstroms) and at R = 3.5 Å.
[a]
 
 R ECCSD(T) ESAPT2 Eelec Eexch Eind Edisp 
benzene 3.88 0.9 0.0 4.2 2.5 –3.7 –3.0 
pyridine 3.59 –1.3 –2.6 1.0 5.1 –4.5 –4.2 
pyrazine 3.39 –4.0 –5.8 –3.5 8.1 –5.0 –5.4 
s-triazine 3.26 –7.0 –8.6 –8.2 10.8 –5.2 –5.9 
s-tetrazine 3.17 –9.7 –11.9 –12.6 13.1 –5.6 –6.7 
        
benzene 3.50 1.2 3.1 3.1 6.6 –5.1 –5.0 
pyridine 3.50 –1.2 0.4 0.4 6.4 –4.8 –4.8 
pyrazine 3.50 –4.0 –2.5 –2.5 6.1 –4.5 –4.6 
s-triazine 3.50 –6.6 –5.2 –5.2 5.9 –4.2 –4.2 
s-tetrazine 3.50 –8.8 –7.6 –7.6 5.7 –4.2 –4.1 
[a] All energies in kcal mol–1. Eelec = Electrostatic, Eexch = exchange-repulsion, Eind = induction, and Edisp = 
dispersion. 
 
The contributions of electrostatic, exchange-repulsion, induction, and dispersion 
effects to these interactions, as predicted by second-order symmetry-adapted 
perturbation theory (SAPT2),53,54,176,177 are also listed in Table 5.1.  At first glance, these 
data appear to show that electrostatics, dispersion, and induction all contribute to the 
enhanced anion/ interactions exhibited by the azines, relative to benzene.  However, 
this is an artifact of the decreasing anion-arene distance that accompanies the increasing 
number of nitrogen atoms.  At a given anion-arene separation (e.g., 3.5 Å, see Table 
5.1), the enhanced anion/ interactions involving azines are due almost exclusively to 
electrostatic effects, which are significantly larger than exchange-repulsion, induction, or 
dispersion effects. At any given distance, dispersion and induction effects favour 




Table 5.2: ESP values, along with - and -components of the ESP, 3.5 Å above the centroids of 
benzene and four azines, as well as the Qzz values and - and -components of Qzz. 
 ESP ESP( ESP( Qzz Qzz() Qzz() 
benzene –8.2 6.7 –14.9 –8.9 5.4 –14.3 
pyridine –5.2 9.6 –14.8 –5.9 7.8 –13.8 
pyrazine –2.0 12.5 –14.5 –2.9 10.3 –13.2 
s-triazine 1.4 15.4 –14.1 0.3 12.8 –12.4 
s-tetrazine 3.6 17.8 –14.2 2.5 14.9 –12.4 
[a] ESP values are in kcal mol–1; Qzz values are in Buckinghams. 
 
 
Figure 5.1: a) CCSD(T) interaction energies (solid lines) of Cl– with five arenes as a function of the 
anion-centroid distance, the interaction of a negative charge with a radial point dipole of 1.2 D 
located 2 Å from the origin (grey dashed line), and potentials arising from the addition of one, two, 
three, etc. charge-dipole interactions to the benzene interaction potential (coloured dashed lines). (b) 
ESPs of benzene and four azines, as well as the - and -components of these ESPs, all mapped onto 
total electron density isosurfaces. 
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In Table 5.2, we provide the ESP 3.5 Å above the centroids of benzene and the 
four azines.  These ESP values are very strongly anti-correlated with the computed 
electrostatic components of the interaction energies (r = –0.9996), as well as the 
CCSD(T) interaction energies (r = –0.9997).  The Qzz values (see Table 5.2) of the 
arenes are similarly correlated with the total interaction energies.  
Because both Qzz and ESPs reflect the distribution of charges throughout the 
molecule, it is difficult to untangle the effects of the - and -systems from these data 
alone.  However, by exploiting the symmetry of molecular orbitals associated with the 
- and -electrons, one can dissect the electron density into - and -components.  By 
analogously partitioning the nuclear charges into - and -components,f we can 
decompose the total ESP into contributions describing the electrostatic interaction of a 
positive test charge with the -system [ESP()] and the -system [ESP()].  Qzz values 
can be similarly partitioned into Qzz() and Qzz(). Such decompositions of ESP and Qzz 
values are provided in Table 5.2.  Strikingly, the ESP() values exhibit negligible 
variation across all five arenes, while the -components of these ESPs change 
dramatically.  In other words, the vast majority of the change in ESPs above the rings is 
due to changes in the -system, and the trend in anion/ interactions across the azines is 
similarly due to the redistribution of charges in the molecular plane.  The electrostatic 
interaction of the anion with the -system is almost as unfavourable for s-tetrazine as it 
                                                 
f The nuclear charges are partitioned based on the number of electrons that a given nucleus 
contributes to the - and -system. For the azines, the -nuclear charges for both carbons and nitrogens is 
5, while the -nuclear charges are 1 and 2, respectively.  In all cases, the entire nuclear charge for 
hydrogen contributes to the -system. 
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is for benzene or any of the other azines. Similar trends are observed for Qzz.  The swing 
in Qzz from –8.9 B for benzene to 3.6 B for s-tetrazine is due primarily to changes in the 
-system.  The -components of Qzz change very little across these arenes, although the 
changes are slightly larger than observed for the ESPs.  
More qualitatively, the - and -contributions to ESP maps, which can provide 
additional insight into anion/ interactions, can also be examined. ESP maps for benzene 
and the four azines are depicted in Fig. 5.1b, as well as the - and -components of these 
ESP maps.  In accord with the behaviour of the ESP values at a single point above the 
ring centroids, the -components of the ESP maps show little variation across these five 
diverse arenes.  Instead, the significant differences among the ESP maps arise from 
changes in ESP(.  Undoubtedly, there are differences in the distribution of -electron 
density among these molecules. However, there is little net effect of these changes on 
the total ESP above these rings, or on interactions of these rings with anions. 
But, what changes in the -system are driving these drastic differences in ESPs 
and Qzz values?  The most significant effect of replacing a CH with a nitrogen atom is 
the consolidation of the hydrogen and carbon nuclei into a single nitrogen nucleus.  This 
redistribution of nuclear charges results in substantial changes to the nuclear components 
of the ESP and Qzz (see Table 5.3). For example, the nuclear contribution to the ESP 
above s-triazine is 54.1 kcal mol–1 greater than above benzene, whereas the total ESP 
values at these positions differ by only 9.6 kcal mol–1.  This is because the reorganization 
of electron density going from benzene to triazine partially counteracts the change in 
nuclear positions.  The electrostatic interactions of the anion with both the - and -
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electron densities are less favourable for the azines than they are for benzene.  In other 
words, the -electron-densities of the azines actually repel anions even more strongly 
than the -electron-density of benzene!  The same conclusions are reached by examining 
the nuclear and electronic contributions to Qzz (see Supporting Information). 
 
Table 5.3: ESP values 3.5 Å above the azines (ESP), as well as the nuclear (ESPN), -electronic 
[ESPe()] and -electronic [ESPe()] contributions, all relative to benzene.
[a]
 
 ESP ESPN ESPe ESPe() ESPe() 
pyridine 3.0 18.0 –15.0 –14.2 –0.8 
pyrazine 6.2 35.2 –29.1 –27.6 –1.5 
s-triazine 9.5 54.1 –44.6 –42.4 –2.2 
s-tetrazine 11.8 64.4 –52.6 –50.3 –2.3 
[a] ESP values are in kcal mol–1. 
 
The net effect of introducing nitrogen atoms into these rings is a change in the 
radial distribution of charge in the plane of the ring, with significantly more positive 
charge near the ring centroid. This net migration of positive charge towards the ring 
centroid leads to the positive ESPs and Qzz values of the azines. One can describe this 
redistribution of charge as a change in the local dipole at the position of each nitrogen 
atom around the ring.  In particular, the lone pair on the nitrogens in the azines leads to a 
significant radial dipole that is oriented opposite to that of the small local C-H dipoles of 
benzene (see Fig. 5.2).  The favourable electrostatic interactions between anions and the 
azines arise from the interactions of the anion with the positive end of the radial, in-
plane dipoles associated with each nitrogen atom. This can be seen more quantitatively 
in Fig. 5.1, in which we plot the classical electrostatic interaction of a negative charge 
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with a radial point dipole of 1.2 D located 2 Å from the origin in the molecular plane.g  If 
this charge-dipole interaction is added to the interaction potential for Cl– with benzene, 
the resulting potential energy curve matches that for Cl– interacting with pyridine.  
Similarly, if twice this charge-dipole interaction is added to the benzene potential, then 
the pyrazine potential is reproduced, etc.  Indeed, the interaction potential of Cl– with all 
of the azines can be accurately reproduced by this simple charge-dipole model (see Fig. 
5.1).   
 
 
Figure 5.2: The enhanced binding of anions by azines, relative to benzene, arise because of 
electrostatic interactions of the anion with the in-plane, radial dipoles associated with each nitrogen; 
the interaction of the anion with the -system is at least as unfavourable for the azines as it is for 
benzene. 
 
In conclusion, we have shown that N-heterocyclic azines bind anions more 
strongly than benzene primarily because of the redistribution of charge within the 
molecular plane. The dominant effect is the movement of nuclear charges accompanying 
the replacement of CH moieties with nitrogen atoms, which is incompletely 
                                                 
g This position is roughly midway along the C-H bond, and the magnitude of the dipole moment 
is derived from distributed multipole analyses of triazine using six equally-spaced expansion centers 2Å 
from the ring centroid. 
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compensated by the redistribution of -electron density. The -electrons of the azines 
actual repel anions more strongly than the -electrons of benzene. Overall, the binding 
of anions by any of the azines can be modelled by a classical charge-dipole interaction 
appended to an accurate interaction potentials for Cl– with benzene. That this charge-
dipole model works so well precludes any significant role of charge-transfer or orbital 
interactions on the strength of anion/ interactions involving azines.188 Together, these 
results provide a sound understanding of the origin of anion/ interactions, and also shed 
considerable light on the nature of -acidic arenes. 
 
5.1 THEORETICAL METHODS 
Non-covalent complexes of Cl– with benzene, pyridine, pyrazine (1,2-diazine), s-
triazine (1,3,5-triazine), and s-tetrazine (1,2,4,5-tetrazine) were studied primarily at the 
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ and SAPT2/aug-cc-pVTZ levels of theory.  Counterpoise-
corrected CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ quilibrium geometries for model complexes were 
computed within the frozen-monomer approximation by computing single point energies 
with Cl– located above the ring centroid at 0.1 Å increments. The equilibrium distance of 
the anion above the ring centroid and the corresponding interaction energy were found 
by fitting a second-order polynomial to the points surrounding the lowest-energy point 
along these one-dimensional scans. SAPT2/aug-cc-pVTZ energies53,54,176,177 were also 
evaluated for each point along these scans. All computations used frozen monomers 
optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. ESPs and Qzz, as well as the - and 
-contributions to ESPs and Qzz, were computed at the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory 
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using a locally modified version of Psi3.210 Details regarding the computation of ESP(, 
ESP(, Qzz(), and Qzz() are available in Supporting Information. For pyridine, Qzz 
was computed relative to the center of mass. ESP maps were constructed by mapping the 
ESP onto an electron density isosurface ( = 0.001 e/au3) using UCSF Chimera.180 
CCSD(T) computations were performed using Molpro,73 while Psi4181 was used for the 
SAPT2 computations. The SAPT2 computations employed density fitting techniques, 





For too long, the subfield of -interactions has been governed by false 
assumptions.  Often these interactions were referred to as aromatic interactions solely for 
the fact that the majority of -interactions involved aromatic rings.  This could easily 
have been an accident of nature as aromatic molecules provide significantly greater 
monomer stability than their nonaromatic cousins.  Since the publication of “Taking the 
Aromaticity out of Aromatic Interactions” found in Chapter II, there has been a several 
examples of nonaromatic -stacking.  These newfound nonaromatic -interactions 
should yield new routes toward even stronger interactions in biological and organic 
electronic systems.  Additionally, it prevents an artificial limitation in our understanding 
of chemistry. 
The other main assumption surrounds the well-known Hunter-Sanders model and 
its derivatives.  This model has been shown by countless other works to be inferior to the 
newer local direct interaction model of substituent effects.  The local direct interaction 
model,as originally conceived, stated that -stacking was driven by an interaction of the 
local dipole of a substituent with the near apex of the other ring.  Chapter III expands 
this model to the much lesser studied XH/ interactions, showing a similar trend for 
polar XH groups.  The nonpolar groups warrant further investigation as they are 
dispersion driven, which is not explained with the current local direct interaction model.  
Chapter IV broadened the local direct interaction model to include not just substituents, 
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but also heteroatom substitutions in the ring.  These interactions can be well predicted 
through the use of electric fields of an unchanging ring and dipoles.  Finally, Chapter V 
extended the local direct interaction model to anion/ interactions.  In doing so, a last 
vestige of the Hunter-Sanders models was shown inaccurate.  The culmination of these 
works helps reconcile the models used in -interactions with more physically sound 
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Figure A.1: SCS-MP2 interaction energies for the sandwich dimers of benzene with isomers 1 and 2, 






Figure A.2: Electron density difference isosurface ( = 0.002 e/au3) between benzene and dissected 
benzene. Grey indicates regions where the density is greater in benzene than in dissected benzene, 
while yellow indicates regions where the density in the dissected system is greater than in benzene 
(i.e.: location of the localized double bonds). Aromatic -delocalization leads to a net shift of electron 




Figure A.3: CCSD(T) (solid lines) and HF (dashed lines) interaction energies for Cl
–
 interacting with 
benzene and dissected benzene, and the difference between the two, as a function of the inter-




Figure A.4: CCSD(T) (solid lines) and HF (dashed lines) interaction energies for Na
+
 interacting 
with benzene and dissected benzene, and the difference between the two, as a function of the inter-
monomer distance R. 
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Table A.1: SAPT2 energy components (kcal mol
–1
) for the interaction of benzene with dissected benzene. 
 
Butadiene Ethene Dissected Benzene 
R Eelec Eexch Eind Edisp Etotal Eelec Eexch Eind Edisp Etotal Eelec Eexch Eind Edisp Etotal 
2.0 -213.57 492.36 -35.01 -76.97 166.82 -119.20 278.85 -19.85 -42.85 96.95 -283.11 640.54 -45.46 -102.34 209.63 
2.4 -69.93 170.78 -8.60 -36.66 55.59 -39.76 97.30 -6.35 -20.20 31.00 -90.51 220.44 -6.78 -49.38 73.77 
2.8 -21.73 57.54 -3.34 -18.54 13.93 -12.59 33.05 -2.41 -10.13 7.92 -27.44 73.49 -2.78 -25.24 18.03 
3.2 -6.23 18.91 -1.34 -9.90 1.45 -3.64 10.98 -0.94 -5.36 1.04 -7.77 23.81 -1.21 -13.60 1.23 
3.4 -3.10 10.74 -0.84 -7.34 -0.53 -1.80 6.27 -0.58 -3.96 -0.07 -3.88 13.40 -0.77 -10.14 -1.38 
3.6 -1.37 6.07 -0.52 -5.50 -1.31 -0.78 3.57 -0.36 -2.96 -0.52 -1.76 7.51 -0.48 -7.62 -2.35 
3.7 -0.83 4.56 -0.41 -4.77 -1.44 -0.46 2.69 -0.28 -2.56 -0.61 -1.11 5.62 -0.38 -6.62 -2.49 
3.8 -0.44 3.42 -0.32 -4.15 -1.48 -0.23 2.02 -0.22 -2.22 -0.65 -0.63 4.20 -0.30 -5.77 -2.51 
3.9 -0.16 2.57 -0.26 -3.61 -1.46 -0.06 1.52 -0.18 -1.94 -0.65 -0.29 3.14 -0.24 -5.03 -2.43 
4.0 0.04 1.93 -0.21 -3.15 -1.39 0.06 1.15 -0.14 -1.69 -0.62 -0.05 2.34 -0.20 -4.40 -2.30 
4.2 0.27 1.08 -0.14 -2.42 -1.20 0.20 0.65 -0.09 -1.29 -0.54 0.23 1.31 -0.14 -3.38 -1.98 
4.4 0.37 0.61 -0.10 -1.87 -0.99 0.25 0.37 -0.06 -1.00 -0.44 0.35 0.73 -0.10 -2.62 -1.63 
4.8 0.38 0.19 -0.05 -1.14 -0.62 0.26 0.11 -0.03 -0.61 -0.27 0.39 0.22 -0.05 -1.61 -1.05 
5.2 0.33 0.06 -0.03 -0.72 -0.37 0.22 0.03 -0.02 -0.38 -0.15 0.33 0.07 -0.03 -1.02 -0.65 
5.6 0.26 0.02 -0.02 -0.47 -0.21 0.17 0.01 -0.01 -0.25 -0.08 0.27 0.02 -0.02 -0.67 -0.40 





Table A.2: SAPT2 energy components (kcal mol
–1
) for the interaction of benzene with benzene, dissected benzene, and the difference between 
the two. 
 Benzene Dissected Benzene Difference 
R Eelec Eexch Eind Edisp Etotal Eelec Eexch Eind Edisp Etotal Eelec Eexch Eind Edisp Etotal 
2.0 -289.86 668.73 -21.45 -104.70 252.72 -283.11 640.54 -45.46 -102.34 209.63 -6.75 28.19 24.01 -2.36 43.09 
2.4 -93.69 231.73 0.85 -49.84 89.06 -90.51 220.44 -6.78 -49.38 73.77 -3.18 11.29 7.63 -0.46 15.29 
2.8 -28.60 77.92 -0.99 -25.21 23.13 -27.44 73.49 -2.78 -25.24 18.03 -1.16 4.43 1.80 0.03 5.10 
3.2 -8.01 25.47 -0.78 -13.51 3.17 -7.77 23.81 -1.21 -13.60 1.23 -0.24 1.66 0.43 0.09 1.95 
3.4 -3.91 14.40 -0.57 -10.05 -0.13 -3.88 13.40 -0.77 -10.14 -1.38 -0.02 1.00 0.20 0.08 1.26 
3.6 -1.66 8.10 -0.40 -7.55 -1.51 -1.76 7.51 -0.48 -7.62 -2.35 0.10 0.59 0.08 0.07 0.84 
3.7 -0.97 6.07 -0.33 -6.56 -1.79 -1.11 5.62 -0.38 -6.62 -2.49 0.14 0.45 0.05 0.06 0.70 
3.8 -0.47 4.54 -0.28 -5.71 -1.91 -0.63 4.20 -0.30 -5.77 -2.51 0.16 0.35 0.03 0.06 0.59 
3.9 -0.12 3.40 -0.23 -4.98 -1.93 -0.29 3.14 -0.24 -5.03 -2.43 0.18 0.26 0.01 0.05 0.51 
4.0 0.13 2.55 -0.20 -4.35 -1.87 -0.05 2.34 -0.20 -4.40 -2.30 0.19 0.20 0.00 0.05 0.44 
4.2 0.42 1.42 -0.14 -3.34 -1.64 0.23 1.31 -0.14 -3.38 -1.98 0.19 0.11 -0.01 0.04 0.34 
4.4 0.53 0.80 -0.10 -2.59 -1.37 0.35 0.73 -0.10 -2.62 -1.63 0.18 0.06 -0.01 0.03 0.27 
4.8 0.53 0.24 -0.06 -1.59 -0.87 0.39 0.22 -0.05 -1.61 -1.05 0.15 0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.18 
5.2 0.45 0.07 -0.04 -1.00 -0.52 0.33 0.07 -0.03 -1.02 -0.65 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.13 
5.6 0.36 0.02 -0.02 -0.65 -0.30 0.27 0.02 -0.02 -0.67 -0.40 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.10 
6.0 0.28 0.00 -0.01 -0.44 -0.16 0.22 0.00 -0.01 -0.45 -0.24 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.08 
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Table A.3:  SAPT2 energy components (kcal mol
–1
) for the interaction of cyclohexane with benzene. 
R Eelec Eexch Eind Edisp Etotal 
2.8 -97.77 273.00 -41.85 -50.00 83.38 
3.2 -34.02 93.01 -11.33 -23.94 23.72 
3.6 -11.19 30.12 -3.36 -12.19 3.38 
3.8 -6.40 16.87 -1.88 -8.91 -0.32 
4 -3.67 9.37 -1.07 -6.60 -1.98 
4.1 -2.79 6.96 -0.82 -5.71 -2.35 
4.2 -2.13 5.16 -0.63 -4.95 -2.53 
4.3 -1.62 3.83 -0.48 -4.30 -2.58 
4.4 -1.24 2.83 -0.37 -3.75 -2.53 
4.5 -0.96 2.09 -0.29 -3.27 -2.43 
4.6 -0.74 1.54 -0.23 -2.87 -2.29 
4.7 -0.58 1.14 -0.18 -2.52 -2.14 
4.8 -0.45 0.83 -0.14 -2.21 -1.98 
5 -0.29 0.45 -0.09 -1.73 -1.66 
5.2 -0.19 0.24 -0.06 -1.36 -1.37 
5.6 -0.10 0.07 -0.03 -0.86 -0.92 
6 -0.06 0.02 -0.02 -0.56 -0.62 
6.4 -0.04 0.00 -0.01 -0.38 -0.43 




Table A.4: Interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the sandwich dimer of benzene with benzene and 
dissected benzene 
R Benzene Dissected Benzene Difference 
2.0 257.21 176.07 81.14 
2.4 96.82 82.67 14.15 
2.8 25.01 20.63 4.38 
3.2 3.96 2.47 1.49 
3.4 0.46 -0.43 0.89 
3.6 -1.06 -1.61 0.55 
3.7 -1.41 -1.85 0.44 
3.8 -1.58 -1.94 0.36 
3.9 -1.63 -1.93 0.29 
4.0 -1.61 -1.86 0.25 
4.2 -1.43 -1.62 0.19 
4.4 -1.19 -1.34 0.15 
4.8 -0.73 -0.84 0.11 
5.2 -0.41 -0.50 0.09 
5.6 -0.22 -0.29 0.07 
6.0 -0.10 -0.16 0.05 
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Table A.5: Absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the benzene sandwich dimer. 
R AVTZ dimer AVTZ monA AVTZ monB AVDZ dimer AVDZ monA AVDZ monB CCSD(T) dimer CCSD(T) monA CCSD(T) monB Eint 
2.0 -463.155672 -231.750740 -231.750740 -462.733856 -231.554154 -231.554154 -462.822296 -231.630414 -231.630414 257.21 
2.4 -463.359112 -231.748576 -231.748576 -462.950025 -231.549302 -231.549302 -463.086312 -231.625570 -231.625570 96.82 
2.8 -463.464183 -231.747135 -231.747135 -463.056885 -231.545609 -231.545609 -463.199488 -231.621793 -231.621793 25.01 
3.2 -463.491910 -231.746257 -231.746257 -463.083538 -231.542876 -231.542876 -463.229982 -231.618950 -231.618950 3.96 
3.4 -463.495564 -231.745966 -231.745966 -463.086421 -231.541899 -231.541899 -463.234119 -231.617932 -231.617932 0.46 
3.6 -463.496535 -231.745743 -231.745743 -463.086706 -231.541165 -231.541165 -463.235365 -231.617171 -231.617171 -1.06 
3.7 -463.496482 -231.745649 -231.745649 -463.086375 -231.540878 -231.540878 -463.235431 -231.616875 -231.616875 -1.41 
3.8 -463.496225 -231.745564 -231.745564 -463.085888 -231.540636 -231.540636 -463.235288 -231.616627 -231.616627 -1.58 
3.9 -463.495840 -231.745484 -231.745484 -463.085316 -231.540432 -231.540432 -463.235018 -231.616417 -231.616417 -1.63 
4.0 -463.495382 -231.745411 -231.745411 -463.084707 -231.540257 -231.540257 -463.234672 -231.616237 -231.616237 -1.61 
4.2 -463.494397 -231.745284 -231.745284 -463.083486 -231.539971 -231.539971 -463.233877 -231.615939 -231.615939 -1.43 
4.4 -463.493458 -231.745179 -231.745179 -463.082360 -231.539739 -231.539739 -463.233068 -231.615696 -231.615696 -1.19 
4.8 -463.491946 -231.745018 -231.745018 -463.080630 -231.539420 -231.539420 -463.231764 -231.615361 -231.615361 -0.73 
5.2 -463.490932 -231.744901 -231.744901 -463.079580 -231.539256 -231.539256 -463.230984 -231.615196 -231.615196 -0.41 
5.6 -463.490312 -231.744828 -231.744828 -463.078860 -231.539118 -231.539118 -463.230429 -231.615058 -231.615058 -0.22 
6.0 -463.489954 -231.744790 -231.744790 -463.078300 -231.538971 -231.538971 -463.229964 -231.614907 -231.614907 -0.10 
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Table A.6: Absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the benzene-butadiene dimer. 
R AVTZ dimer AVTZ monA AVTZ monB AVDZ dimer AVDZ monA AVDZ monB CCSD(T) dimer CCSD(T) monA CCSD(T) monB Eint 
2.0 -387.144774 -155.621476 -231.749881 -386.790130 -155.484689 -231.551537 -386.903366 -155.554007 -231.627835 162.50 
2.4 -387.287177 -155.619986 -231.748015 -386.939789 -155.481147 -231.547593 -387.072804 -155.550496 -231.623867 58.63 
2.8 -387.350368 -155.619015 -231.746793 -387.004458 -155.478591 -231.544570 -387.142875 -155.547901 -231.620751 14.13 
3.2 -387.366177 -155.618416 -231.746025 -387.019498 -155.476763 -231.542252 -387.160818 -155.546012 -231.618322 1.42 
3.4 -387.367893 -155.618210 -231.745769 -387.020638 -155.476118 -231.541401 -387.162855 -155.545342 -231.617429 -0.55 
3.6 -387.368046 -155.618050 -231.745571 -387.020284 -155.475631 -231.540762 -387.163175 -155.544838 -231.616763 -1.32 
3.7 -387.367823 -155.617983 -231.745487 -387.019859 -155.475440 -231.540515 -387.163023 -155.544641 -231.616507 -1.46 
3.8 -387.367495 -155.617922 -231.745410 -387.019363 -155.475278 -231.540308 -387.162766 -155.544474 -231.616293 -1.50 
3.9 -387.367106 -155.617867 -231.745341 -387.018838 -155.475141 -231.540133 -387.162451 -155.544333 -231.616112 -1.47 
4.0 -387.366690 -155.617817 -231.745277 -387.018312 -155.475023 -231.539984 -387.162106 -155.544212 -231.615959 -1.40 
4.2 -387.365860 -155.617730 -231.745167 -387.017311 -155.474831 -231.539742 -387.161398 -155.544014 -231.615706 -1.19 
4.4 -387.365108 -155.617660 -231.745078 -387.016425 -155.474678 -231.539548 -387.160732 -155.543855 -231.615504 -0.97 
4.8 -387.363938 -155.617549 -231.744948 -387.015095 -155.474466 -231.539282 -387.159695 -155.543634 -231.615225 -0.58 
5.2 -387.363175 -155.617468 -231.744860 -387.014287 -155.474349 -231.539139 -387.159072 -155.543515 -231.615081 -0.33 
5.6 -387.362714 -155.617419 -231.744805 -387.013735 -155.474250 -231.539020 -387.158633 -155.543417 -231.614962 -0.17 
6.0 -387.362445 -155.617392 -231.744774 -387.013317 -155.474151 -231.538900 -387.158281 -155.543317 -231.614838 -0.09 
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Table A.7: Absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the benzene-ethene dimer. 
R AVTZ dimer AVTZ monA AVTZ monB AVDZ dimer AVDZ monA AVDZ monB CCSD(T) dimer CCSD(T) monA CCSD(T) monB Eint 
2.0 -309.997591 -78.403143 -231.748036 -309.714424 -78.331967 -231.546731 -309.819828 -78.372972 -231.622978 103.81 
2.4 -310.106189 -78.402359 -231.746795 -309.826550 -78.330133 -231.544176 -309.937230 -78.371167 -231.620374 31.07 
2.8 -310.139802 -78.401845 -231.746007 -309.861109 -78.328842 -231.542274 -309.974741 -78.369871 -231.618384 7.25 
3.2 -310.148033 -78.401521 -231.745517 -309.868978 -78.327930 -231.540837 -309.984068 -78.368941 -231.616861 0.60 
3.4 -310.148880 -78.401406 -231.745351 -309.869526 -78.327613 -231.540303 -309.985051 -78.368615 -231.616297 -0.41 
3.6 -310.148909 -78.401317 -231.745220 -309.869290 -78.327375 -231.539899 -309.985138 -78.368370 -231.615871 -0.79 
3.7 -310.148769 -78.401279 -231.745165 -309.869046 -78.327282 -231.539742 -309.985025 -78.368275 -231.615707 -0.84 
3.8 -310.148576 -78.401247 -231.745114 -309.868769 -78.327204 -231.539611 -309.984862 -78.368195 -231.615571 -0.85 
3.9 -310.148354 -78.401218 -231.745069 -309.868482 -78.327140 -231.539503 -309.984676 -78.368129 -231.615459 -0.83 
4.0 -310.148121 -78.401192 -231.745028 -309.868199 -78.327085 -231.539412 -309.984480 -78.368073 -231.615366 -0.78 
4.2 -310.147663 -78.401149 -231.744961 -309.867670 -78.326997 -231.539271 -309.984094 -78.367983 -231.615221 -0.65 
4.4 -310.147254 -78.401115 -231.744908 -309.867207 -78.326926 -231.539163 -309.983738 -78.367909 -231.615109 -0.52 
4.8 -310.146628 -78.401064 -231.744834 -309.866491 -78.326812 -231.539009 -309.983164 -78.367789 -231.614949 -0.30 
5.2 -310.146227 -78.401027 -231.744787 -309.866028 -78.326730 -231.538914 -309.982786 -78.367705 -231.614852 -0.16 
5.6 -310.145986 -78.401001 -231.744758 -309.865725 -78.326671 -231.538841 -309.982536 -78.367645 -231.614778 -0.08 
6.0 -310.145844 -78.400985 -231.744739 -309.865509 -78.326625 -231.538773 -309.982352 -78.367599 -231.614707 -0.03 
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Table A.8: Absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the benzene-cyclohexane dimer. 
R AVTZ dimer AVTZ monA AVTZ monB AVDZ dimer AVDZ monA AVDZ monB CCSD(T) dimer CCSD(T) monA CCSD(T) monB Eint 
2.8 -466.960119 -231.751132 -235.349074 -466.530349 -231.553216 -235.127134 -466.700675 -231.629524 -235.235153 96.69 
3.2 -467.065085 -231.749029 -235.348212 -466.636855 -231.548863 -235.124932 -466.814271 -231.625206 -235.232953 24.54 
3.6 -467.094728 -231.747621 -235.347711 -466.666726 -231.546089 -235.123333 -466.847610 -231.622385 -235.231349 2.53 
3.8 -467.098740 -231.747073 -235.347521 -466.670433 -231.544873 -235.122735 -466.852253 -231.621127 -235.230752 -1.06 
4 -467.099792 -231.746610 -235.347363 -466.671048 -231.543791 -235.122266 -466.853486 -231.619994 -235.230283 -2.53 
4.1 -467.099726 -231.746414 -235.347294 -466.670732 -231.543298 -235.122071 -466.853395 -231.619475 -235.230090 -2.81 
4.2 -467.099439 -231.746243 -235.347230 -466.670180 -231.542834 -235.121900 -466.853024 -231.618983 -235.229919 -2.91 
4.3 -467.099018 -231.746095 -235.347171 -466.669483 -231.542396 -235.121748 -466.852475 -231.618517 -235.229769 -2.89 
4.4 -467.098521 -231.745967 -235.347116 -466.668710 -231.541985 -235.121613 -466.851823 -231.618079 -235.229635 -2.78 
4.5 -467.097989 -231.745856 -235.347063 -466.667910 -231.541603 -235.121494 -466.851122 -231.617673 -235.229517 -2.63 
4.6 -467.097449 -231.745756 -235.347014 -466.667119 -231.541255 -235.121388 -466.850415 -231.617302 -235.229413 -2.45 
4.7 -467.096919 -231.745665 -235.346968 -466.666364 -231.540943 -235.121295 -466.849730 -231.616971 -235.229320 -2.26 
4.8 -467.096409 -231.745581 -235.346925 -466.665660 -231.540670 -235.121212 -466.849086 -231.616680 -235.229238 -2.07 
5 -467.095483 -231.745430 -235.346850 -466.664433 -231.540233 -235.121072 -466.847959 -231.616219 -235.229100 -1.70 
5.2 -467.094699 -231.745305 -235.346788 -466.663446 -231.539923 -235.120963 -466.847052 -231.615894 -235.228991 -1.39 
5.6 -467.093524 -231.745106 -235.346700 -466.662039 -231.539537 -235.120805 -466.845763 -231.615494 -235.228834 -0.91 
6 -467.092748 -231.744958 -235.346645 -466.661116 -231.539294 -235.120689 -466.844916 -231.615245 -235.228718 -0.60 
6.4 -467.092260 -231.744872 -235.346609 -466.660481 -231.539121 -235.120588 -466.844332 -231.615070 -235.228617 -0.41 
6.8 -467.091946 -231.744822 -235.346583 -466.660031 -231.538994 -235.120499 -466.843915 -231.614940 -235.228528 -0.28 
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 with benzene and dissected benzene. 
R Benzene Dissected Benzene Difference 
1.2 140.99 137.33 3.67 
1.6 23.10 23.92 -0.82 
2.0 -16.16 -12.15 -4.01 
2.2 -21.96 -17.10 -4.86 
2.3 -23.09 -17.99 -5.11 
2.4 -23.46 -18.21 -5.25 
2.5 -23.26 -17.96 -5.30 
2.6 -22.67 -17.39 -5.28 
2.7 -21.83 -16.63 -5.19 
2.8 -20.81 -15.76 -5.05 
2.9 -19.70 -14.84 -4.87 
3.2 -16.28 -12.11 -4.17 
3.6 -12.28 -9.11 -3.16 
4.0 -9.25 -6.94 -2.31 
4.4 -7.05 -5.37 -1.68 
4.8 -5.47 -4.24 -1.23 
5.2 -4.32 -3.39 -0.93 
5.6 -3.46 -2.75 -0.71 
6.0 -2.82 -2.26 -0.56 
6.4 -2.32 -1.88 -0.44 
6.8 -1.94 -1.58 -0.36 
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Table A.10: Absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the Na
+
-benzene dimer. 
R AVTZ dimer AVTZ monA AVTZ monB AVDZ dimer AVDZ monA AVDZ monB CCSD(T) dimer CCSD(T) monA CCSD(T) monB Eint 
1.2 -393.465367 -231.746669 -161.941574 -393.158786 -231.542573 -161.861588 -393.238202 -231.618647 -161.866743 140.99 
1.6 -393.651423 -231.746144 -161.940802 -393.353022 -231.541544 -161.859901 -393.432894 -231.617672 -161.864941 23.10 
2.0 -393.712364 -231.745752 -161.940163 -393.419657 -231.541100 -161.858251 -393.500048 -231.617230 -161.863206 -16.16 
2.2 -393.721055 -231.745604 -161.939919 -393.429864 -231.540881 -161.857582 -393.510362 -231.616995 -161.862505 -21.96 
2.3 -393.722654 -231.745544 -161.939816 -393.431974 -231.540760 -161.857307 -393.512498 -231.616865 -161.862216 -23.09 
2.4 -393.723050 -231.745492 -161.939723 -393.432763 -231.540635 -161.857071 -393.513298 -231.616729 -161.861968 -23.46 
2.5 -393.722582 -231.745445 -161.939638 -393.432597 -231.540505 -161.856871 -393.513134 -231.616589 -161.861757 -23.26 
2.6 -393.721510 -231.745402 -161.939559 -393.431758 -231.540372 -161.856702 -393.512291 -231.616444 -161.861579 -22.67 
2.7 -393.720030 -231.745360 -161.939487 -393.430460 -231.540235 -161.856561 -393.510984 -231.616294 -161.861430 -21.83 
2.8 -393.718296 -231.745318 -161.939420 -393.428863 -231.540095 -161.856442 -393.509377 -231.616140 -161.861304 -20.81 
2.9 -393.716418 -231.745275 -161.939360 -393.427088 -231.539953 -161.856342 -393.507591 -231.615984 -161.861197 -19.70 
3.2 -393.710649 -231.745149 -161.939209 -393.421473 -231.539540 -161.856111 -393.501949 -231.615531 -161.860948 -16.28 
3.6 -393.703925 -231.744993 -161.939063 -393.414772 -231.539131 -161.855885 -393.495244 -231.615084 -161.860708 -12.28 
4.0 -393.698832 -231.744883 -161.938958 -393.409676 -231.538945 -161.855732 -393.490180 -231.614884 -161.860549 -9.25 
4.4 -393.695147 -231.744818 -161.938882 -393.405986 -231.538886 -161.855624 -393.486530 -231.614826 -161.860435 -7.05 
4.8 -393.692489 -231.744776 -161.938828 -393.403266 -231.538843 -161.855511 -393.483845 -231.614785 -161.860315 -5.47 
5.2 -393.690559 -231.744750 -161.938795 -393.401228 -231.538790 -161.855398 -393.481833 -231.614730 -161.860199 -4.32 
5.6 -393.689142 -231.744738 -161.938777 -393.399704 -231.538740 -161.855311 -393.480328 -231.614676 -161.860111 -3.46 
6.0 -393.688076 -231.744730 -161.938766 -393.398565 -231.538702 -161.855257 -393.479206 -231.614635 -161.860057 -2.82 
6.4 -393.687255 -231.744721 -161.938758 -393.397705 -231.538675 -161.855229 -393.478360 -231.614606 -161.860029 -2.32 
6.8 -393.686609 -231.744711 -161.938748 -393.397045 -231.538655 -161.855216 -393.477709 -231.614585 -161.860017 -1.94 
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Table A.11: Absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the Na
+
-butadiene dimer. 
R AVTZ dimer AVTZ monA AVTZ monB AVDZ dimer AVDZ monA AVDZ monB CCSD(T) dimer CCSD(T) monA CCSD(T) monB Eint 
1.2 -317.394144 -155.618574 -161.941304 -317.153633 -155.476437 -161.860851 -317.227532 -155.545664 -161.865950 104.27 
1.6 -317.534306 -155.618229 -161.940591 -317.300208 -155.475701 -161.859358 -317.373821 -155.544975 -161.864368 15.80 
2.0 -317.579523 -155.618003 -161.939971 -317.349958 -155.475452 -161.857932 -317.423580 -155.544734 -161.862864 -13.15 
2.2 -317.585973 -155.617913 -161.939753 -317.357585 -155.475324 -161.857321 -317.431196 -155.544597 -161.862223 -17.41 
2.3 -317.587155 -155.617875 -161.939665 -317.359158 -155.475250 -161.857060 -317.432759 -155.544518 -161.861950 -18.23 
2.4 -317.587433 -155.617841 -161.939585 -317.359739 -155.475173 -161.856834 -317.433328 -155.544436 -161.861714 -18.48 
2.5 -317.587056 -155.617810 -161.939513 -317.359601 -155.475095 -161.856642 -317.433177 -155.544351 -161.861514 -18.31 
2.6 -317.586215 -155.617780 -161.939446 -317.358953 -155.475016 -161.856482 -317.432518 -155.544263 -161.861347 -17.85 
2.7 -317.585059 -155.617752 -161.939384 -317.357955 -155.474935 -161.856351 -317.431509 -155.544174 -161.861211 -17.18 
2.8 -317.583702 -155.617724 -161.939327 -317.356726 -155.474852 -161.856244 -317.430271 -155.544083 -161.861099 -16.38 
2.9 -317.582229 -155.617697 -161.939274 -317.355357 -155.474767 -161.856157 -317.428895 -155.543989 -161.861006 -15.52 
3.2 -317.577676 -155.617620 -161.939139 -317.350990 -155.474519 -161.855967 -317.424525 -155.543716 -161.860802 -12.81 
3.6 -317.572308 -155.617524 -161.939003 -317.345696 -155.474266 -161.855783 -317.419268 -155.543440 -161.860603 -9.64 
4.0 -317.568212 -155.617451 -161.938910 -317.341600 -155.474141 -161.855644 -317.415238 -155.543308 -161.860457 -7.22 
4.4 -317.565248 -155.617406 -161.938849 -317.338618 -155.474096 -161.855545 -317.412324 -155.543264 -161.860353 -5.47 
4.8 -317.563120 -155.617376 -161.938808 -317.336442 -155.474065 -161.855454 -317.410201 -155.543234 -161.860258 -4.22 
5.2 -317.561586 -155.617359 -161.938783 -317.334827 -155.474029 -161.855364 -317.408627 -155.543198 -161.860165 -3.31 
5.6 -317.560463 -155.617350 -161.938768 -317.333627 -155.473995 -161.855292 -317.407457 -155.543162 -161.860092 -2.64 
6.0 -317.559624 -155.617343 -161.938758 -317.332737 -155.473969 -161.855246 -317.406591 -155.543136 -161.860046 -2.14 
6.4 -317.558981 -155.617336 -161.938750 -317.332072 -155.473952 -161.855222 -317.405945 -155.543118 -161.860022 -1.76 
6.8 -317.558480 -155.617330 -161.938742 -317.331565 -155.473941 -161.855212 -317.405453 -155.543106 -161.860012 -1.46 
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Table A.12: Absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the Na
+
-ethene dimer. 
R AVTZ dimer AVTZ monA AVTZ monB AVDZ dimer AVDZ monA AVDZ monB CCSD(T) dimer CCSD(T) monA CCSD(T) monB Eint 
1.2 -240.248903 -78.401596 -161.940459 -240.082910 -78.327749 -161.858992 -240.128817 -78.368724 -161.863984 58.49 
1.6 -240.329110 -78.401441 -161.939893 -240.166711 -78.327365 -161.857871 -240.212391 -78.368374 -161.862797 7.83 
2.0 -240.355655 -78.401342 -161.939471 -240.195735 -78.327239 -161.856917 -240.241289 -78.368259 -161.861791 -9.10 
2.2 -240.359674 -78.401302 -161.939344 -240.200437 -78.327182 -161.856528 -240.245941 -78.368199 -161.861383 -11.71 
2.3 -240.360461 -78.401281 -161.939295 -240.201472 -78.327148 -161.856364 -240.246953 -78.368163 -161.861214 -12.24 
2.4 -240.360689 -78.401259 -161.939251 -240.201907 -78.327112 -161.856224 -240.247368 -78.368125 -161.861068 -12.41 
2.5 -240.360498 -78.401236 -161.939210 -240.201895 -78.327077 -161.856105 -240.247338 -78.368087 -161.860945 -12.33 
2.6 -240.360003 -78.401214 -161.939173 -240.201557 -78.327042 -161.856007 -240.246984 -78.368050 -161.860844 -12.05 
2.7 -240.359294 -78.401192 -161.939137 -240.200985 -78.327008 -161.855928 -240.246399 -78.368012 -161.860762 -11.63 
2.8 -240.358440 -78.401172 -161.939102 -240.200250 -78.326973 -161.855863 -240.245654 -78.367974 -161.860695 -11.13 
2.9 -240.357496 -78.401154 -161.939070 -240.199409 -78.326938 -161.855810 -240.244805 -78.367936 -161.860639 -10.57 
3.2 -240.354494 -78.401108 -161.938983 -240.196617 -78.326836 -161.855693 -240.242009 -78.367824 -161.860514 -8.78 
3.6 -240.350832 -78.401059 -161.938892 -240.193062 -78.326725 -161.855570 -240.238488 -78.367704 -161.860381 -6.60 
4.0 -240.347970 -78.401022 -161.938832 -240.190193 -78.326659 -161.855466 -240.235682 -78.367634 -161.860272 -4.91 
4.4 -240.345881 -78.400996 -161.938794 -240.188061 -78.326623 -161.855391 -240.233617 -78.367598 -161.860195 -3.68 
4.8 -240.344389 -78.400979 -161.938769 -240.186522 -78.326597 -161.855335 -240.232131 -78.367573 -161.860137 -2.81 
5.2 -240.343326 -78.400969 -161.938755 -240.185410 -78.326576 -161.855285 -240.231058 -78.367551 -161.860086 -2.18 
5.6 -240.342557 -78.400963 -161.938747 -240.184603 -78.326558 -161.855244 -240.230279 -78.367533 -161.860044 -1.72 
6.0 -240.341989 -78.400959 -161.938741 -240.184017 -78.326545 -161.855218 -240.229712 -78.367520 -161.860018 -1.39 
6.4 -240.341558 -78.400955 -161.938734 -240.183584 -78.326537 -161.855205 -240.229295 -78.367512 -161.860005 -1.13 
6.8 -240.341226 -78.400953 -161.938728 -240.183258 -78.326531 -161.855200 -240.228980 -78.367506 -161.860000 -0.94 
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 with benzene and dissected benzene. 
R Benzene Dissected Benzene Difference 
2.0 96.60 73.42 23.18 
2.4 32.22 19.84 12.38 
2.8 9.46 3.08 6.39 
3.0 4.94 0.31 4.64 
3.2 2.60 -0.82 3.42 
3.3 1.92 -1.04 2.96 
3.4 1.47 -1.10 2.57 
3.5 1.18 -1.07 2.25 
3.6 1.00 -0.98 1.98 
3.7 0.90 -0.85 1.75 
3.8 0.86 -0.70 1.56 
3.9 0.86 -0.54 1.39 
4.0 0.88 -0.38 1.26 
4.2 0.95 -0.09 1.04 
4.4 1.03 0.15 0.87 
4.8 1.14 0.49 0.65 
5.2 1.17 0.66 0.51 
5.6 1.13 0.72 0.41 
6.0 1.06 0.72 0.33 
6.4 0.97 0.70 0.28 
6.8 0.88 0.65 0.23 
7.2 0.80 0.60 0.20 
7.6 0.72 0.55 0.17 
8.0 0.64 0.49 0.15 
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Table A.14: Absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the Cl
–
-benzene dimer. 
R AVTZ dimer AVTZ monA AVTZ monB AVDZ dimer AVDZ monA AVDZ monB CCSD(T) dimer CCSD(T) monA CCSD(T) monB Eint 
2.0 -691.388000 -231.746095 -459.784778 -691.117079 -231.542736 -459.729617 -691.199145 -231.618866 -459.746621 96.60 
2.4 -691.483341 -231.745636 -459.783118 -691.217106 -231.541366 -459.726761 -691.303670 -231.617459 -459.743166 32.22 
2.8 -691.515488 -231.745326 -459.782198 -691.250613 -231.540287 -459.724891 -691.339581 -231.616320 -459.740873 9.46 
3.0 -691.521403 -231.745216 -459.781912 -691.256607 -231.539832 -459.724303 -691.346309 -231.615832 -459.740153 4.94 
3.2 -691.524177 -231.745122 -459.781688 -691.259348 -231.539453 -459.723895 -691.349577 -231.615424 -459.739657 2.60 
3.3 -691.524863 -231.745079 -459.781593 -691.260012 -231.539297 -459.723745 -691.350448 -231.615256 -459.739475 1.92 
3.4 -691.525249 -231.745039 -459.781509 -691.260389 -231.539167 -459.723623 -691.351002 -231.615115 -459.739330 1.47 
3.5 -691.525424 -231.745001 -459.781433 -691.260573 -231.539062 -459.723525 -691.351337 -231.615003 -459.739214 1.18 
3.6 -691.525454 -231.744965 -459.781366 -691.260635 -231.538982 -459.723447 -691.351527 -231.614917 -459.739122 1.00 
3.7 -691.525389 -231.744931 -459.781307 -691.260621 -231.538924 -459.723385 -691.351624 -231.614855 -459.739049 0.90 
3.8 -691.525265 -231.744899 -459.781253 -691.260564 -231.538885 -459.723333 -691.351662 -231.614814 -459.738988 0.86 
3.9 -691.525108 -231.744870 -459.781206 -691.260485 -231.538858 -459.723289 -691.351663 -231.614787 -459.738937 0.86 
4.0 -691.524935 -231.744843 -459.781164 -691.260395 -231.538841 -459.723251 -691.351641 -231.614771 -459.738892 0.88 
4.2 -691.524593 -231.744800 -459.781092 -691.260208 -231.538819 -459.723183 -691.351556 -231.614751 -459.738811 0.95 
4.4 -691.524299 -231.744769 -459.781035 -691.260033 -231.538798 -459.723123 -691.351449 -231.614732 -459.738739 1.03 
4.8 -691.523918 -231.744736 -459.780955 -691.259774 -231.538752 -459.723025 -691.351260 -231.614686 -459.738620 1.14 
5.2 -691.523774 -231.744722 -459.780907 -691.259663 -231.538712 -459.722954 -691.351173 -231.614645 -459.738534 1.17 
5.6 -691.523773 -231.744713 -459.780875 -691.259666 -231.538683 -459.722902 -691.351182 -231.614613 -459.738471 1.13 
6.0 -691.523847 -231.744705 -459.780852 -691.259736 -231.538658 -459.722863 -691.351250 -231.614587 -459.738424 1.06 
6.4 -691.523957 -231.744699 -459.780834 -691.259839 -231.538639 -459.722833 -691.351347 -231.614566 -459.738387 0.97 
6.8 -691.524081 -231.744694 -459.780822 -691.259956 -231.538624 -459.722810 -691.351458 -231.614550 -459.738358 0.88 
7.2 -691.524207 -231.744690 -459.780812 -691.260076 -231.538613 -459.722793 -691.351573 -231.614539 -459.738338 0.80 
7.6 -691.524327 -231.744687 -459.780806 -691.260194 -231.538606 -459.722782 -691.351686 -231.614532 -459.738324 0.72 
8.0 -691.524438 -231.744686 -459.780801 -691.260305 -231.538601 -459.722775 -691.351794 -231.614527 -459.738315 0.64 
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Table A.15: Absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the Cl
–
-butadiene dimer. 
R AVTZ dimer AVTZ monA AVTZ monB AVDZ dimer AVDZ monA AVDZ monB CCSD(T) dimer CCSD(T) monA CCSD(T) monB Eint 
2.0 -615.312799 -155.618235 -459.784154 -615.105371 -155.476630 -459.728425 -615.183126 -155.545913 -459.745211 61.44 
2.4 -615.374001 -155.617925 -459.782739 -615.170708 -155.475724 -459.726155 -615.252118 -155.544987 -459.742442 19.33 
2.8 -615.393694 -155.617722 -459.781953 -615.191685 -155.475033 -459.724623 -615.274866 -155.544256 -459.740553 4.99 
3.0 -615.397083 -155.617653 -459.781712 -615.195187 -155.474740 -459.724120 -615.278866 -155.543942 -459.739936 2.27 
3.2 -615.398527 -155.617597 -459.781526 -615.196626 -155.474492 -459.723759 -615.280646 -155.543677 -459.739494 0.94 
3.3 -615.398821 -155.617572 -459.781448 -615.196907 -155.474389 -459.723621 -615.281057 -155.543567 -459.739328 0.58 
3.4 -615.398937 -155.617547 -459.781378 -615.197015 -155.474302 -459.723509 -615.281273 -155.543474 -459.739192 0.37 
3.5 -615.398929 -155.617523 -459.781316 -615.197011 -155.474231 -459.723417 -615.281361 -155.543398 -459.739082 0.25 
3.6 -615.398840 -155.617500 -459.781260 -615.196939 -155.474175 -459.723344 -615.281367 -155.543340 -459.738995 0.19 
3.7 -615.398700 -155.617477 -459.781211 -615.196832 -155.474134 -459.723285 -615.281325 -155.543297 -459.738925 0.19 
3.8 -615.398531 -155.617456 -459.781167 -615.196708 -155.474104 -459.723237 -615.281256 -155.543267 -459.738869 0.21 
3.9 -615.398351 -155.617436 -459.781128 -615.196580 -155.474084 -459.723198 -615.281176 -155.543247 -459.738823 0.25 
4.0 -615.398170 -155.617418 -459.781094 -615.196455 -155.474070 -459.723165 -615.281090 -155.543234 -459.738784 0.31 
4.2 -615.397833 -155.617390 -459.781035 -615.196226 -155.474052 -459.723110 -615.280921 -155.543217 -459.738720 0.42 
4.4 -615.397553 -155.617370 -459.780989 -615.196032 -155.474036 -459.723064 -615.280764 -155.543202 -459.738665 0.53 
4.8 -615.397183 -155.617350 -459.780924 -615.195752 -155.474003 -459.722987 -615.280518 -155.543170 -459.738573 0.68 
5.2 -615.397018 -155.617339 -459.780886 -615.195608 -155.473976 -459.722927 -615.280381 -155.543142 -459.738501 0.74 
5.6 -615.396977 -155.617332 -459.780861 -615.195565 -155.473956 -459.722882 -615.280334 -155.543122 -459.738446 0.74 
6.0 -615.397003 -155.617327 -459.780842 -615.195584 -155.473942 -459.722848 -615.280346 -155.543107 -459.738405 0.71 
6.4 -615.397063 -155.617323 -459.780828 -615.195637 -155.473931 -459.722822 -615.280391 -155.543096 -459.738373 0.66 
6.8 -615.397140 -155.617321 -459.780817 -615.195707 -155.473923 -459.722803 -615.280454 -155.543087 -459.738350 0.60 
7.2 -615.397221 -155.617319 -459.780809 -615.195783 -155.473917 -459.722790 -615.280525 -155.543082 -459.738333 0.55 
7.6 -615.397300 -155.617318 -459.780804 -615.195861 -155.473913 -459.722780 -615.280597 -155.543078 -459.738322 0.50 
8.0 -615.397375 -155.617317 -459.780800 -615.195935 -155.473911 -459.722774 -615.280667 -155.543075 -459.738314 0.45 
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Table A.16: Absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the Cl
–
-ethene dimer. 
R AVTZ dimer AVTZ monA AVTZ monB AVDZ dimer AVDZ monA AVDZ monB CCSD(T) dimer CCSD(T) monA CCSD(T) monB Eint 
2.0 -538.128989 -78.401433 -459.782904 -537.992289 -78.327806 -459.726089 -538.046057 -78.368819 -459.742400 36.96 
2.4 -538.164584 -78.401268 -459.781999 -538.030623 -78.327386 -459.724772 -538.086056 -78.368399 -459.740772 12.72 
2.8 -538.176994 -78.401153 -459.781491 -538.044044 -78.327067 -459.723901 -538.100161 -78.368065 -459.739688 3.96 
3.0 -538.179409 -78.401113 -459.781335 -538.046617 -78.326933 -459.723608 -538.102904 -78.367922 -459.739325 2.17 
3.2 -538.180623 -78.401083 -459.781219 -538.047887 -78.326820 -459.723390 -538.104282 -78.367802 -459.739057 1.21 
3.3 -538.180955 -78.401070 -459.781172 -538.048229 -78.326772 -459.723304 -538.104662 -78.367751 -459.738953 0.93 
3.4 -538.181165 -78.401058 -459.781131 -538.048446 -78.326731 -459.723232 -538.104910 -78.367708 -459.738866 0.73 
3.5 -538.181287 -78.401047 -459.781095 -538.048575 -78.326697 -459.723173 -538.105064 -78.367673 -459.738794 0.60 
3.6 -538.181346 -78.401036 -459.781064 -538.048646 -78.326670 -459.723125 -538.105156 -78.367645 -459.738735 0.52 
3.7 -538.181361 -78.401025 -459.781036 -538.048679 -78.326650 -459.723085 -538.105206 -78.367623 -459.738688 0.47 
3.8 -538.181347 -78.401014 -459.781011 -538.048688 -78.326634 -459.723053 -538.105229 -78.367608 -459.738650 0.44 
3.9 -538.181315 -78.401005 -459.780989 -538.048683 -78.326623 -459.723027 -538.105236 -78.367596 -459.738619 0.43 
4.0 -538.181273 -78.400996 -459.780969 -538.048669 -78.326614 -459.723006 -538.105232 -78.367587 -459.738593 0.43 
4.2 -538.181177 -78.400983 -459.780936 -538.048632 -78.326600 -459.722971 -538.105208 -78.367574 -459.738553 0.45 
4.4 -538.181090 -78.400974 -459.780908 -538.048592 -78.326588 -459.722943 -538.105176 -78.367563 -459.738520 0.48 
4.8 -538.180975 -78.400964 -459.780869 -538.048532 -78.326566 -459.722898 -538.105116 -78.367541 -459.738466 0.51 
5.2 -538.180938 -78.400958 -459.780845 -538.048511 -78.326550 -459.722863 -538.105087 -78.367525 -459.738423 0.52 
5.6 -538.180953 -78.400954 -459.780830 -538.048523 -78.326539 -459.722835 -538.105091 -78.367514 -459.738389 0.50 
6.0 -538.180995 -78.400951 -459.780819 -538.048558 -78.326531 -459.722813 -538.105117 -78.367506 -459.738362 0.46 
6.4 -538.181050 -78.400950 -459.780811 -538.048604 -78.326525 -459.722797 -538.105156 -78.367500 -459.738342 0.43 
6.8 -538.181109 -78.400949 -459.780805 -538.048656 -78.326521 -459.722785 -538.105201 -78.367496 -459.738327 0.39 
7.2 -538.181167 -78.400948 -459.780801 -538.048709 -78.326518 -459.722776 -538.105249 -78.367493 -459.738317 0.35 
7.6 -538.181222 -78.400947 -459.780798 -538.048761 -78.326516 -459.722772 -538.105298 -78.367491 -459.738311 0.31 
8.0 -538.181272 -78.400947 -459.780796 -538.048811 -78.326515 -459.722769 -538.105345 -78.367490 -459.738307 0.28 
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Table A.17: SCS-MP2/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the interaction of benzene with isomers 1 and 
2. 
 2-methylnaphthalene (1) 2-methylene-2,3-dihydronaphthalene (2)  
R Dimer Monomer Benzene Eint Dimer Monomer Benzene Eint Difference 
2.0 -655.544019 -424.250448 -231.724892 270.66 -655.501716 -424.145614 -231.724938 231.45 39.21 
2.4 -655.824154 -424.246717 -231.721673 90.51 -655.739011 -424.141866 -231.721723 78.17 12.34 
2.8 -655.931519 -424.244759 -231.719927 20.81 -655.831810 -424.139901 -231.719970 17.61 3.20 
3.2 -655.960656 -424.243822 -231.719014 1.37 -655.857260 -424.138962 -231.719042 0.47 0.90 
3.3 -655.963140 -424.243654 -231.718840 -0.41 -655.859365 -424.138794 -231.718866 -1.07 0.66 
3.4 -655.964653 -424.243501 -231.718682 -1.55 -655.860605 -424.138642 -231.718704 -2.05 0.50 
3.5 -655.965474 -424.243361 -231.718538 -2.24 -655.861231 -424.138502 -231.718557 -2.62 0.37 
3.6 -655.965812 -424.243231 -231.718406 -2.62 -655.861428 -424.138373 -231.718423 -2.91 0.29 
3.7 -655.965818 -424.243112 -231.718286 -2.77 -655.861333 -424.138253 -231.718301 -3.00 0.22 
3.8 -655.965605 -424.243000 -231.718176 -2.78 -655.861047 -424.138143 -231.718189 -2.96 0.18 
3.9 -655.965254 -424.242897 -231.718075 -2.69 -655.860643 -424.138040 -231.718086 -2.83 0.15 
4.0 -655.964822 -424.242801 -231.717982 -2.53 -655.860174 -424.137944 -231.717992 -2.66 0.12 
4.4 -655.962952 -424.242491 -231.717688 -1.74 -655.858230 -424.137635 -231.717694 -1.82 0.08 
4.8 -655.961487 -424.242292 -231.717500 -1.06 -655.856738 -424.137436 -231.717504 -1.13 0.07 
5.2 -655.960560 -424.242183 -231.717397 -0.62 -655.855794 -424.137326 -231.717399 -0.67 0.06 
5.6 -655.960019 -424.242127 -231.717343 -0.34 -655.855239 -424.137270 -231.717344 -0.39 0.05 




Table A.18: SCS-MP2/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the interaction of benzene with toluene and 2-
methylene-2,3-dihydrobenzene. 
 Toluene 2-methylene-2,3-dihydrobenzene  
R Dimer Monomer Benzene Eint Dimer Monomer Benzene Eint Difference 
2.0 -502.494142 -270.945143 -231.721509 108.25 -502.432146 -270.861853 -231.721559 94.92 13.33 
2.4 -502.615014 -270.943398 -231.719766 30.21 -502.535515 -270.860103 -231.719817 27.86 2.35 
2.8 -502.652652 -270.942455 -231.718826 5.41 -502.569764 -270.859159 -231.718868 5.19 0.23 
3.2 -502.661819 -270.941925 -231.718294 -1.00 -502.578454 -270.858633 -231.718322 -0.94 -0.06 
3.3 -502.662409 -270.941824 -231.718192 -1.50 -502.579041 -270.858533 -231.718217 -1.44 -0.06 
3.4 -502.662668 -270.941732 -231.718099 -1.78 -502.579311 -270.858442 -231.718121 -1.72 -0.06 
3.5 -502.662697 -270.941648 -231.718013 -1.90 -502.579360 -270.858359 -231.718033 -1.86 -0.04 
3.6 -502.662573 -270.941572 -231.717935 -1.92 -502.579258 -270.858283 -231.717953 -1.90 -0.03 
3.7 -502.662350 -270.941501 -231.717864 -1.87 -502.579057 -270.858214 -231.717879 -1.86 -0.01 
3.8 -502.662068 -270.941436 -231.717798 -1.78 -502.578796 -270.858150 -231.717812 -1.78 0.00 
3.9 -502.661756 -270.941377 -231.717738 -1.66 -502.578501 -270.858091 -231.717750 -1.67 0.01 
4.0 -502.661433 -270.941323 -231.717683 -1.52 -502.578193 -270.858037 -231.717694 -1.55 0.02 
4.4 -502.660247 -270.941151 -231.717510 -0.99 -502.577043 -270.857865 -231.717517 -1.04 0.05 
4.8 -502.659405 -270.941044 -231.717403 -0.60 -502.576208 -270.857758 -231.717407 -0.65 0.05 
5.2 -502.658886 -270.940985 -231.717345 -0.35 -502.575683 -270.857698 -231.717347 -0.40 0.05 
5.6 -502.658582 -270.940953 -231.717314 -0.20 -502.575369 -270.857666 -231.717315 -0.24 0.05 
6.0 -502.658404 -270.940934 -231.717297 -0.11 -502.575181 -270.857647 -231.717298 -0.15 0.04 
The geometries in the above complexes are such that distances between all conserved atoms are identical to those in the complexes of benzene with 
isomers 1 and 2 on the previous page. Note that at the equilibrium distance of the dimers of benzene with isomers 1 and 2, there is essentially no 
difference between the interaction of benzene with the methyl-substituted and methylene-substituted rings.  
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Table A.19: SCS-MP2/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the interaction of benzene with 2-
methylanthracene and 2-methylene-2,3-dihydroanthracene. 
 2-methylanthracene 2-methylene-2,3-dihydroanthracene  
R Dimer Monomer Benzene Eint Dimer Monomer Benzene Eint Difference 
2.0 -808.850954 -577.542317 -231.724940 261.23 -808.775290 -577.426301 -231.724945 235.92 25.32 
2.4 -809.122794 -577.538564 -231.721717 86.27 -809.018005 -577.422537 -231.721723 79.23 7.05 
2.8 -809.225681 -577.536592 -231.719970 19.38 -809.112438 -577.420561 -231.719975 17.63 1.75 
3.2 -809.253609 -577.535642 -231.719048 0.68 -809.138318 -577.419612 -231.719052 0.22 0.46 
3.3 -809.255943 -577.535471 -231.718872 -1.00 -809.140445 -577.419441 -231.718875 -1.34 0.33 
3.4 -809.257338 -577.535315 -231.718711 -2.08 -809.141690 -577.419285 -231.718714 -2.32 0.24 
3.5 -809.258064 -577.535172 -231.718564 -2.72 -809.142308 -577.419143 -231.718566 -2.89 0.17 
3.6 -809.258323 -577.535040 -231.718429 -3.05 -809.142489 -577.419011 -231.718432 -3.17 0.12 
3.7 -809.258263 -577.534918 -231.718307 -3.16 -809.142374 -577.418890 -231.718309 -3.25 0.09 
3.8 -809.257994 -577.534805 -231.718195 -3.13 -809.142065 -577.418777 -231.718196 -3.20 0.06 
3.9 -809.257594 -577.534700 -231.718092 -3.01 -809.141636 -577.418672 -231.718093 -3.06 0.04 
4.0 -809.257121 -577.534602 -231.717997 -2.84 -809.141142 -577.418575 -231.717999 -2.87 0.03 
4.4 -809.255121 -577.534288 -231.717697 -1.97 -809.139103 -577.418261 -231.717698 -1.97 0.01 
4.8 -809.253564 -577.534085 -231.717506 -1.24 -809.137537 -577.418058 -231.717507 -1.24 0.00 
5.2 -809.252568 -577.533974 -231.717400 -0.75 -809.136537 -577.417946 -231.717400 -0.75 0.00 
5.6 -809.251973 -577.533917 -231.717344 -0.45 -809.135943 -577.417889 -231.717344 -0.45 0.00 




Table A.20: SCS-MP2/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the interaction of naphthalene with 2-
methylanthracene and 2-methylene-2,3-dihydroanthracene. 
 2-Methylanthracene 2-Methylene-2,3-dihydroanthracene  
R Dimer Monomer Naphthalene Eint Dimer Monomer Naphthalene Eint Difference 
2.0 -961.991406 -577.547219 -385.027063 365.76 -961.907743 -577.431220 -385.027108 345.50 20.26 
2.4 -962.331428 -577.541364 -385.021729 145.37 -962.257749 -577.425350 -385.021778 118.84 26.54 
2.8 -962.505958 -577.538340 -385.018924 32.19 -962.396027 -577.422318 -385.018968 28.40 3.79 
3.2 -962.553518 -577.536853 -385.017461 0.50 -962.439104 -577.420827 -385.017491 -0.49 0.99 
3.3 -962.557435 -577.536576 -385.017180 -2.31 -962.442581 -577.420550 -385.017206 -3.03 0.72 
3.4 -962.559745 -577.536321 -385.016921 -4.08 -962.444569 -577.420295 -385.016944 -4.60 0.52 
3.5 -962.560915 -577.536084 -385.016681 -5.11 -962.445516 -577.420058 -385.016701 -5.49 0.38 
3.6 -962.561289 -577.535864 -385.016460 -5.63 -962.445731 -577.419838 -385.016477 -5.91 0.28 
3.7 -962.561124 -577.535659 -385.016255 -5.78 -962.445453 -577.419633 -385.016270 -5.99 0.21 
3.8 -962.560606 -577.535467 -385.016065 -5.69 -962.444854 -577.419441 -385.016078 -5.86 0.16 
3.9 -962.559870 -577.535288 -385.015889 -5.45 -962.444061 -577.419263 -385.015901 -5.58 0.13 
4.0 -962.559013 -577.535122 -385.015727 -5.12 -962.443164 -577.419097 -385.015737 -5.23 0.10 
4.4 -962.555462 -577.534587 -385.015209 -3.56 -962.439538 -577.418562 -385.015215 -3.61 0.06 
4.8 -962.552722 -577.534244 -385.014878 -2.26 -962.436773 -577.418217 -385.014881 -2.31 0.05 
5.2 -962.550961 -577.534054 -385.014692 -1.39 -962.434999 -577.418026 -385.014694 -1.43 0.04 
5.6 -962.549902 -577.533957 -385.014597 -0.85 -962.433930 -577.417930 -385.014598 -0.88 0.03 




Table A.21: SCS-MP2/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the interaction of benzene with 2-
methyltetracene and 2-methylene-2,3-dihydrotetracene. 
 2-methyltetracene 2-methylene-2,3-dihydrotetracene  
R Dimer Monomer Benzene Eint Dimer Monomer Benzene Eint Difference 
2.0 -962.146780 -730.829820 -231.724951 256.02 -962.049769 -730.709409 -231.724953 241.34 14.68 
2.4 -962.413929 -730.826061 -231.721728 84.00 -962.299530 -730.705647 -231.721729 80.22 3.77 
2.8 -962.514217 -730.824084 -231.719981 18.73 -962.395271 -730.703671 -231.719982 17.81 0.92 
3.2 -962.541512 -730.823131 -231.719056 0.42 -962.421479 -730.702720 -231.719058 0.19 0.24 
3.3 -962.543779 -730.822959 -231.718880 -1.22 -962.423636 -730.702548 -231.718881 -1.38 0.17 
3.4 -962.545124 -730.822803 -231.718718 -2.26 -962.424900 -730.702392 -231.718719 -2.38 0.12 
3.5 -962.545812 -730.822659 -231.718570 -2.88 -962.425530 -730.702249 -231.718571 -2.96 0.08 
3.6 -962.546042 -730.822527 -231.718435 -3.19 -962.425718 -730.702118 -231.718436 -3.24 0.05 
3.7 -962.545960 -730.822405 -231.718312 -3.29 -962.425606 -730.701996 -231.718313 -3.32 0.03 
3.8 -962.545673 -730.822291 -231.718199 -3.25 -962.425297 -730.701883 -231.718200 -3.27 0.02 
3.9 -962.545259 -730.822186 -231.718096 -3.12 -962.424867 -730.701778 -231.718096 -3.13 0.01 
4.0 -962.544773 -730.822089 -231.718001 -2.94 -962.424369 -730.701680 -231.718002 -2.94 0.00 
4.4 -962.542742 -730.821773 -231.717700 -2.05 -962.422314 -730.701366 -231.717700 -2.04 -0.01 
4.8 -962.541162 -730.821570 -231.717508 -1.31 -962.420728 -730.701163 -231.717508 -1.29 -0.02 
5.2 -962.540147 -730.821458 -231.717401 -0.81 -962.419712 -730.701050 -231.717401 -0.79 -0.02 
5.6 -962.539537 -730.821401 -231.717345 -0.50 -962.419102 -730.700993 -231.717345 -0.48 -0.02 
6.0 -962.539171 -730.821371 -231.717313 -0.31 -962.418738 -730.700963 -231.717313 -0.29 -0.02 
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Table A.22: SCS-MP2/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the interaction of naphthalene with isomers 
2-methyltetracene and 2-methylene-2,3-dihydrotetracene. 
 2-methyltetracene 2-methylene-2,3-dihydrotetracene  
R Dimer Monomer Naphthalene Eint Dimer Monomer Naphthalene Eint Difference 
2.0 -1115.274575 -730.834795 -385.027113 368.56 -1115.184765 -730.714381 -385.027120 349.36 19.20 
2.4 -1115.632403 -730.828918 -385.021775 136.98 -1115.538825 -730.708501 -385.021781 120.14 16.84 
2.8 -1115.796143 -730.825878 -385.018969 30.56 -1115.678934 -730.705462 -385.018974 28.55 2.01 
3.2 -1115.842317 -730.824375 -385.017496 -0.28 -1115.722652 -730.703963 -385.017500 -0.75 0.47 
3.3 -1115.846066 -730.824094 -385.017211 -2.99 -1115.726164 -730.703683 -385.017215 -3.30 0.32 
3.4 -1115.848244 -730.823836 -385.016949 -4.68 -1115.728173 -730.703425 -385.016952 -4.89 0.21 
3.5 -1115.849307 -730.823596 -385.016707 -5.65 -1115.729116 -730.703186 -385.016710 -5.79 0.14 
3.6 -1115.849594 -730.823373 -385.016483 -6.11 -1115.729317 -730.702964 -385.016486 -6.19 0.08 
3.7 -1115.849355 -730.823165 -385.016276 -6.22 -1115.729018 -730.702756 -385.016278 -6.27 0.04 
3.8 -1115.848774 -730.822970 -385.016084 -6.10 -1115.728395 -730.702562 -385.016086 -6.12 0.02 
3.9 -1115.847984 -730.822789 -385.015906 -5.83 -1115.727575 -730.702382 -385.015908 -5.83 0.00 
4.0 -1115.847083 -730.822622 -385.015743 -5.47 -1115.726650 -730.702214 -385.015744 -5.45 -0.02 
4.4 -1115.843387 -730.822081 -385.015219 -3.82 -1115.722920 -730.701674 -385.015220 -3.78 -0.04 
4.8 -1115.840544 -730.821733 -385.014884 -2.46 -1115.720074 -730.701326 -385.014884 -2.42 -0.04 
5.2 -1115.838705 -730.821540 -385.014696 -1.55 -1115.718239 -730.701133 -385.014696 -1.51 -0.04 
5.6 -1115.837587 -730.821443 -385.014599 -0.97 -1115.717126 -730.701035 -385.014599 -0.94 -0.03 
6.0 -1115.836908 -730.821391 -385.014545 -0.61 -1115.716453 -730.700983 -385.014545 -0.58 -0.03 
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Table A.23: SCS-MP2/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the interaction of anthracene with isomers 2-
methyltetracene and 2-methylene-2,3-dihydrotetracene. 
 2-methyltetracene 2-methylene-2,3-dihydrotetracene  
R Dimer Monomer Anthracene Eint Dimer Monomer Anthracene Eint Difference 
2.0 -1268.385658 -730.839707 -538.323469 487.90 -1268.238606 -730.719292 -538.323513 504.64 -16.74 
2.4 -1268.901018 -730.831729 -538.316017 154.82 -1268.817574 -730.711312 -538.316065 131.65 23.17 
2.8 -1269.071303 -730.827642 -538.312150 42.98 -1268.955414 -730.707229 -538.312194 40.17 2.81 
3.2 -1269.136972 -730.825601 -538.310135 -0.77 -1269.017660 -730.705192 -538.310166 -1.44 0.67 
3.3 -1269.142259 -730.825213 -538.309744 -4.58 -1269.022582 -730.704805 -538.309771 -5.02 0.44 
3.4 -1269.145312 -730.824854 -538.309383 -6.95 -1269.025386 -730.704447 -538.309406 -7.24 0.29 
3.5 -1269.146780 -730.824520 -538.309047 -8.29 -1269.026695 -730.704114 -538.309067 -8.48 0.19 
3.6 -1269.147148 -730.824207 -538.308734 -8.92 -1269.026938 -730.703802 -538.308752 -9.03 0.11 
3.7 -1269.146772 -730.823914 -538.308443 -9.05 -1269.026476 -730.703509 -538.308458 -9.10 0.06 
3.8 -1269.145914 -730.823640 -538.308173 -8.85 -1269.025560 -730.703236 -538.308186 -8.87 0.02 
3.9 -1269.144768 -730.823385 -538.307922 -8.45 -1269.024371 -730.702981 -538.307934 -8.44 0.00 
4.0 -1269.143459 -730.823148 -538.307691 -7.92 -1269.023037 -730.702745 -538.307701 -7.90 -0.02 
4.4 -1269.138146 -730.822386 -538.306950 -5.53 -1269.017693 -730.701982 -538.306956 -5.49 -0.04 
4.8 -1269.134076 -730.821896 -538.306475 -3.58 -1269.013626 -730.701491 -538.306478 -3.55 -0.03 
5.2 -1269.131440 -730.821623 -538.306208 -2.26 -1269.010998 -730.701218 -538.306210 -2.24 -0.02 
5.6 -1269.129832 -730.821485 -538.306070 -1.43 -1269.009395 -730.701078 -538.306071 -1.41 -0.02 
6.0 -1269.128853 -730.821412 -538.305996 -0.91 -1269.008420 -730.701004 -538.305997 -0.89 -0.02 
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Table A.24: SCS-MP2/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for 
the interaction of benzene with triphenylene. 
R Dimer Monomer Benzene Eint 
2.0 -922.933615 -691.626102 -231.725981 262.59 
2.4 -923.221509 -691.621204 -231.722649 76.77 
2.8 -923.319875 -691.618671 -231.720832 12.32 
3.2 -923.343398 -691.617375 -231.719713 -3.96 
3.3 -923.344780 -691.617128 -231.719486 -5.12 
3.4 -923.345297 -691.616897 -231.719276 -5.73 
3.5 -923.345224 -691.616682 -231.719084 -5.93 
3.6 -923.344759 -691.616481 -231.718908 -5.88 
3.7 -923.344051 -691.616292 -231.718748 -5.65 
3.8 -923.343203 -691.616117 -231.718602 -5.32 
3.9 -923.342289 -691.615953 -231.718469 -4.94 
4.0 -923.341362 -691.615803 -231.718349 -4.52 
4.4 -923.338037 -691.615319 -231.717974 -2.98 
4.8 -923.335701 -691.615011 -231.717741 -1.85 
5.2 -923.334244 -691.614840 -231.717608 -1.13 
5.6 -923.333374 -691.614754 -231.717536 -0.68 





Table A.25: SCS-MP2/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for 
the interaction of benzene with 2,3-dihydrotriphenylene. 
R Dimer Monomer Benzene Eint 
2.0 -924.073568 -692.737221 -231.726101 244.57 
2.4 -924.344959 -692.732346 -231.722763 69.12 
2.8 -924.434007 -692.729826 -231.720926 10.51 
3.2 -924.454936 -692.728537 -231.719775 -4.16 
3.3 -924.456075 -692.728292 -231.719540 -5.17 
3.4 -924.456430 -692.728064 -231.719323 -5.67 
3.5 -924.456252 -692.727852 -231.719125 -5.82 
3.6 -924.455724 -692.727654 -231.718943 -5.73 
3.7 -924.454981 -692.727468 -231.718778 -5.48 
3.8 -924.454117 -692.727295 -231.718628 -5.14 
3.9 -924.453200 -692.727134 -231.718491 -4.75 
4.0 -924.452279 -692.726984 -231.718368 -4.35 
4.4 -924.449012 -692.726506 -231.717984 -2.84 
4.8 -924.446737 -692.726199 -231.717746 -1.75 
5.2 -924.445326 -692.726029 -231.717612 -1.06 
5.6 -924.444489 -692.725943 -231.717538 -0.63 





Table A.26: SCS-MP2/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for 
the interaction of benzene with 2,3,6,7-tetrahydrotriphenylene. 
R Dimer Monomer Benzene Eint 
2.0 -925.211469 -693.854886 -231.726208 231.94 
2.4 -925.470197 -693.850042 -231.722873 64.46 
2.8 -925.553546 -693.847539 -231.721018 9.42 
3.2 -925.572787 -693.846260 -231.719833 -4.20 
3.3 -925.573765 -693.846018 -231.719590 -5.12 
3.4 -925.574014 -693.845795 -231.719366 -5.56 
3.5 -925.573768 -693.845587 -231.719161 -5.66 
3.6 -925.573202 -693.845392 -231.718974 -5.54 
3.7 -925.572440 -693.845209 -231.718805 -5.29 
3.8 -925.571571 -693.845039 -231.718650 -4.95 
3.9 -925.570659 -693.844880 -231.718511 -4.56 
4.0 -925.569748 -693.844733 -231.718384 -4.16 
4.4 -925.566543 -693.844260 -231.717993 -2.69 
4.8 -925.564330 -693.843957 -231.717751 -1.65 
5.2 -925.562967 -693.843788 -231.717614 -0.98 
5.6 -925.562164 -693.843702 -231.717540 -0.58 





Table A.27: SCS-MP2/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for 
the interaction of benzene with 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexahydrotriphenylene. 
R Dimer Monomer Benzene Eint 
2.0 -926.337665 -694.968078 -231.726242 223.80 
2.4 -926.587304 -694.963313 -231.722940 62.09 
2.8 -926.667405 -694.960873 -231.721083 9.13 
3.2 -926.685808 -694.959639 -231.719877 -3.95 
3.3 -926.686728 -694.959406 -231.719628 -4.83 
3.4 -926.686950 -694.959190 -231.719399 -5.25 
3.5 -926.686699 -694.958988 -231.719190 -5.35 
3.6 -926.686142 -694.958798 -231.718999 -5.24 
3.7 -926.685398 -694.958620 -231.718826 -4.99 
3.8 -926.684553 -694.958454 -231.718668 -4.66 
3.9 -926.683669 -694.958298 -231.718526 -4.30 
4.0 -926.682786 -694.958154 -231.718397 -3.91 
4.4 -926.679692 -694.957687 -231.718000 -2.51 
4.8 -926.677564 -694.957389 -231.717755 -1.52 
5.2 -926.676262 -694.957222 -231.717617 -0.89 
5.6 -926.675502 -694.957136 -231.717541 -0.52 





Table A.28: Estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal 
mol
–1
) for parallel displaced benzene dimer.  Vertical displacement = 1.69 Å, horizontal 
displacement = 3.52 Å. 
CCSD(T)/AVDZ Dimer MonA MonB Eint 
Ethene1 -463.238136 -231.61725 -231.617255 -2.28 
MP2/AVDZ Dimer MonA MonB  
Ethene1 -463.088929 -231.54121 -231.541209 -4.09 
MP2/AVTZ Dimer MonA MonB  
Ethene1 -463.498566 -231.74576 -231.745765 -4.42 
  




Table A.29: Estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the parallel displaced dimer of 
benzene with dissected benzene.  Vertical displacement = 1.69 Å, horizontal displacement = 3.52 Å. 
CCSD(T)/AVDZ Dimer MonA MonB Eint CCSD(T)/AVDZ Dimer MonA MonB Eint 
Ethene1 -309.985934 -78.368461 -231.616151 -0.83 Butadiene1 -387.164886 -155.544932 -231.616934 -1.90 
Ethene2 -309.985020 -78.368209 -231.615600 -0.76 Butadiene2 -387.164886 -155.544932 -231.616934 -1.90 
Ethene3 -309.985020 -78.368209 -231.615600 -0.76 Butadiene3 -387.163875 -155.544479 -231.616332 -1.92 
   
Total -2.35 
   
 -5.71 
MP2/AVDZ Dimer MonA MonB  MP2/AVDZ Dimer MonA MonB 
 
Ethene1 -309.870456 -78.327469 -231.540166 -1.77 Butadiene1 -387.021944 -155.475706 -231.540899 -3.35 
Ethene2 -309.868723 -78.327220 -231.539629 -1.18 Butadiene2 -387.021944 -155.475706 -231.540899 -3.35 
Ethene3 -309.868723 -78.327220 -231.539629 -1.18 Butadiene3 -387.020241 -155.475280 -231.540338 -2.90 
   
Total -4.12 
   
 -9.60 
MP2/AVTZ Dimer MonA MonB  MP2/AVTZ Dimer MonA MonB 
 
Ethene1 -310.149977 -78.401380 -231.745339 -2.04 Butadiene1 -387.369480 -155.618067 -231.745606 -3.64 
Ethene2 -310.148485 -78.401265 -231.745115 -1.32 Butadiene2 -387.369480 -155.618067 -231.745606 -3.64 
Ethene3 -310.148485 -78.401265 -231.745115 -1.32 Butadiene3 -387.368280 -155.617900 -231.745420 -3.11 
   
Total -4.69 
   
 -10.40 
  
Total Corrected Eint -2.91 
  
Total Corrected Eint -6.51 
Dissected benzene Eint = -3.60  
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Table A.30: Estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the parallel displaced dimer of 
benzene with regioisomer of dissected benzene.  Vertical displacement = 1.69 Å, horizontal displacement = 3.52 Å. 
CCSD(T)/AVDZ Dimer MonA MonB Eint CCSD(T)/AVDZ Dimer MonA MonB Eint 
Ethene1 -309.985213 -78.368460 -231.616028 -0.45 Butadiene1 -387.164140 -155.545065 -231.617013 -1.29 
Ethene2 -309.984793 -78.368046 -231.615389 -0.85 Butadiene2 -387.163933 -155.544679 -231.616629 -1.65 
Ethene3 -309.985213 -78.368460 -231.616028 -0.45 Butadiene3 -387.163933 -155.544679 -231.616629 -1.65 
   
Total -1.76 
   
Total -4.59 
MP2/AVDZ Dimer MonA MonB  MP2/AVDZ Dimer MonA MonB 
 
Ethene1 -309.869294 -78.327462 -231.540034 -1.13 Butadiene1 -387.021177 -155.475839 -231.540979 -2.74 
Ethene2 -309.868335 -78.327060 -231.539430 -1.16 Butadiene2 -387.020446 -155.475464 -231.540609 -2.74 
Ethene3 -309.869294 -78.327462 -231.540034 -1.13 Butadiene3 -387.020446 -155.475464 -231.540609 -2.74 
   
Total -3.41 
   
Total -8.22 
MP2/AVTZ Dimer MonA MonB  MP2/AVTZ Dimer MonA MonB 
 
Ethene1 -310.148820 -78.401359 -231.745275 -1.37 Butadiene1 -387.368650 -155.618110 -231.745629 -3.08 
Ethene2 -310.148242 -78.401201 -231.745024 -1.27 Butadiene2 -387.368266 -155.617972 -231.745515 -3.00 
Ethene3 -310.148820 -78.401359 -231.745275 -1.37 Butadiene3 -387.368266 -155.617972 -231.745515 -3.00 
   
Total -4.01 
   
Total -9.08 
  
Total Corrected Eint -2.36 
  
Total Corrected Eint -5.44 
Dissected benzene Eint = -3.09  
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Table A.31: Estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ absolute energies (hartree) and interaction energies (kcal mol
–1
) for the interaction of benzene with 
naphthalene and 2,3-dimethylene-2,3-dihydronaphthalene. 
 naphthalene 2,3-dimethylene-2,3-dihydronaphthalene  
R Dimer Monomer Anthracene Complex Dimer Monomer Anthracene Complex Difference 
2.0 -616.319393 -385.022868 -231.724840 268.77 -693.536093 -462.186010 -231.724903 235.20 33.57 
2.4 -616.596475 -385.019135 -231.721623 90.54 -693.780528 -462.182238 -231.721685 77.43 13.11 
2.8 -616.703799 -385.017170 -231.719878 20.86 -693.872597 -462.180253 -231.719942 17.32 3.55 
3.2 -616.733000 -385.016235 -231.718978 1.39 -693.897865 -462.179300 -231.719027 0.29 1.10 
3.3 -616.735499 -385.016068 -231.718808 -0.39 -693.899951 -462.179129 -231.718853 -1.24 0.85 
3.4 -616.737025 -385.015916 -231.718654 -1.54 -693.901176 -462.178974 -231.718693 -2.20 0.66 
3.5 -616.737859 -385.015777 -231.718513 -2.24 -693.901788 -462.178832 -231.718548 -2.77 0.53 
3.6 -616.738207 -385.015649 -231.718385 -2.62 -693.901973 -462.178701 -231.718416 -3.05 0.43 
3.7 -616.738223 -385.015530 -231.718267 -2.78 -693.901867 -462.178579 -231.718295 -3.13 0.36 
3.8 -616.738017 -385.015419 -231.718160 -2.78 -693.901570 -462.178467 -231.718184 -3.09 0.30 
3.9 -616.737672 -385.015317 -231.718061 -2.69 -693.901156 -462.178362 -231.718082 -2.96 0.26 
4.0 -616.737245 -385.015221 -231.717970 -2.54 -693.900676 -462.178266 -231.717989 -2.77 0.23 
4.4 -616.735388 -385.014912 -231.717681 -1.75 -693.898692 -462.177953 -231.717692 -1.91 0.16 
4.8 -616.733928 -385.014714 -231.717497 -1.08 -693.897165 -462.177751 -231.717503 -1.20 0.12 
5.2 -616.733001 -385.014605 -231.717395 -0.63 -693.896192 -462.177640 -231.717398 -0.72 0.10 
5.6 -616.732459 -385.014550 -231.717342 -0.36 -693.895615 -462.177585 -231.717343 -0.43 0.07 




Table B.1: Linear Fit Parameters for B97-D vs CCSD(T) 
X slope intercept R2 
BH2 1.04 –0.04 0.71 
CH3 1.21 –0.05 0.86 
NH2 1.07 –0.10 0.94 
OH 1.04 –0.10 0.98 
F 1.09 –0.15 0.99 
 
Table B.2: Linear Fit Parameters for SAPT0 Total Energies vs CCSD(T) 
X slope intercept R2 
BH2 1.27 0.02 0.94 
CH3 1.37 –0.01 0.98 
NH2 1.18 0.01 0.99 
OH 1.15 0.03 1.00 
F 1.16 0.04 1.00 
 
Table B.3: Correlations between pairs of parameters: Hammett constants (σm), molar refractivity 
(MR), and interaction distance (r). 
X MR,r σm,MR σm,r 
BH2 0.26 0.02 0.33 
CH3 0.32 0.02 0.31 
NH2 0.16 0.02 0.55 
OH 0.12 0.02 0.73 





Table B.4:  Hammett Constants and Molar Refractivities by Aryl Substituent 
Y MR σm 
H 1.03 0 
CCH 9.55 0.21 
CF3 5.02 0.43 
CH2OH 7.19 0 
CH3 5.65 –0.07 
CHO 6.88 0.35 
CN 6.33 0.56 
COCH3 11.18 0.38 
COOCH3 12.87 0.37 
COOH 6.93 0.37 
F 0.92 0.34 
N(CH3)2 15.55 –0.15 
NH2 5.42 –0.16 
NHCH3 10.33 –0.3 
NHOH 7.22 –0.04 
NO2 7.36 0.71 
NO 5.2 0.62 
OCF3 7.86 0.38 
OH 2.85 0.12 
OCH3 7.87 0.12 
SCH3 13.82 0.15 





Table B.5:  Interaction energies (kcal mol
-1
), components of SAPT0 interaction energies (kcal mol
-1
), 
and optimized interaction distances (Å) for BH3
…
C6H5Y dimers. 
Y Electronic Exchange Induction Dispersion SAPT0 AVDZ CCSD(T) AVTZ B97-D TZV(2d,2p) r 
H –0.720 2.451 –0.310 –2.644 –1.223 –0.973 –1.010 3.910 
CCH –0.819 2.496 –0.274 –2.799 –1.397 –1.098 –1.141 3.901 
CF3 –0.853 2.527 –0.241 –2.776 –1.344 –1.101 –1.256 3.899 
CH2OH –0.783 2.568 –0.335 –2.834 –1.384 –1.102 –1.205 3.893 
CH3 –0.764 2.529 –0.333 –2.800 –1.367 –1.086 –1.186 3.889 
CHO –0.891 2.487 –0.248 –2.744 –1.397 –1.122 –1.172 3.906 
CN –0.826 2.345 –0.215 –2.659 –1.355 –1.102 –1.120 3.924 
COCH3 –0.711 2.483 –0.261 –2.792 –1.281 –1.030 –1.088 3.907 
COOCH3 –0.867 2.549 –0.269 –2.822 –1.409 –1.133 –1.207 3.896 
COOH –0.776 2.465 –0.247 –2.744 –1.302 –1.056 –1.113 3.908 
F –0.826 2.509 –0.266 –2.658 –1.241 –1.011 –1.125 3.899 
N(CH3)2 –0.836 2.783 –0.395 –3.012 –1.460 –1.161 –1.297 3.864 
NH2 –0.736 2.299 –0.321 –2.648 –1.407 –1.147 –1.228 3.927 
NHCH3 –0.841 2.663 –0.373 –2.893 –1.444 –1.157 –1.271 3.877 
NHOH –0.725 2.528 –0.321 –2.800 –1.318 –1.058 –1.157 3.893 
NO2 –0.864 2.399 –0.212 –2.681 –1.358 –1.113 –1.133 3.917 
NO –0.733 2.120 –0.202 –2.520 –1.335 –1.095 –1.119 3.959 
OCF3 –0.821 2.517 –0.252 –2.774 –1.330 –1.100 –1.222 3.898 
OH –0.676 2.382 –0.295 –2.646 –1.236 –1.004 –1.106 3.918 
OCH3 –0.871 2.629 –0.337 –2.844 –1.423 –1.153 –1.250 3.886 
SCH3 –0.890 2.558 –0.307 –2.899 –1.537 –1.231 –1.301 3.890 




Table B.6:  Interaction energies (kcal mol
-1
), components of SAPT0 interaction energies (kcal mol
-1
), 
and optimized interaction distances (Å) for CH4
…
C6H5Y dimers. 
Y Electronic Exchange Induction Dispersion SAPT0 AVDZ CCSD(T) AVTZ B97-D TZV(2d,2p) r 
H –0.961 2.387 –0.298 –2.875 –1.747 –1.379 –1.537 3.735 
CCH –1.012 2.657 –0.290 –3.191 –1.837 –1.413 –1.585 3.694 
CF3 –1.011 2.698 –0.255 –3.172 –1.740 –1.375 –1.678 3.690 
CH2OH –1.162 2.894 –0.366 –3.312 –1.947 –1.501 –1.759 3.670 
CH3 –1.115 2.727 –0.350 –3.195 –1.934 –1.499 –1.718 3.691 
CHO –0.997 2.650 –0.261 –3.128 –1.736 –1.356 –1.524 3.698 
CN –0.948 2.555 –0.234 –3.073 –1.699 –1.332 –1.500 3.706 
COCH3 –1.061 2.730 –0.284 –3.235 –1.850 –1.442 –1.640 3.688 
COOCH3 –1.024 2.685 –0.279 –3.191 –1.809 –1.417 –1.631 3.692 
COOH –1.005 2.652 –0.264 –3.146 –1.763 –1.383 –1.580 3.696 
F –1.030 2.678 –0.280 –3.030 –1.661 –1.313 –1.538 3.691 
N(CH3)2 –1.211 3.035 –0.415 –3.453 –2.044 –1.596 –1.859 3.655 
NH2 –1.109 2.782 –0.368 –3.206 –1.900 –1.489 –1.731 3.679 
NHCH3 –1.172 2.928 –0.397 –3.343 –1.983 –1.551 –1.789 3.663 
NHOH –1.113 2.813 –0.349 –3.253 –1.902 –1.487 –1.715 3.674 
NO2 –0.926 2.550 –0.226 –3.065 –1.666 –1.331 –1.493 3.706 
NO –0.953 2.572 –0.242 –3.066 –1.688 –1.319 –1.453 3.706 
OCF3 –1.035 2.732 –0.270 –3.185 –1.757 –1.397 –1.661 3.685 
OH –1.090 2.724 –0.327 –3.115 –1.808 –1.428 –1.649 3.688 
OCH3 –1.144 2.853 –0.353 –3.256 –1.901 –1.495 –1.720 3.676 
SCH3 –1.067 2.767 –0.325 –3.331 –1.957 –1.527 –1.736 3.680 




Table B.7:  Interaction energies (kcal mol
-1
), components of SAPT0 interaction energies (kcal mol
-1
), 
and optimized interaction distances (Å) for NH3
…
C6H5Y dimers. 
Y Electronic Exchange Induction Dispersion SAPT0 AVDZ CCSD(T) AVTZ B97-D TZV(2d,2p) r 
H –2.051 3.404 –0.595 –3.322 –2.563 –2.077 –2.807 3.473 
CCH –1.975 3.433 –0.567 –3.533 –2.642 –2.105 –2.865 3.461 
CF3 –1.704 3.396 –0.512 –3.463 –2.283 –1.851 –2.770 3.466 
CH2OH –2.254 3.805 –0.673 –3.694 –2.815 –2.289 –3.173 3.434 
CH3 –2.177 3.658 –0.653 –3.586 –2.758 –2.227 –3.047 3.449 
CHO –1.748 3.322 –0.517 –3.419 –2.363 –1.920 –2.683 3.474 
CN –1.575 3.185 –0.479 –3.353 –2.221 –1.781 –2.548 3.482 
COCH3 –1.877 3.521 –0.561 –3.582 –2.498 –2.034 –2.854 3.456 
COOCH3 –1.944 3.522 –0.560 –3.565 –2.548 –2.081 –2.890 3.454 
COOH –1.887 3.557 –0.550 –3.555 –2.435 –1.982 –2.824 3.450 
F –1.876 3.455 –0.550 –3.348 –2.320 –1.894 –2.722 3.460 
N(CH3)2 –2.485 3.976 –0.745 –3.813 –3.067 –2.544 –3.501 3.422 
NH2 –2.405 3.865 –0.694 –3.666 –2.900 –2.372 –3.238 3.426 
NHCH3 –2.211 3.680 –0.688 –3.611 –2.830 –2.335 –3.214 3.445 
NHOH –2.189 3.663 –0.646 –3.605 –2.778 –2.276 –3.111 3.441 
NO2 –1.533 3.270 –0.479 –3.399 –2.142 –1.766 –2.596 3.471 
NO –1.694 3.320 –0.505 –3.406 –2.285 –1.836 –2.638 3.470 
OCF3 –1.830 3.470 –0.538 –3.500 –2.398 –1.968 –2.857 3.458 
OH –2.075 3.609 –0.619 –3.481 –2.566 –2.113 –2.925 3.450 
OCH3 –2.154 3.723 –0.650 –3.615 –2.696 –2.222 –3.063 3.443 
SCH3 –2.078 3.592 –0.619 –3.697 –2.802 –2.273 –3.074 3.447 




Table B.8:  Interaction energies (kcal mol
-1
), components of SAPT0 interaction energies (kcal mol
-1
), 
and optimized interaction distances (Å) for OH2
…
C6H5Y dimers. 
Y Electronic Exchange Induction Dispersion SAPT0 AVDZ CCSD(T) AVTZ B97-D TZV(2d,2p) r 
H –2.939 3.778 –1.047 –3.177 –3.386 –2.863 –4.093 3.299 
CCH –2.719 3.703 –1.013 –3.319 –3.348 –2.795 –4.052 3.297 
CF3 –2.167 3.664 –0.948 –3.269 –2.720 –2.310 –3.763 3.300 
CH2OH –3.464 4.010 –1.129 –3.417 –4.000 –3.378 –4.744 3.279 
CH3 –3.021 3.923 –1.112 –3.362 –3.572 –3.016 –4.311 3.288 
CHO –2.402 3.674 –0.966 –3.253 –2.946 –2.479 –3.674 3.301 
CN –1.922 3.482 –0.904 –3.175 –2.520 –2.114 –3.374 3.312 
COCH3 –2.753 3.785 –1.012 –3.346 –3.327 –2.812 –4.070 3.293 
COOCH3 –2.516 3.724 –0.997 –3.309 –3.098 –2.653 –3.976 3.297 
COOH –2.329 3.676 –0.970 –3.268 –2.891 –2.466 –3.778 3.300 
F –2.462 3.633 –0.972 –3.121 –2.922 –2.497 –3.830 3.304 
N(CH3)2 –3.494 3.997 –1.181 –3.451 –4.128 –3.589 –5.019 3.283 
NH2 –3.355 3.854 –1.110 –3.321 –3.932 –3.385 –4.732 3.288 
NHCH3 –3.291 3.935 –1.150 –3.372 –3.878 –3.352 –4.762 3.286 
NHOH –3.037 3.819 –1.088 –3.341 –3.647 –3.137 –4.491 3.288 
NO2 –1.554 3.414 –0.878 –3.144 –2.163 –1.889 –3.189 3.317 
NO –1.999 3.475 –0.912 –3.156 –2.592 –2.152 –3.353 3.315 
OCF3 –2.304 3.684 –0.975 –3.269 –2.865 –2.448 –3.866 3.298 
OH –3.072 3.851 –1.068 –3.258 –3.546 –3.044 –4.406 3.291 
OCH3 –3.240 3.920 –1.106 –3.345 –3.771 –3.235 –4.592 3.288 
SCH3 –2.479 3.769 –1.064 –3.394 –3.167 –2.716 –4.062 3.293 




Table B.9:  Interaction energies (kcal mol
-1
), components of SAPT0 interaction energies (kcal mol
-1
), 
and optimized interaction distances (Å) for FH
…
C6H5Y dimers. 
Y Electronic Exchange Induction Dispersion SAPT0 AVDZ CCSD(T) AVTZ B97-D TZV(2d,2p) r 
H –3.905 3.721 –1.852 –2.674 –4.711 –4.122 –5.978 3.159 
CCH –2.961 3.555 –1.821 –2.735 –3.962 –3.480 –5.334 3.165 
CF3 –2.149 3.473 –1.715 –2.684 –3.073 –2.699 –4.786 3.171 
CH2OH –4.193 3.905 –1.967 –2.846 –5.102 –4.423 –6.444 3.144 
CH3 –4.307 3.985 –1.988 –2.857 –5.168 –4.492 –6.438 3.140 
CHO –2.394 3.469 –1.742 –2.668 –3.335 –2.970 –4.710 3.173 
CN –1.648 3.329 –1.673 –2.620 –2.611 –2.332 –4.162 3.181 
COCH3 –2.858 3.682 –1.834 –2.782 –3.792 –3.366 –5.194 3.157 
COOCH3 –2.777 3.556 –1.792 –2.726 –3.738 –3.357 –5.279 3.166 
COOH –2.488 3.505 –1.756 –2.692 –3.432 –3.082 –5.012 3.170 
F –2.839 3.548 –1.757 –2.616 –3.665 –3.262 –5.249 3.167 
N(CH3)2 –4.594 4.022 –2.065 –2.932 –5.569 –4.996 –7.124 3.136 
NH2 –4.122 3.800 –1.944 –2.777 –5.044 –4.484 –6.580 3.150 
NHCH3 –4.373 3.879 –1.998 –2.841 –5.333 –4.765 –6.873 3.145 
NHOH –3.863 3.738 –1.913 –2.780 –4.818 –4.244 –6.347 3.152 
NO2 –1.218 3.292 –1.644 –2.606 –2.176 –2.126 –3.997 3.182 
NO –1.956 3.306 –1.681 –2.598 –2.929 –2.549 –4.162 3.186 
OCF3 –2.491 3.536 –1.761 –2.697 –3.413 –3.012 –5.088 3.166 
OH –3.735 3.819 –1.905 –2.748 –4.569 –4.060 –6.091 3.150 
OCH3 –3.998 3.873 –1.951 –2.811 –4.888 –4.336 –6.370 3.148 
SCH3 –3.556 3.690 –1.900 –2.824 –4.590 –4.065 –6.105 3.155 






Table C.1: Counterpoise (CP) and non-CP-corrected estimated CCSD(T)/AVTZ interaction 
energies (kcal mol
–1
) for dimers of benzene (Bz), borazine (Bn), and triazine (Tz). 
  Eint(CP-corrected) Eint(non-CP-corrected) 
Bz Bz -1.6 -2.7 
 Bn -2.2 -3.6 
 Tz -3.1 -4.4 
    
Bn(B) Bn(B) -1.8 -2.9 
 Bn(N) -3.3 -4.9 
 Tz(C) -2.7 -3.9 
    
Tz(C) Bn(N) -3.1 -4.4 
 Tz(C) -1.5 -2.5 
 Tz(N) -3.8 -5.1 
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Table C.2: Slopes and correlation coefficients (r) for orthogonal regression analyses of SAPT0 




A where A ≠ B.a 
  Electrostatic  Exchange  Induction  Dispersion  SAPT0 
A B Slope r  Slope r  Slope r  Slope r  Slope r 
R = 3.5 Å 
Bz Bn(B) 0.98 0.98  0.59 0.76  -0.09 -0.10  0.89 0.99  0.94 0.96 
 Bn(N) 1.02 0.98  0.92 0.96  -0.29 -0.27  0.95 0.99  1.05 0.98 
 Tz(C) 1.08 0.98  0.88 0.79  -1.06 -0.39  1.10 0.98  1.03 0.97 
                
Bn(B) Bz 1.35 0.93  1.51 0.80  1.92 0.56  1.10 0.99  1.40 0.93 
 Bn(N) 1.03 0.95  1.30 0.83  1.05 0.57  1.07 0.98  1.08 0.95 
 Tz(C) 1.29 0.94  1.27 0.92  2.42 0.55  1.21 0.99  1.29 0.94 
                
Bn(N) Bz 0.69 0.90  1.09 0.96  25.52 0.12  1.03 1.00  0.85 0.87 
 Bn(B) 0.98 0.91  0.69 0.76  1.17 0.58  0.93 0.98  0.84 0.91 
 Tz(C) 0.92 0.93  0.97 0.83  3.76 0.52  1.14 0.98  0.88 0.93 
                
Tz(C) Bz 0.74 0.92  1.66 0.72  -2.18 -0.38  0.89 0.98  0.91 0.93 
 Bn(B) 1.06 0.97  0.83 0.89  0.39 0.37  0.81 0.99  0.99 0.95 
 Bn(N) 1.04 0.94  1.26 0.80  0.38 0.62  0.87 0.96  1.01 0.95 
                
R = Re 
Bz Bn(B) 1.05 0.97  1.04 0.86  3.05 0.24  0.80 0.93  1.01 0.98 
 Bn(N) 1.25 0.91  1.71 0.52  -17.83 -0.09  1.04 0.77  1.10 0.98 
 Tz(C) 1.17 0.96  1.25 0.71  -20.33 -0.08  1.03 0.86  1.18 0.98 
                
Bn(B) Bz 1.89 0.89  1.28 0.74  1.80 0.62  1.20 0.87  1.36 0.95 
 Bn(N) 4.04 0.73  4.53 0.42  15.78 0.22  1.72 0.77  1.54 0.89 
 Tz(C) 1.39 0.92  1.10 0.68  2.89 0.55  1.22 0.86  1.30 0.95 
                
Bn(N) Bz 0.88 0.72  1.42 0.70  8.87 0.24  1.13 0.90  0.94 0.85 
 Bn(B) 2.23 0.63  2.93 0.55  3.85 0.56  1.13 0.87  1.39 0.92 
 Tz(C) 1.99 0.74  2.82 0.69  5.07 0.61  1.66 0.88  1.30 0.94 
                
Tz(C) Bz 1.12 0.89  1.18 0.72  -122.20 -0.01  0.80 0.87  1.05 0.97 
 Bn(B) 1.46 0.98  0.77 0.59  0.60 0.40  0.59 0.82  1.08 0.97 
 Bn(N) 2.58 0.82  2.75 0.57  3.15 0.45  1.00 0.81  1.47 0.95 
                
R = 4.0 Å 
Bz Bn(B) 0.94 0.99  0.50 0.71  0.07 0.13  0.90 0.99  0.96 0.98 
 Bn(N) 0.97 0.98  0.87 0.95  -0.24 -0.28  0.96 0.99  1.01 0.98 
 Tz(C) 0.99 0.98  0.77 0.76  -1.14 -0.49  1.08 0.98  1.04 0.98 
                
Bn(B) Bz 1.17 0.98  1.84 0.74  4.18 0.44  1.09 0.99  1.14 0.98 
 Bn(N) 1.01 0.97  1.41 0.81  1.51 0.46  1.06 0.98  1.03 0.97 
 Tz(C) 1.17 0.95  1.27 0.88  4.24 0.44  1.19 0.99  1.24 0.95 
                
Bn(N) Bz 0.87 0.97  1.15 0.95  -15.70 -0.15  1.03 1.00  0.85 0.96 
 Bn(B) 0.97 0.93  0.64 0.74  0.79 0.62  0.93 0.98  0.92 0.94 
 Tz(C) 0.94 0.94  0.88 0.84  3.01 0.67  1.12 0.98  0.99 0.95 
                
Tz(C) Bz 0.78 0.91  2.23 0.70  -1.71 -0.57  0.91 0.98  0.92 0.96 
 Bn(B) 1.03 0.96  0.87 0.87  0.08 0.13  0.83 0.99  1.00 0.96 




Table C.3: Slopes and correlation coefficients (r) for total least squares analyses of SAPT0 




D (R = 3.5 Å) 









B A-X Slope r  Slope r  Slope r  Slope r 
Bz Bz-X 0.45 0.71  0.53 0.95  0.62 0.92  0.56 0.96 





















  C-X…Bn(B) 




























  C-X…Bn(N) 





























Table C.4: Slopes and correlation coefficients (r) for total least squares analyses of SAPT0 




D (R = 4.0 Å) 









B A-X Slope r  Slope r  Slope r  Slope r 
Bz Bz-X 0.44 0.88  0.50 0.95  0.537 0.93  0.54 0.97 





















  C-X…Bn(B) 




























  C-X…Bn(N) 





























Table C.5: Correlation coefficients of SAPT0 interaction energies between all pairs of sandwich dimers involving benzene, borazine, and 




























































Bz-X Bz 1.00 0.90 0.74 0.12 
-
















   






    
1.00 -0.24 0.02 -0.24 0.15 0.63 -0.26 0.07 -0.21 0.07 0.83 
-
0.30 -0.10 -0.20 0.14 0.80 
Bn(B
)-X Bz 
     





      





       





        
1.00 -0.43 -0.15 -0.18 0.09 0.95 -0.15 
-







         





          





           





            





             
1.00 -0.25 
-







              




               






                




                 















Table C.6: Correlation coefficients of the electrostatic components of the SAPT0 interaction energies between all pairs of sandwich dimers 
































































































   
1.00 
-
0.47 -0.43 -0.67 -0.21 0.96 -0.82 -0.42 -0.69 -0.21 0.93 -0.66 
-






    
1.00 -0.53 -0.25 -0.67 -0.32 0.79 -0.52 -0.22 -0.64 -0.34 0.89 
-





     









      







       









        
1.00 -0.80 -0.54 -0.78 -0.33 0.98 -0.60 
-







         





          









           







            









             
1.00 -0.66 
-







              
1.00 
-




               



































Table C.7: Correlation coefficients of the non-electrostatic components of the SAPT0 interaction energies between all pairs of sandwich dimers 










































































   




    
1.00 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.93 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.92 0.87 0.88 0.91 0.92 
Bn(B
)-X Bz 
     





      





       





        





         
1.00 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.92 0.94 0.97 0.97 
Bn(N
)-X Bz 
          





           





            





             





              
1.00 0.96 0.93 0.94 0.96 0.97 
Tz-X Bz 
               




                




                 













Table C.8: SAPT0 interaction energies (kcal mol
-1
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.9: SAPT0 interaction energies (kcal mol
-1

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.10: SAPT0 interaction energies (kcal mol
-1

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.11: SAPT0 electrostatic component (kcal mol
-1



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.12: SAPT0 exchange-repulsion component (kcal mol
-1









































X Bz BnB BnN Tz TzN Bz BnB BnN Tz TzN Bz BnB BnN Tz TzN Bz BnB BnN Tz TzN 
H 3.09 4.90 5.36 4.34 4.38 5.42 4.25 12.02 4.26 5.75 5.42 12.10 4.28 5.73 4.25 4.34 4.26 5.73 0.99 4.68 
BF2 3.53 6.55 5.55 5.07 4.98 5.45 4.27 13.17 4.31 7.83 6.50 14.57 4.54 6.12 4.79 6.02 5.47 7.55 2.69 7.10 
CCH 3.51 5.87 6.01 5.23 4.51 5.91 4.58 13.38 5.06 6.96 7.78 13.18 5.20 8.01 4.16 5.72 4.51 7.70 2.53 5.29 
CF3 4.63 5.45 6.05 5.39 5.11 6.83 4.23 13.82 4.69 7.53 6.87 13.72 5.70 6.98 4.85 6.19 5.08 8.86 2.71 5.99 
CH2OH 3.66 6.31 6.22 5.21 5.81 6.16 4.86 13.58 4.85 8.09 6.86 14.62 5.04 7.10 4.93 5.90 5.45 8.80 2.60 6.49 
CH3 3.51 6.21 6.12 5.13 5.46 5.84 4.89 13.18 4.81 7.04 6.38 13.95 4.98 7.87 4.67 5.31 4.79 7.63 2.68 5.89 
CHO 3.59 5.96 5.99 4.50 4.19 6.15 4.61 12.27 4.51 7.45 7.15 14.12 4.94 7.66 4.70 5.47 5.12 7.55 2.54 6.16 
CN 3.92 5.61 5.95 4.66 3.85 6.02 4.31 12.68 4.88 5.24 8.52 13.15 5.60 8.09 4.03 6.27 4.91 8.48 2.47 5.35 
COCH3 3.87 5.96 5.81 5.26 5.11 5.73 4.39 13.39 4.65 7.28 6.87 14.10 5.17 7.98 4.80 5.63 5.21 7.64 2.86 6.83 
COOCH
3 
4.21 6.49 6.13 5.11 5.43 6.34 4.97 13.05 4.61 8.43 7.19 14.16 5.23 7.57 4.97 6.53 5.45 8.73 2.57 7.17 
COOH 3.63 5.96 5.87 4.84 4.87 5.60 4.24 12.92 4.39 7.41 6.81 14.29 4.85 8.06 4.72 5.69 4.98 7.87 2.61 7.00 
F 3.21 5.48 5.82 4.57 4.67 5.76 4.07 13.78 4.34 6.51 5.94 12.10 4.62 7.76 3.97 5.51 4.47 7.48 2.31 5.24 
NH2 4.54 6.09 7.93 5.52 6.43 7.14 6.35 15.55 5.77 8.21 5.81 14.53 6.16 9.64 5.01 6.55 6.17 10.8
0 
3.64 7.27 
NHCH3 3.92 6.70 7.81 6.19 6.81 6.36 5.66 14.37 5.47 8.66 6.45 14.12 5.75 7.62 5.32 5.77 5.66 9.91 3.11 8.92 
NO2 5.16 6.08 6.14 5.26 5.26 7.35 4.78 13.43 4.32 7.73 7.54 13.84 5.02 6.35 4.50 6.26 4.97 8.64 2.59 6.97 
NO 3.87 6.02 6.01 4.25 5.15 6.39 4.54 13.73 4.42 7.53 7.17 14.13 4.89 7.56 4.15 5.44 5.04 8.02 2.26 6.08 
OCF3 3.87 5.86 6.54 5.02 5.34 6.77 4.83 14.18 4.78 8.50 6.88 12.85 5.22 7.82 4.62 6.60 5.17 8.94 2.67 5.92 
OH 3.21 5.28 6.10 4.83 5.02 5.66 4.13 13.96 4.60 6.72 6.16 12.28 4.87 8.05 4.24 5.11 4.32 7.71 2.47 5.30 
OME 3.71 5.48 6.69 4.95 5.26 6.05 4.49 14.14 5.09 8.12 6.25 12.89 4.99 7.18 4.44 5.27 4.72 9.08 2.57 5.76 
SCH3 3.95 5.47 6.81 5.90 5.08 5.81 4.55 14.67 5.41 6.47 6.77 13.27 5.95 9.09 4.86 5.34 5.23 8.71 3.24 5.16 
SH 3.45 5.57 6.44 5.13 4.36 6.12 4.46 13.90 5.16 5.20 7.34 11.70 5.31 8.30 4.13 5.03 4.29 7.54 2.76 5.01 
SiF3 4.66 6.62 6.75 4.87 5.81 7.18 5.50 14.35 4.65 9.33 7.66 14.49 5.51 8.51 5.65 6.94 5.80 9.24 2.63 8.22 
SiH3 3.43 6.84 5.85 4.71 5.65 5.88 5.09 11.55 4.72 7.55 7.01 14.10 4.84 7.65 5.21 5.59 5.45 8.09 2.56 6.46 
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Table C.13: SAPT0 induction component (kcal mol
-1

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.14: SAPT0 dispersion component (kcal mol
-1

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.15: SAPT0 electrostatic component (kcal mol
-1













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.16: SAPT0 exchange-repulsion component (kcal mol
-1









































X Bz BnB BnN Tz TzN Bz BnB BnN Tz TzN Bz BnB BnN Tz TzN Bz BnB BnN Tz TzN 
H 11.2
9 
8.55 8.55 7.70 7.70 8.54 6.74 6.13 5.61 5.40 8.54 6.13 6.74 5.40 5.61 7.70 5.61 5.40 4.77 4.71 
BF2 11.4
5 
8.55 8.67 7.66 7.71 8.80 6.94 6.32 5.73 5.53 8.58 6.10 6.74 5.30 5.54 8.02 5.81 5.65 4.89 4.87 
CCH 11.0
1 
8.36 8.27 7.36 7.36 8.68 6.93 6.23 5.64 5.42 8.25 5.96 6.43 5.08 5.26 7.82 5.82 5.53 4.78 4.73 
CF3 11.3
7 
8.62 8.50 7.43 7.48 8.74 6.97 6.21 5.56 5.36 8.75 6.38 6.81 5.28 5.52 8.20 6.10 5.75 4.87 4.85 
CH2OH 11.2
9 
8.68 8.51 7.62 7.62 8.75 7.04 6.29 5.69 5.49 8.56 6.27 6.71 5.33 5.54 7.99 6.00 5.66 4.88 4.84 
CH3 11.2
9 
8.62 8.51 7.67 7.67 8.64 6.88 6.21 5.65 5.45 8.55 6.19 6.71 5.37 5.59 7.84 5.82 5.53 4.82 4.78 
CHO 11.1
3 
8.33 8.38 7.41 7.45 8.63 6.80 6.16 5.59 5.39 8.40 5.99 6.57 5.16 5.39 7.86 5.74 5.52 4.77 4.75 
CN 10.9
0 
8.16 8.15 7.19 7.22 8.58 6.77 6.12 5.51 5.31 8.20 5.84 6.37 4.99 5.20 7.76 5.68 5.44 4.68 4.65 
COCH3 11.2
0 





8.28 8.34 7.38 7.42 8.61 6.78 6.15 5.57 5.38 8.32 5.93 6.51 5.11 5.34 7.81 5.68 5.49 4.74 4.72 
COOH 11.0
4 
8.24 8.31 7.33 7.39 8.60 6.77 6.14 5.56 5.37 8.30 5.90 6.49 5.09 5.32 7.81 5.68 5.48 4.73 4.71 
F 10.7
6 
8.12 8.02 7.24 7.22 8.30 6.51 5.90 5.38 5.19 8.11 5.76 6.29 5.00 5.20 7.43 5.40 5.15 4.51 4.45 
NH2 11.2
0 
8.64 8.41 7.65 7.61 8.67 6.93 6.28 5.68 5.48 8.45 6.15 6.61 5.31 5.50 7.56 5.61 5.33 4.64 4.72 
NHCH3 11.7
4 
9.22 8.91 8.01 7.98 8.81 7.11 6.42 5.73 5.54 9.05 6.78 7.16 5.72 5.92 8.21 6.31 5.92 5.04 4.98 
NO2 10.7
0 
7.93 7.99 7.07 7.07 8.44 6.58 5.98 5.39 5.20 8.16 5.78 6.34 4.96 5.19 7.64 5.50 5.31 4.56 4.54 
NO 10.9
0 
8.13 8.18 7.22 7.26 8.50 6.68 6.05 5.48 5.29 8.32 5.93 6.50 5.11 5.34 7.73 5.62 5.40 4.67 4.64 
OCF3 11.1
1 
8.51 8.31 7.33 7.32 8.63 6.86 6.21 5.49 5.30 8.49 6.21 6.62 5.16 5.36 7.98 5.97 5.67 4.75 4.70 
OH 10.9
1 
8.32 8.15 7.41 7.38 8.39 6.63 6.01 5.46 5.27 8.23 5.90 6.41 5.13 5.33 7.50 5.52 5.25 4.59 4.54 
OME 11.1
3 
8.51 8.35 7.55 7.53 8.46 6.69 6.08 5.50 5.32 8.42 6.07 6.58 5.25 5.46 7.66 5.66 5.39 4.68 4.63 
SCH3 11.2
6 
8.75 8.50 7.57 7.51 8.98 7.31 6.55 5.84 5.59 8.61 6.39 6.75 5.35 5.51 8.16 6.22 5.88 5.00 4.92 
SH 11.1
7 
8.68 8.40 7.49 7.43 8.94 7.28 6.49 5.81 5.56 8.55 6.36 6.69 5.30 5.45 8.11 6.19 5.81 4.97 4.88 
SiF3 11.6
3 
8.81 8.76 7.66 7.71 8.91 7.10 6.37 5.71 5.51 8.93 6.51 6.98 5.43 5.67 8.31 6.20 5.85 4.99 4.97 
SiH3 11.6
6 
8.93 8.84 7.85 7.87 8.91 7.15 6.43 5.81 5.60 8.91 6.54 7.01 5.54 5.76 8.22 6.18 5.83 5.04 4.99 
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Table C.17: SAPT0 induction component (kcal mol
-1

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.18: SAPT0 dispersion component (kcal mol
-1











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.19: SAPT0 electrostatic component (kcal mol
-1

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.20: SAPT0 exchange-repulsion component (kcal mol
-1









































X Bz BnB BnN Tz TzN Bz BnB BnN Tz TzN Bz BnB BnN Tz TzN Bz BnB BnN Tz TzN 
H 2.66 1.92 1.92 1.68 1.68 1.92 1.41 1.29 1.13 1.09 1.92 1.29 1.41 1.09 1.13 1.68 1.13 1.09 0.90 0.90 
BF2 2.69 1.91 1.93 1.65 1.66 1.99 1.46 1.34 1.15 1.11 1.93 1.28 1.40 1.05 1.10 1.76 1.17 1.14 0.93 0.93 
CCH 2.55 1.83 1.81 1.56 1.56 1.95 1.45 1.31 1.12 1.08 1.82 1.23 1.32 0.99 1.02 1.70 1.16 1.10 0.90 0.90 
CF3 2.65 1.89 1.87 1.57 1.59 1.97 1.45 1.31 1.10 1.06 1.97 1.33 1.42 1.04 1.09 1.81 1.22 1.16 0.92 0.92 
CH2OH 2.63 1.92 1.89 1.64 1.64 1.96 1.47 1.33 1.13 1.10 1.91 1.30 1.39 1.05 1.10 1.74 1.14 1.14 0.92 0.92 
CH3 2.64 1.92 1.89 1.66 1.66 1.94 1.44 1.31 1.13 1.09 1.91 1.29 1.40 1.07 1.11 1.71 1.16 1.11 0.91 0.91 
CHO 2.59 1.84 1.85 1.58 1.59 1.94 1.42 1.30 1.11 1.07 1.88 1.24 1.36 1.01 1.06 1.72 1.14 1.11 0.90 0.90 
CN 2.51 1.78 1.78 1.51 1.52 1.92 1.40 1.28 1.09 1.05 1.82 1.20 1.30 0.97 1.01 1.69 1.12 1.08 0.87 0.87 
COCH3 2.61 1.86 1.87 1.60 1.60 1.96 1.44 1.31 1.12 1.09 1.89 1.26 1.37 1.03 1.07 1.74 1.16 1.13 0.91 0.91 
COOCH
3 
2.57 1.82 1.84 1.57 1.58 1.93 1.41 1.29 1.11 1.07 1.85 1.23 1.34 1.00 1.05 1.70 1.13 1.10 0.89 0.89 
COOH 2.56 1.81 1.83 1.56 1.57 1.93 1.41 1.29 1.10 1.07 1.85 1.22 1.33 1.00 1.04 1.70 1.13 1.09 0.89 0.89 
F 2.49 1.79 1.76 1.55 1.54 1.85 1.35 1.23 1.06 1.02 1.80 1.19 1.29 0.98 1.01 1.60 1.07 1.02 0.84 0.83 
NH2 2.61 1.92 1.86 1.65 1.64 1.94 1.45 1.32 1.13 1.10 1.87 1.27 1.36 1.05 1.08 1.63 1.11 1.05 0.86 0.89 
NHCH3 2.81 2.11 2.04 1.78 1.77 2.00 1.51 1.37 1.16 1.12 2.09 1.48 1.55 1.19 1.23 1.84 1.31 1.23 0.98 0.98 
NO2 2.46 1.72 1.73 1.48 1.48 1.88 1.36 1.24 1.06 1.02 1.81 1.19 1.30 0.97 1.01 1.66 1.08 1.05 0.84 0.85 
NO 2.52 1.78 1.79 1.53 1.54 1.90 1.39 1.26 1.08 1.05 1.85 1.23 1.34 1.00 1.05 1.68 1.12 1.08 0.87 0.88 
OCF3 2.60 1.88 1.83 1.56 1.56 1.95 1.44 1.31 1.09 1.05 1.92 1.30 1.38 1.02 1.06 1.77 1.21 1.15 0.90 0.90 
OH 2.53 1.84 1.80 1.59 1.58 1.87 1.37 1.25 1.08 1.04 1.83 1.22 1.32 1.01 1.04 1.62 1.09 1.04 0.86 0.85 
OME 2.61 1.90 1.86 1.64 1.63 1.89 1.40 1.27 1.10 1.06 1.89 1.27 1.37 1.05 1.08 1.67 1.13 1.08 0.88 0.88 
SCH3 2.61 1.92 1.87 1.61 1.60 2.03 1.54 1.40 1.17 1.13 1.92 1.33 1.40 1.06 1.09 1.79 1.25 1.19 0.95 0.95 
SH 2.58 1.90 1.84 1.59 1.58 2.02 1.53 1.38 1.17 1.12 1.91 1.33 1.39 1.04 1.07 1.78 1.25 1.18 0.94 0.94 
SiF3 2.73 1.95 1.95 1.64 1.65 2.02 1.49 1.35 1.14 1.10 2.02 1.37 1.46 1.07 1.12 1.84 1.25 1.19 0.95 0.95 
SiH3 2.75 2.00 1.98 1.70 1.71 2.02 1.51 1.37 1.17 1.13 2.01 1.38 1.47 1.11 1.15 1.81 1.25 1.19 0.96 0.97 
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Table C.21: SAPT0 induction component (kcal mol
-1

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.22: SAPT0 dispersion component (kcal mol
-1




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Computing the - and -components of the ESP and Qzz 
The electrostatic potential of a collection of nuclei and the associated electron density is 
given by  








V V V d






r r r r
r R r r
 
where the integral runs over all space. We wish to partition the nuclear charges and 
  r  into contributions from the - and -sytems, such that 
             nuc elec nuc elecV V V V V V V                r r r r r r r  
where -system is defined as the neutral system comprising the -electrons and 
corresponding component of the nuclear charge.  -system is defined similarly. 
For planar arenes, this can be accomplished by partitioning the electron density based on 
the symmetry of the underlying molecular orbitals. For a Cs-symmetric arene in which 
the mirror-plane corresponds to the molecular plane, the contributions of the - and -










































  r r  
and 









  r r  
in which the sums run over all doubly-occupied molecular orbitals of a′ or a′′ symmetry. 
 The - and -contributions to  nucV r are evaluated by assigning effective 
charges to each nucleus A ( ,
eff
s AZ , where s =  or ) according to the number of electrons 
contributed to the - and -systems in a given molecule (e.g. in benzene, ,
eff






CZ = 1, and ,
eff
CZ = 5). The nuclear component of the ESP is computed separately 


































Table D.1: Qzz values for the azines (Q), as well as the nuclear (QN), -electronic [Qe()] and -
electronic [Qe()] contributions, all relative to benzene.
[a]
 
 Q QN Qe Qe() Qe() 
pyridine 3.0 17.8 –14.9 –14.6 –0.3 
pyrazine 6.1 35.0 –29.0 –28.5 –0.5 
s-triazine 9.2 53.2 –44.0 –43.3 –0.7 
s-tetrazine 11.4 63.8 –52.4 –51.8 –0.6 














Figure D.1: SAPT2 energy components as a function of anion-arene distance for (a) benzene and (b) 
s-triazine, as well as the difference between the two plots (c).  The difference in the SAPT2 
interaction energy closely followed the difference in the electrostatic components.  Plots for the other 
azines look the same, only scaled by the number of nitrogen atoms. 
